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Abstract

This Ph.D. project was mainly devoted to the study of the connection between
magnetocaloric properties and first order phase transitions in ferromagnetic
materials based on the La(Fe,Si)13 compound. The magneto caloric effect (MCE)
and its application in magnetic cooling cycles rely on the reversible magnetiza-
tion and demagnetization of a magnetic material by an external magnetic field,
resulting in a temperature change that is maximal at temperatures close to a
magnetic phase transition. The possibility to improve the performance of the
active refrigerator materials, depends on many factors: the need of a Curie tem-
perature close to ambient temperature, a low magnetic and thermal hysteresis
and a high magnetic entropy variation for magnetic fields below two Tesla.
The latter requisite can be found in first order magnetic phase transitions that,
unfortunately, are accompanied by intrinsic thermo-magnetic hysteresis. This
drawback for magneto cooling cycles, motivates the present study on the phase
transitions kinetics. On the other hand, the investigation of magneto-thermal
phenomena in magnetic materials is of great importance also for solving funda-
mental problems of magnetism and solid state physics, for example, it is recog-
nised that the properties of interest of such functional materials are intimately
linked to the detailed nanostructure, however, the nature of this link itself is not
understood very often.

In this Ph.D. project, thermo-magnetic phase transitions in La(Fe,Si)13 com-
pounds were investigated through the comparison of various experimental tech-
niques within a collaboration between the applied superconductivity group of
Politecnico of Torino and the electromagnetism division of INRiM (National In-
stitute of Metrological Research). To achieve a proper physical understanding
of the connection between thermo-magnetic hysteresis at the microscopic level
and the microstructure, a magneto optical method was applied to samples of
La(FeSi)13 with cobalt substitutions, so to allow the dynamical visualisation of
the phase boundaries motion in a first order phase transition. These type of
experiments have been compared with low rate calorimetry data and, from the
experimental work, it has been found that the presence of avalanches is a char-
acteristic feature of these alloys and it is related to their thermal hysteresis. The
difference between first and second order phase transition kinetics were high-
lighted thanks to the employment of different techniques, which also favoured
the separation of the general aspects of hysteresis, common to all irreversible
processes, from features more strictly dependent on specific microstructural
properties. For the aim of this Ph.D., other techniques were also used to ob-
serve temperature induced magnetic phase transitions in functional magnetic
materials. Among them an in-temperature ferromagnetic resonance method
was implemented for the study of the magnetization dynamics in canted spin
structures.

The present research activity has been partially related to the European
Project DRREAM [1] (a collaborative research project funded by the EC under
the Seventh Framework Program 2013-2015), whose goal is to reduce the use
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of rare earth elements in the life cycle of technologies that use magnetic phase
change materials, in particular magnetic refrigerators.
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1

Introduction

MAGNETOCALORIC EFFECT AND ITS APPLICATION

The study of the magnetocaloric effect (MCE) is nowadays an interesting
example of collaboration between industry and university. The physical reason
which makes MCE attractive either for applications and for research is the exis-
tence of thermodynamic relations among the magnetisation change of a system
and its temperature, that, in some cases, can be used to perform efficient ther-
modynamic cycles. With about 60 prototypes [2] [3] [4] being developed all
over the world, and the involvement of different industries, magnetocaloric en-
ergy conversion is today on its way towards the first market applications [5]: a
wine cooler, produced in 2015 [6] is one of the most advanced magnetic refriger-
ator prototype for room temperature applications. However, in order to obtain
such a result, thirty years of dedicate experimental and theoretical research had
passed [7]. A promising development of magneto cooling is to develop fully
solid state magnetic refrigeration devices, combining the use of materials dis-
playing the magnetocaloric effect and materials whose thermal conductivities
are controlled by an external magnetic field [8]. One focus on materials re-
search for MCE is the characterization of the thermodynamic quantities ∆Siso
and ∆Tad as a function of an external applied magnetic field. These quantities
represent respectively the isothermal entropy change and the adiabatic temper-
ature change of a system when subjected to an external magnetic field. Several
magnetic materials, which can produce large temperature changes, are thus
subjected to intensive studies in order to improve their performances. This is
attested by the large number of publications devoted to describe, through ad-
vance material engineering, the MCE properties of various classes of magnetic
systems (see Fig.1.1): Heusler alloys [9], rare-earth based compounds [10] , Fe-
Rh [11],... A drastic improvement on such materials research was achieved by
the discovery of the giant MCE (GMCE) in Gd5(Si2Ge2) in 1997 [12]. It was
shown that the change from orthorhombic to a monoclinic structure brings
about a fundamental difference in the magnetic behaviour of this alloy.

According to this paradigm, among the promising candidates for magnetic
cooling applications, those which have a magneto-structural phase transition
of the first order [13] are believed to be the most interesting and are the most
investigated one. The research interest on such systems is mainly due to their
large (giant) MCE properties at the transition, but noteworthy these compounds
represent a playground for study the interplay between spins, electrons and
phonons in complex systems.
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2 1. Introduction

FIGURE 1.1: The number of research papers published annually
over the past 80 years containing the word magnetocaloric in the

title, abstract, or among the keywords [7].

FIRST ORDER MAGNETIC PHASE TRANSITION AS A REQUIREMENT

Thermodynamics provides a fundamental approach for the study of phase
transitions [14] setting up relations among different parameters characterizing
a systems at equilibrium; however, when the interest is devoted to first order
phase transitions, the equilibrium vanishes and the experimental behaviour of a
material may result difficult to study. The physical changes, which accompany
these transitions, involve discontinuities in the electronic, magnetic and/or
crystal structure and these three subsystems can either behave independently
or not. Different approaches may have to be considered and, in some cases, the
complex mechanisms of interactions at the microscale cannot be disregarded at
all. A first order phase transition can thus be studied by comparing initial and
final states, so that to highlight differences among physical properties of the two
facing phases (electrical resistivity, magnetization, bulk and elastic moduli,...).
In fact, the changes in the electronic, magnetic and crystal structure at the tran-
sition, originate entropic terms with different signs and magnitudes depending
on the order types of the two phases. In some cases these entropy terms are
coupled as, for example, in magneto-elastic processes for which the magnetic
interaction strongly depend on the distance between atoms [15], thus that more
subsystems contribute to the transition. The driving force of a first order phase
transition can also be studied by looking at the transition kinetics, which con-
cerns those mechanism by which a system attempts to reach the equilibrium
state and how long does it takes. In analogy with a chemical reaction, the phase
transformation is regarded as an activation process over an energy barrier (acti-
vated state) which separates two equilibrium states (phases). This construction
is applicable to systems in transition from non equilibrium to equilibrium, or
between two equilibrium states. Importantly, the kinetics factors which govern
the transition, determines the velocity of the process, thus how fast or slow a
transition can occur and, together with the thermodynamic observations, can
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furnish the details on the way on which a material reacts to external constrains.
One of the most important challenge concerning first order phase transitions
and thus GMCE compounds, is to understand the microscopic origin of the ex-
isting relation between spins, electrons and phonons, because it represents an
opportunity to improve the functional properties of the materials.

With the aforementioned considerations, in order to understand the MCE
origin in the details and successfully applied it to room temperature refriger-
ation cycles, a general discussion on the thermodynamic properties of phase
transitions has to be applied to the magnetic / magnetocaloric systems under
investigation [14]. The phase equilibrium diagram of the compounds needs to
be constructed with attention, in order to improve the possibility to establish
material classes with a tunable Curie temperature around room temperature.
In fact, to efficiently employ different materials in different cross sections of an
active magnetic regenerator, their Curie temperatures have to be close enough
to each other and the changes in temperature produced at the transitions have
to be sufficiently large for the purpose of refrigeration. Another requirement,
which is important for magneto cooling application, is the absence of thermal
hysteresis or its limited span, because in this sense, a first order phase transi-
tions is in conflict with an efficient employment of the material. Since refrig-
eration devices may be cycled at a frequency of a few Hz, the active materials
ability to perform the transition at these frequencies has to be checked by using
theoretical and experimental investigations of the transition kinetics.

THE CHOICE OF LA(FE,SI)13 BASED COMPOUNDS

With the purpose to understand such complexity and, in particular, the ki-
netics of first order phase transitions, this Ph.D. thesis aims at the investigation
of a class of compounds based on the La(Fe,Si)13 system. These materials posses
a first order or a second order magneto-structural transition from a low temper-
ature ferromagnetic phase to a high temperature paramagnetic phase, depend-
ing on the substitution elements at Fe sites and on the external applied magnetic
fields. The main reason of interest for this class of compound was highlighted
by the pioneering paper of Fujita [16] in 1999, on the presence of very large
magneto caloric effect coupled with small thermal and magnetic hysteresis [17]
[18] [19]. The last feature has been strongly investigated in the last decades
and good results have been obtained to reduce the hysteresis by changing sam-
ple geometry [20], micro-structure [21] or preparation route [22]. Meanwhile,
many research groups have focused their attention on the mechanism which
underlays the origin of the hysteresis at the phase transition but, due to the
complexity of the system, a complete picture of the predicted interaction be-
tween spin, lattice [23] and itinerant electrons [24] is still reason of debate [25],
deserving further investigation.



4 1. Introduction

Experimental investigation

In the thesis, in Ch.2, the classical thermodynamics of equilibrium systems is
reviewed briefly and then applied to second or first order phase transitions be-
tween equilibrium states. The case of magnetic materials is treated separately,
with the aim to introduce the necessary thermodynamic quantities suitable for
La(Fe,Si)13 based materials. A deeper description of these compounds is fur-
nished on the basis of several theoretical and experimental works and with at-
tention to the role of substitution and interstitial elements and to the intrinsic or
extrinsic sources of hysteresis. Concerning the thermo-magnetic hysteresis and
the first order nature of the phase transition, few kinetics studies are present in
literature on these compounds, thus to motivate the experimental work, pre-
sented in Chs.4 and 5. Two different techniques, magneto optics and calorime-
try, have been respectively used to observe and to quantify the avalanches of
the first order phase transition of La(Fe,Si)13 based compounds.

SPATIAL PROPAGATION OF THE TRANSITION FRONT

The use of a magneto optical imaging technique with indicator film (MOIF)
[26] for visualize the first order phase transition in La(Fe0.9Co0.015Si0.085)13 is pre-
sented in Ch.4. The experimental setup in use and its physical principle are de-
scribed in details. The MOIF technique permits to directly observe the magnetic
response of a magnetized object and thus to dynamically follow the magnetic
phase front across an entire surface of a sample, without loosing micro-scale
resolution on single sites. The emerging aspect of this work discloses that the
magnetic front propagation is reproducible while cycling the material across its
transition temperature. The first order nature of the process produces fast and
discontinuous transformations of volumes inside the bulk material, which in-
terestingly are counteracted by the presence of a concomitant slow phase front
motion. MOIF technique has been also used to clarify some aspects related to
the local properties of the compound. Local inhomogeneities present at the sur-
face of the sample (and observable by MOIF) are in fact slightly related to the
aforementioned slow dynamics. The magneto-optical observations are com-
pared to several calorimetric data presented in Ch.5.

LOW RATE CALORIMETRY AND AVALANCHES

A characteristic feature of first order phase transitions is the presence of an
intrinsic latent heat of transformation, decoupled from the continuous variation
in the specific heat of a material. Calorimetry techniques have been employed
to observe this property, either in first and second order phase transitions. The
samples suitable for this purpose were chosen from a series of LaFexMnySiz-
H1.65 compounds, which differ to each other mainly because of the amount of
Mn atoms. The MCE properties of the series [27] were studied in order to obtain
a complete phase diagram around room temperature as a function of external
applied fields below two Tesla. On the other hand, the samples were also used
to obtain more details about the interplay of the reversible specific heat and the
characteristic latent heat under different external conditions. In the chapter, a
wide motivation for the use of very low temperature scanning rate (1 mK/s) is
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furnished. Under such condition, it is shown that heat flux avalanches can be
resolved in time when the transitions are of the first order and that the existence
of such avalanches discriminates between possible irreversible and reversible
contributions to the entropy change at the transition. The emerging aspect of
this study is the coexistence of either latent heat and reversible heat which ap-
pears when approaching the critical point on the magnetic phase diagram of
the compound.

PERSPECTIVES

A kinetic approach is showed to be necessary to explain the fast dynamics
of the front motion observed by MOIF and the avalanche behaviour obtained
by DSC experiments. The thermodynamics of equilibrium it is however used
to explain the remaining properties of such transitions: the slower propagation
of the front and the rising specific heat of the materials while approaching the
critical point. The results of this experimental work may help to model the de-
tails of phase transitions in La(Fe,Si)13 based compounds and to optimize their
properties for magneto cooling applications. Moreover, since the experiments
concern general features of phase transitions near the critical point, they may
also be applied to other systems in the future. In Ch.6, other experimental tech-
niques are applied to magnetic phase transitions. The reported results provide
the basis for future experimental investigations either in bulk or in thin film
samples, including the possibility to observe the evolution of the magnetiza-
tion dynamics with temperature.

PhD Thesis





2

Thermodynamics of a phase
transition

"̧Classical thermodynamics is built around the
concept of equilibrium states. If we leave a system
undisturbed, it relaxes to an apparently quiescent
state in which nothing much seems to be happen-
ing. From the late nineteenth century through
much of the twentieth century, a comprehensive
theoretical framework — informed by ever more
precise experiments — was developed to explain
how the macroscopic properties of these equilib-
rium states arise from interactions between their
microscopic constituents [28].

This chapter is focused on the properties of a thermodynamic system and
in particular to magnetic systems treated as composed by magnetic moments
(spins), whose order is used to define the phase of the system. Considera-
tions about the thermodynamic response of a magnetic system are extended
to the case in which a change of phase is induced. Each phase of the system
is regarded as a (meta)stable state, in which the equilibrium conditions of the
classical thermodynamic determine the equation of state. By comparing these
quantities for each phase, the related functional properties of the system can be
studied during a phase transition.

2.1 Thermodynamics of equilibrium

All thermodynamic systems have a tendency to evolve toward equilibrium
states, where they are characterized solely by the actual value of the state vari-
ables and not by the previous history. These states are by definition time inde-
pendent and are in a stable thermodynamic equilibrium [14]. On the basis of
that, a phase can be defined as a thermodynamic system (a physically distinct
region of a system) which has attained thermodynamic equilibrium, and which
has a specific set of order parameters which specify its physical properties. Such
parameters can describe the composition, the structure, the atomic, magnetic

7



8 2. Thermodynamics of a phase transition

and ferroelectric order, etc. However, the term phase is also frequently referred
to a set of equilibrium states demarcated in terms of state variables such as
pressure and temperature by a phase boundary on a phase diagram. For any
system at equilibrium may exist an equation of state which relates the different
thermodynamic state variables to each other. Such equation of states can be
complex as far the interactions among the constituent elements of a system and
the solution can be not easy to find.

2.1.1 Thermodynamic potentials
In order to describe a phase at equilibrium, a definition of its energy is required.
In general, a thermodynamic system is described by its internal energy, U . Since
only differences in energy rather then absolute values of energies have physical
significance, it follows that the internal energy of a system can be only defined
referring to the energy of the system in a confidential state arbitrary taken at
zero value. On the basis of that, the internal energy might be thought as the
energy required to create a system in the absence of changes in temperature
or volume (adiabatic process). U represents the energy contained within the
system, excluding the kinetic energy of motion of the whole system and the
potential energy due to external force fields, but it keeps account of the gains
and losses of energy of the system that are due to changes in its internal state.
In a system which is a function of volume,V , pressure, p, and temperature, T ,
the Gibbs free energy of a system is used to represent the sum over different
contributions of energies and can be defined as:

G = U − TS + pV, (2.1)

where S denotes the entropy of the system. It has to be noted that, if the system
is controlled at constant temperature and pressure, the sum over all contribu-
tions of the energy, G, is minimum at thermodynamic equilibrium where an
equation of state holds. Other thermodynamic potentials can be used to de-
scribe a system, each of them describing a characteristic feature. The enthalpy,
E, is useful in order to determine the heat absorbed (or released) by the system
through a chemical reaction or by external heat transfer and is defined as:

E = E(S, p) = U + pV. (2.2)

Finally, as in the case of the internal energy, the Helmholtz free energy can be
used to define the amount of work obtainable from a system:

A = A(T, V ) = U − TS (2.3)

A mnemonic scheme of the existing relations among variables and state func-
tions is represented in Fig.2.1. On each side of the square appears one of the
thermodynamic potential, surrounded by its two natural independent state
variables. An arrow pointing toward a thermodynamic potential has to be sub-
stituted by a negative coefficient (and vice-versa). The above definition holds
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FIGURE 2.1: The thermodynamic square for a pV T system.

for a system which has a constant number of molecules, thus the chemical po-
tential is fixed. In certain circumstance the work obtainable from a macroscopic
system is related to the change in the appropriately defined thermodynamic
potential, thus each of them may be differentiated resulting in a set of funda-
mental equations:

dU = TdS − pdV, (2.4)

dE = TdS + V dp, (2.5)

dG = −SdT + V dp, (2.6)

dA = −SdT − pdV, (2.7)

By the use of these definitions, the internal parameters S, p, T and V can
be determined by the following equations of state, where the subscript, in each
partial derivative, refers to the thermodynamic variable which is kept constant
during a process.:

T =

(
∂U

∂S

)
V

;−p =

(
∂U

∂V

)
S

(2.8)

T =

(
∂E

∂S

)
p

;V =

(
∂E

∂p

)
S

(2.9)

−S =

(
∂G

∂T

)
p

;V =

(
∂G

∂p

)
T

(2.10)

−S =

(
∂A

∂T

)
V

;−p =

(
∂A

∂V

)
T

(2.11)

2.1.2 Maxwell relations
From the above considerations it is evident that, in spite of the complexity of a
given system (microscopic behaviour), thermodynamics is able to capture some
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of the features which concern the dynamics inside a rigid body subjected to con-
strains or force. Moreover, by making use of the second derivative of the state
functions described above, it is possible to obtain the Maxwell relations: a set of
useful equations which trace the relation among the different thermodynamic
variables (internal parameters) of the system. For a pV T system these are:(

∂T

∂V

)
S

= −
(
∂p

∂S

)
V

, (2.12)

(
∂T

∂p

)
S

=

(
∂V

∂S

)
p

, (2.13)

(
∂S

∂p

)
T

= −
(
∂V

∂T

)
p

, (2.14)

(
∂S

∂V

)
T

=

(
∂p

∂T

)
V

. (2.15)

Finally, by crossing the state functions and performing the second deriva-
tives of each thermodynamic potential, two types of response function can be
introduced. The specific heats:

cV = T

(
∂S

∂T

)
V

= −T
(
∂2A

∂T 2

)
V

; (2.16)

cp = T

(
∂S

∂T

)
p

= −T
(
∂2G

∂T 2

)
p

; (2.17)

which measure the heat absorption from a temperature stimulus and the com-
pressibilities:

KT = − 1

V

(
∂V

∂p

)
T

=
1

ρ

(
∂ρ

∂p

)
T

= − 1

V

(
∂2G

∂p2

)
T

; (2.18)

KS = − 1

V

(
∂V

∂p

)
S

=
1

ρ

(
∂ρ

∂p

)
S

= − 1

V

(
∂2E

∂p2

)
S

(2.19)

which measure the response of the volume to a pressure stimulus. A further
response function is represented by the thermal expansion coefficient, defined
by:

αp =
1

V

(
∂V

∂T

)
p

. (2.20)

2.2 Phase transitions between equilibrium states

For the pV T system of the previous examples, the equation of states define a
surface in the pV T three-dimensional space tracing the phase diagram of the
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system. Each of the points on this surface corresponds to equilibrium positions
of the system where it can be described by classical thermodynamics. In order
to understand such a surface, it is convenient to consider its projections on to
planes. For example, the projection on to the pT plane of a pV T system (Fig.2.2
(a)), reveals three separate regions on the phase diagram. Using water as an
example, these regions correspond to its three familiar forms: the solid, the liq-
uid and the gaseous phase. Moreover, this representation implies that the solid
and gaseous phase are in equilibrium along the sublimation curve, the solid
and liquid phases are in equilibrium along the fusion curve and the liquid and
gaseous phases are in equilibrium along the vapour pressure curve. In fact, in
each point on these three curves the two phases can coexist while, the triple
point represents an equilibrium state in which all three phases coexist. Among
these description, the vapour pressure curve, Fig.2.2 (a), does not extend for-
ever but rather it terminates in a point. This point is named the critical point,
and its coordinates are denoted by the respective critical values of the parame-
ters pc and Tc.

FIGURE 2.2: Projections of the phase diagram for a pV T system.
(a) and (b) are respectively the pT and pV projections near the

critical point.

The fact that the vapour pressure curve terminates in a critical point means
that one can convert a liquid to a gas continuously, without crossing the phase
transition line. In this sense, there is no fundamental difference between the
liquid and gaseous phase. As it is shown by the isothermal curves in Fig.2.2 (b),
at temperature below Tc, the difference in the volumes (density) of the liquid
and gaseous phases is large. This difference becomes zero while approaching
the critical temperature. The existence of a quantity which is non zero below the
critical temperature and zero above it, is a common feature associated with the
critical points of a wide variety of physical systems. This quantity represents
the order parameter of the system [29].
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The order parameter helps to define a phase transition, in fact, for any sys-
tem, a change of phase occurs when one or more of its order parameters changes
discontinuously from one value to another or from zero to a non-zero value
(or vice versa). At any phase transition, either if the system is crossing the
critical point or a coexistence curve, the Gibbs energies of the two phases are
equal. However this condition may not hold for all the thermodynamic vari-
ables which govern the equation of state of the two phases. A discontinuity in
the order parameter which governs the transition, as it happens for example to
the density of water when it crystallizes, produces a discontinuity in the first
order derivative of the free energy potential. As a consequences, a phase tran-
sition may belong to the first order phase transition class (discontinuous and
irreversible process) or to the second order phase transition class (continuous
and reversible process).

FIGURE 2.3: Schematic representation of the Gibbs free energy as a
function of the internal variable V for a PVT system in the vicinity
of a second order phase transition (a) and of a first order phase

transition (b).

2.2.1 Continuous phase transitions

A plot of the Gibbs free energy as a function of a state variable (p, T, V ) in the
vicinity of a phase transition can be represented schematically with two equi-
librium position separated by a maximum, the two minima representing the
two phases which are (meta)stable for a set of pV T values. This representation
serves to consider the two phases as different systems, governed by a differ-
ent equations of state. The existence of a phase transition is explicate by the
point in which the relative Gibbs free energy are equal. As it can be observed
in Fig.2.3 (a), the volumes of the two phases are different along the isothermal
curve labelled with T1. As the temperature is increased, the curve of the Gibbs
energy modifies and the two minima smoothly merge into a single equilibrium
minimum. The energy of the two phases thus, by the effect of the temperature,
is continuously transformed into a sequence of equilibrium positions, until the
critical temperature Tc is reached and the two phases have the same values of
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T and V : they are undistinguished and thus governed by a single minimum
in the Gibbs free energy. In these cases, at the transition, the specific heats and
compressibilities of Eq.(2.16-2.19) are discontinuous.

IMPORTANT PROPERTIES AT A SECOND ORDER PHASE TRANSITION

Since the internal energy U is a function of state, a phase transition can be
studied by looking at the difference in the internal energies of the initial and
final phase. If a system absorbs an infinitesimal amount of heat dQ during a
reversible process, the entropy change of a system is equal to:

dQ = TdS. (2.21)

It follows that for a reversible transition, i.e. a continuous process, by combin-
ing Eqs.(2.4) and (2.21), the difference from the initial and final internal energy
is given by:

dU = dQ− dW. (2.22)

This equation describes the variation of the internal energy of a system, which
is due to the exchanged heat of the reversible processes diminished by the work
done by the system. For a pV T system the work is due to−pdV . The work done
during a second order transition is fully reversible.

Considering a system in contact with a heat reservoir during a reversible
process, if there is heatQ absorbed by the reservoir at temperature T , the change
in entropy of the reservoir is given by:

dSreservoir = −dQrev

T
. (2.23)

The total entropy change of system plus surroundings is

dStotal = dSsystem + dSreservoir = 0, (2.24)

and this is also true if there is a quantity of heat rejected by the system.
For a second order phase transition, specific heats can be calculated by using

Eqs.(2.16) and (2.17). Substituting S with eq.(2.21), the pressure specific heat
become:

cP =

(
∂Q

∂T

)
P

; (2.25)

Such equation can be used to determine the specific heat of phases by mea-
suring the exchanged heat of the transition with calorimetry methods (see Ch.5).

2.2.2 First order phase transitions

In Fig.2.3 (b) is depicted the evolution of the Gibbs potential when the coexis-
tence curve is approached. When the system reaches the transition tempera-
ture, Tt, the two equilibrium minima, representing the two phases, remain sep-
arated by a maximum which represents a point of instability. Differently from
a second order transition, the effect of the rising temperature is to establish
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which of the two minima is more stable (lower). In these cases, at the transition
temperature, the system may prefer to evolve to the more stable configuration,
even if a sharp discontinuity in the values of V , with respect to the pV T system,
persists. The conditions which help the system to transform in the more stable
phase usually involve process at the micro scale level.

IMPORTANT PROPERTIES AT A FIRST ORDER PHASE TRANSITION

The change in internal energy during a first order transition is not necessar-
ily continuous. In these cases, the transition is characterized by a latent heat,
which is defined as:

L = T∆S, (2.26)

where T is the temperature of the transition and ∆S is the difference in the
entropy of the two phases. Alternatively, the latent heat can be written as the
difference in the enthalpies of the two phases:

L = ∆E. (2.27)

Since the method by which the transition is induced is irrelevant, the latent
heat is independent thereof. As an example, at a pressure of one atmosphere,
the liquid-gas transition (boiling) of water occurs at 373.15 K and the latent heat
of vaporization is then 2264.76 kJ/kg.

Another consequence of a first order phase transition is the presence of hys-
teresis. If the system has been transformed once, in order to restore the initial
conditions the reverse process will follow a different thermodynamic path, ex-
plaining the difference in melting point and freezing point of some substances.
Such direction dependence is known as hysteresis. Lastly, at the transition
point, specific heats and compressibilities diverge to infinity, since they are cal-
culated from the derivative of a discontinuous function.

A graphical summary of the behaviour of the main thermodynamic quanti-
ties at a first or second order phase transition or in the absence of transformation
is furnished in Fig.2.4.

2.3 Magnetic systems

The simplest way to describe a magnetic system is by using the degree of order
of its constituent spins, therefore magnetic materials can be modelled as sys-
tems of spins which can orient themselves in an applied magnetic field. Most
solid materials are paramagnetic or diamagnetic. These materials either do not
have electron spins or these spins are not ordered unless an external field in-
duces some non-random orientation. Such materials are not considered to have
an ordered magnetic structure. This is different for ferro-, ferri- and antiferro-
magnetic materials, which differ in the relative ordering of their spins within
the lattice. In some ferromagnetic cases the structure may be relatively sim-
ple in that all spins point in the same direction. Towards higher temperatures
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FIGURE 2.4: Summary of the behaviour of the main thermody-
namic quantities in a pV T system in the absence of transformation

(a), at a first (b) or at a second order phase transition (c).

there will be more and more disordered spins defying the order of the mag-
netic structure and, at a certain temperature, the order will break down and the
spins will point in random directions. In some materials the pattern in which
the spins order is much more complicated. In antiferromagnetic materials, con-
tiguous spins point in opposite directions so that the overall magnetic moment
is zero. However, this is not necessarily achieved by a simple up and down
pattern and complicated structures may arise. Within the lattice, there may be
layers in which all spins point in one direction (as in a ferromagnet) but in the
next layer they point in the opposite direction giving an overall antiferromag-
netic arrangement. The possible number of arrangements is very large and can
include spirals, clusters, tetrahedra etc. In the following the discussion will be
centred to the case of ferromagnetic order, which vanishes at the Curie temper-
ature, releasing the system in a paramagnetic phase. In a paramagnetic phase
the spin disorder is maximum and can be lowered just by applying a mag-
netic filed. However, is only close to Tc that the spin order can be drastically
enhanced by applying an external magnetic field. In these cases, the Curie tem-
perature represents a point at which the magnetic system experience a large
change in magnetic order and thus in the magnetic entropy itself.
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2.3.1 Analogy between pVT and magnetic systems
The magnetzation M (i.e. the volume or mass density of magnetic moment) is
used as the order parameter and serves, in analogy to the density for a classi-
cal substance, to defines the phase diagram of a magnetic system. As for the
case of a pV T system, it is possible to furnish a thermodynamic description of
the macroscopic behaviour of a spin system on the basis of classical thermo-
dynamic of equilibrium. The most used representation of the laws governing
a magnetic system at equilibrium, starts from the analogy which can be made
between a pV T and a magnetic system. If a pV T system can be represented
by its internal variable volume and pressure, by replacing V with M and −p
with µ0H , the magnetic field, it is possible to write the function of state for a
magnetic system. The volume and pressure effects in the present discussion on
magnetic system are neglected for simplicity. In the case of a magnetic solid
the appropriate intensive variables are thus H and T . The work done by the
system, if the applied filed is held constant, is then done by a magnet during a
process in which its magnetization is changed:

dW = −µ0HdM. (2.28)

The function of states for the internal energy, U , the enthalpy, E, the Gibbs free
energy,G, and the Helmholtz free energy,A, can be written as density functions:

dU = TdS + µ0HdM, (2.29)

dE = TdS − µ0MdH, (2.30)

dG = −SdT − µ0MdH, (2.31)

dA = −SdT + µ0HdM, (2.32)

The resulting thermodynamic square for a magnetic system is given in Fig.2.5.

FIGURE 2.5: Thermodynamic square for a magnetic systems [14].
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The internal parameters S, M , T and H can be determined by the following
equations of state:

T =

(
∂U

∂S

)
M

;µ0H =

(
∂U

∂M

)
S

(2.33)

T =

(
∂E

∂S

)
H

;−M =
1

µ0

(
∂E

∂H

)
S

(2.34)

−S =

(
∂G

∂T

)
H

;−M =
1

µ0

(
∂G

∂H

)
T

(2.35)

−S =

(
∂A

∂T

)
M

;µ0H =

(
∂A

∂M

)
T

(2.36)

2.3.2 Maxwell relations
The four Maxwell relations for a magnetic system are:

1

µ0

(
∂T

∂M

)
S

=

(
∂H

∂S

)
M

, (2.37)

1

µ0

(
∂T

∂H

)
S

= −
(
∂M

∂S

)
H

, (2.38)

1

µ0

(
∂S

∂H

)
T

=

(
∂M

∂T

)
H

, (2.39)

1

µ0

(
∂S

∂M

)
T

= −
(
∂H

∂T

)
M

, (2.40)

whether, the response functions of Eqs.(2.16-2.19) are substituted with the
magnetic specific heats at constant magnetization values or applied magnetic
field:

cM = T

(
∂S

∂T

)
M

, (2.41)

cH = T

(
∂S

∂T

)
H

. (2.42)

The compressibilities are replaced by the isothermal and the adiabatic sus-
ceptibilities, which takes into account for the change in magnetic order in re-
sponse to an applied magnetic field.

χT =

(
∂M

∂H

)
T

(2.43)

χS =

(
∂M

∂H

)
s

(2.44)
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2.3.3 Magnetic phase transitions
As mentioned before, a change in the magnetic order is accompanied by a con-
sequent variation of the spin entropy. This effect can be obtained by varying the
external constrainsH and T and forcing the system toward a different magnetic
equilibrium state. A magnetic phase diagram can thus be visualized by the pro-
jection of the equilibrium surface onMT andHT planes. In Fig.2.6 (a) the ferro-
magnetic and paramagnetic states are considered near the critical point, i.e. the
Curie temperature. Above Tc the system is paramagnetic and the external field
can just slightly order the spins. Below Tc, the system is ferromagnetic and H
improves the order of the spontaneous magnetization. In Fig.2.6 (b), the order
parameter M , is represented as a function of T . Again, there exists the critical
temperature (Curie point) at which the PM phase is established. The magnetic
order, in this representation, continuously decreases while increasing T . This
scheme is suitable for a second order phase transition and can be successfully
described by mean field theory models.

FIGURE 2.6: (a) Scheme of the projection of the HT plane of a fer-
romagnetic system near the second order phase transition (Curie
temperature, Tc). (b) Analogue MT projection plane of the phase

diagram.

The specific heats at the transition, are derived from the second order deriva-
tive of the free energy by making use of Eqs.(2.41) and (2.42) which show that
cp of a ferromagnet is greater than that of a non ferromagnet and goes through a
maximum at the Curie temperature. When heat is added to any metal, part of it
increases the amplitude of thermal vibration of the atoms (lattice specific heat),
while the remaining increases the kinetic energy of the valence electrons (elec-
tronic specific heat). If the metal is ferromagnetic, additional heat is required
to disorder the spins (magnetic specific heat). The number of spins disordered
per degree increases with the temperature in accordance with the appropriate
Brillouin function, and becomes very large just below the Curie temperature,
where the magnetization is decreasing precipitously. According to the mean
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field approximation, the heat capacity change at T = Tc can be presented as:

∆cM = NkB
5J(J + 1)

J2 + (J + 1)2
. (2.45)

where J is the quantum number of the total angular momentum. It follows that
cM rapidly increases with J increasing, approaching the upper limit of 5 NkB/2
(for example, the cM maximum value amounts to 128 Jkg−1K−1 for Gd). On the
basis of the mean field approximation, the specific heats should experience a
step wise discontinuity at Tc, but, experimentally, ferromagnets usually show a
λ-type anomaly in their specific heat at Tc. This fact may be explained by the
persistence of a short-range spin order at temperature slight above Tc, but the
mean field theory insufficiently reproduces the measurements (Fig.2.7).

FIGURE 2.7: Comparison of the measured magnetic specific heat
of a ferromagnet near Tc (dotted line) with the prediction of mean

field theory (solid line) [30].

2.3.4 Irreversible magnetic phase transitions

The condition on the continuity of the magnetization, as a function of T , is not
satisfied if the transition is of first order. The situation is sketched in Fig.2.8. By
increasing the temperature, the value of M is drastically reduced to zero at the
transition tempertaure Tt. This temperature establishes when the minimum of
the paramagnetic phase in the Gibbs potential is more stable with respect the
ferromagnetic minimum. The correspondent set of HT coordinates are those
at which the system transforms. It has to be noted that, following the general
description of a first order phase transition, these points on the phase diagrams
are accompanied by a coexistence of the two phases and the transitions will
have a characteristic latent heat, L, of transformation, which can be calculated
with Eqs.(2.26) and (2.27).
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FIGURE 2.8: Schematic MT phase diagram of a first order mag-
netic phase transition. The magnetization, M , of the ferromag-

netic state abruptly drops to zero at Tt.

Actually, in first order transformation, the Maxwell relations can not be ap-
plied as they are. The coexisting phases (ferromagnetic - FM, and paramagnetic
- PM) may be thought as two equilibrium systems in contact with each other,
with the same temperature Tt, thus by equating the Gibbs potentials of the two
phases (Gibbs Duhem equation):

dGFM = dGPM , (2.46)

The equality must hold along the entire coexistance curve (Tt, Ht) and hence:

dGFM = −SFMdT − µ0MFMdH = dGPM = −SPMdT − µ0MPMdH, (2.47)

thus that:
µ0
dHt

dTt
= − ∆S

∆M
. (2.48)

By using Eq.(2.26) for the the entropy change it results:

µ0
dHt

dTt
=

L

T (MFM −MPM)
(2.49)

which is known as the Clausius Clapeyron equation. The equation sets up a
relationship among: Ht, the magnetic field at which the transition take place,
Tt, the transition temperature, ∆M , the magnetization change, and ∆S, the en-
tropy change, at a first order phase transition.
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In a magnetic system, in addition to the hysteresis produced by the irre-
versibility of a first order phase transition, may be important to consider the
magnetic hysteresis too. In fact, a ferromagnet is by its nature subjected to
magnetic hysteresis due to the domain nucleation and growth processes [31].
The thermo-magnetic hysteresis may thus results from both the processes: the
magnetization hysteresis and the irreversible first order phase transition.

2.4 Magnetocaloric effect

Ferromagnetic substances exhibit two unusual thermal effects. These effects
are of interest for solid-state physics because they can gives informations on
the electronic nature of a solid, and may have some practical applications in
refrigeration systems. These effects are large at phase transitions when a mate-
rial experiences a drastic change in magnetic order. The first effect is the mag-
netic specific heat which adds on the electronic and lattice specific heats of a
solid and it was commented earlier. The second thermal effect is the magne-
tocaloric effect (MCE). When heat is absorbed by a ferromagnet, part of the heat
causes a decrease in the degree of spin order. Conversely, if the spin order is
increased, by the application of a large field, heat will be released. If the field is
applied suddenly, the process will be essentially adiabatic (quasi-adiabatic) and
the temperature of the specimen will rise. The magnetocaloric effect is not to
be confused with a much smaller heating effect which occurs during a change
of magnetization from zero to the state of technical saturation, i.e., during the
conversion of the specimen from the multidomain to the single-domain state. In
this case, the magnetization is accompanied by dissipation effects which arise
from nucleation and growth of the ferromagnetic domains. The magnetocaloric
effect, differently, is caused by the change in spin order accompanying forced
magnetization, in which a high field causes an increase in magnetization of the
domain itself. This increase in magnetization above the saturation value, for a
given applied field, is greatest at the Curie temperature and decreases as the
temperature decreases below Tc.

2.4.1 Entropy and the magnetocaloric effect

Since a magnetic material can be roughly represented as consisting of spin, lat-
tice and conduction electrons, these three subsystems has to be considered to
contribute to the total entropy of the material.

dS = dSM + dSl + dSe. (2.50)

With this simple approach, in the case where it is possible to neglect the elec-
tronic term dSe, the entropy of a system is the sum of two contributions arising
from magnetic ordering dSM and from the lattice dSl of the system. With this
observation, it is evident that by controlling the change in magnetization inside
a body a temperature variation can be achieved. The simplest way to change
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magnetization is to apply an external magnetic field, in these cases, if we con-
sider the total entropy S of a magnetic system as a function of temperature,
pressure and applied field, H , its total differential can be written as:

dS =

(
∂S

∂T

)
H,p

dT +

(
∂S

∂H

)
T,p

dH +

(
∂S

∂p

)
H,T

dp. (2.51)

For an adiabatic and isobaric process (where dS = 0, and dp = 0), by using the
Maxwell relation of Eq.(2.39) and Eq.(2.42), the expression for the temperature
change due to a variation of the magnetic field can be obtained:

dTad = −µ0
T

cH,p

(
∂M

∂T

)
H,P

dH. (2.52)

Alternatively, another way to consider the MCE effect, is to write the to-
tal entropy of the system as function of the temperature, the pressure and the
magnetization of the material. In this way, its total differential can be written
as:

dS =

(
∂S

∂T

)
M,p

dT +

(
∂S

∂M

)
T,p

dM +

(
∂S

∂p

)
M,T

dp. (2.53)

On the other hand, if an adiabatic and isobaric change of magnetization is con-
sidered, the expression for the temperature change can be deduced by using
the Maxwell relation of Eq.(2.40):

dT = −µ0
T

cM,p

(
∂H

∂T

)
M,p

dM. (2.54)

Integrating equations Eqs.(2.52) and (2.54) the finite temperature change for an
adiabatic process, ∆Tad,is obtained:

∆Tad(T,∆H) = −µ0

∫ H2

H1

(
T

c(T,H)

)
H

(
∂M(T,H)

∂T

)
H

dH. (2.55)

∆Tad(T,∆M) = −µ0

∫ M2

M1

(
T

c(T,M)

)
M

(
∂H(T,M)

∂T

)
M

dM. (2.56)

Considering a system which is held at constant pressure and at constant
temperature the only surviving term is the derivative with respectM of Eq.2.51,
which corresponds to the finite entropy change under an isothermal and iso-
baric magnetization process. Integrating the Maxwell relation of Eq.(2.39) :

∆Siso(T,∆H) = µ0

∫ H2

H1

(
∂M(T,H)

∂T

)
H

dH. (2.57)

A graphical description of this quantities is proposed in Fig.2.9. ∆Tad (hor-
izontal line) and ∆Siso (vertical line) define the MCE. It follows that, in order
to measure the magneto caloric properties of a specific system, the magnetic
field is applied under adiabatic conditions when any heat exchange with the
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FIGURE 2.9: Graphical description of MCE, considering the en-
tropy of a system as a function of the applied magnetic field and
the temperature S(H ,T ), the MCE is defined by ∆Tad (horizontal

line) and ∆Siso (vertical line).

surroundings is absent. In this way the direct measurements the adiabatic tem-
perature change associated to the magnetic field variation can be obtained just
by measuring the initial and final sample temperatures.

Unlike direct measurements, indirect experiments allow the calculation of
∆Siso. Considering Eq.(2.53), the finite change of total magnetic entropy under
the change of both T and H is the sum of two contributions:

∆S =

∫ T2

T1

cH
T
dT + µ0

∫ H2

H1

(
∂M(T,H)

∂T

)
H

dH = ∆SH(∆T,H) + ∆Siso(T,∆H).

(2.58)
From a set of measured isothermal magnetization curves by the integration of
the Maxwell relations it is possible to obtain ∆Siso, and this is very useful as a
rapid search for potential magnetic refrigerant materials. On the other hand, if
is the total entropy change which is obtained by experiments, as in the case of
calorimetry data, both the two terms of eq.(2.58) have to be considered, while
by isofield measurements of the total entropy change the variation in specific
heat of the system can be obtained.

2.4.2 MCE in reversible and first order phase transitions
The above definitions of ∆Tad and ∆Siso are suitable also in those cases where
the magnetic order is altered due to a change of magnetic phase of the system.
However, the relationships between the magnetocaloric effect and the constant
magnetic field heat capacity discussed in the previous section were derived as-
suming that the total entropy of the magnetic material is a continuous function
of temperature. This is the case when phase transitions are of second order or
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FIGURE 2.10: Temperature dependences of the magnetic entropy
Sm at two different fields H1 and H2 (H2 > H1) in a ferromagnetic

material [32].

when there is no phase transition at all. In fact, in previous sections, the entropy
change was derived at the passage from different magnetic phases and it was
calculated on the basis of thermodynamics potential which has to be equal at
the phase boundaries. This condition holds also if the two phases are subjected
to external magnetic field. It follows that the MCE, at a phase transition, is max-
imized because the external magnetic field effect sums up to the change in M
due to the phase transition.

FIGURE 2.11: Comparison of MCE for first order (a) and in second
order (reversible) (b) transitions.

In the case of first order transitions the behaviour of the total entropy as
a function of temperature must account for discontinuity. Both the specific
heat and the magnetization terms of Eq.(2.58) experience discontinuities, thus
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they must account for irreversible contributions too. The reason is specified
in Fig.2.11, for the exchanged heat measured along an isofield curve, where Tt
represents the inset of the transition for the heating (or cooling) process.

In this chapter the MCE is presented as a result of the classical thermody-
namics. The fundamental equations which will be used in the experimental
Ch.5 are explained, in particular the total entropy of a magnetic system, and
the magnetic specific heat are treated at the end of the chapter, and the differ-
ence between a second and a first order transition are highlighted. The main
characteristics of a first order magnetic phase transition which will be encoun-
tered in the rest of the thesis are: the coexistence of phases at the transition
temperature, the thermal hysteresis and the latent heat content as expression of
irreversibility.

PhD Thesis - Chapter 2.





3

MCE in La(Fe,Si)13 based
compounds

"̧When an attempt is made to lower the tempera-
ture of liquid helium II below about 1 K by pump-
ing as rapidly as possible trough a tube as wide as
possible, the phenomenon of film creep provides
a series of events equivalent to a heat leak. The
net effect is a transfer of heat to the liquid helium,
whose temperature, therefore, cannot be reduced
appreciably below 1 K with ordinary apparatus.
It was suggested independently by Debye and by
Giauque in 1926 that magnetic properties of cer-
tain paramagnetic salts could be used to obtain
temperature below 1 K. The method suggested
was the magnetocaloric effect [33]."

Magnetic cooling could allow the development of an environmental friendly
technology based on solid state elements: magnetic materials are used as work-
ing bodies instead of gas and magnetization/demagnetization is used instead
of compression/expansion in conventional refrigerators. All magnetic mate-
rials show MCE to a greater or lower extent, but those which show a higher
MCE can reach temperature changes up to 7 K with a 2 Tesla magnetic field
[34]. These large magneto caloric effects are possible when, under the effect
of an external magnetic field, a material undergoes a phase transition of first
order which involves changes both in the intrinsic magnetic order and in the
structure. In order to achieve an efficient technology, in addition to the high
MCE values, these materials have to fulfil several requirements, so to motivate
the intense research among a variety of compositions elements and alloys. A
particular example is the class of compounds based on La(Fe,Si)13 alloy, whose
characteristics and features are commented in this chapter with respect to prac-
tical considerations for magneto cooling applications.

27
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3.1 Active Magnetic Refrigerator

The basic idea for magnetic refrigeration consists in a thermodynamic cycle
driven by magnetic field changes. One of the technologies developed around
this concept, is the active magnetic refrigeration (AMR), in which the magne-
tocaloric regenerates a fluid which acts as a heat exchange medium. Permanent
magnets are used to produce the necessary external magnetic field. The AMR
matrix, along with its housing, a motor, a fluid pump, valves, and permanent
magnet, replaces the hermetic compressor/motor and valve found in conven-
tional vapor compression systems [35]. One of the advantage of such idea is
that in the active magnetic regenerator (AMR) refrigerators, the MCE material
works both as the refrigerant and the regenerator, the last is a necessary thermal
device which assists in heath transfer between parts of the refrigeration cycle.
A sketch of a single component AMR thermodynamic cycle is reproduced in

FIGURE 3.1: Active magnetic regenerator cycle: an idealized sys-
tem in which a porous matrix of magnetocaloric material, the
AMR, is cycled into the field created by an ideal ring dipole mag-

net [36].

Fig.3.1 and consists of four individual steps [36]: (a) increasing the tempera-
ture of the active material above the temperature of the hot bath, (b) releasing
heat to the hot bath, (c) decreasing the temperature of the active material to a
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temperature below the cold bath, (d) extracting heat from the cold bath. In the
diagram, a MCE material is in contact with a cold sink (left side) and hot sink
(right side), bridging the gap between them. The AMR material can be build
in the form of perforated-plates AMR, parallel-plate AMR, wires-like AMR or
packed-bed AMR (d)). The parallel-plate and packed-bed AMRs are the most
widely applied to date, since they allow an easier fluid to flow between the
AMR parts. Only a small fraction of the fluid is moved in the thermal baths,
thus the AMR is able to develop a temperature gradient, which is sketched in
the small graphs of Fig.3.1. Each AMR material should work at the tempera-
ture (Tc) at which the MCE is maximum; moving away from such temperature,
due to the cycle, the MCE decreases. In the case of refrigeration processes with
high temperature differences (large span) the efficiency is lowered due to the
decrease of MCE, because of the deviation from the Curie temperature. One
solution to this problem is to implement a cascade system, where each cross
section has a different material with a Curie temperature in the proximity of
its application, so that its working domain and operating temperature range is
optimum. In this type of device, the AMR would be made of a layered bed of
material, with each layer operating in the vicinity of its Curie temperature, thus
providing maximal cooling power, as it is represented in Fig.3.2.

FIGURE 3.2: (a) Example of a AMR with seven layers. (b) The
magnetocaloric effect (magnetic entropy change) of La–Fe–Co–Si
with different Curie temperatures (reproduced from data obtained

from Vacuumschmelze GmbH)[5].

As it was pointed out by Yu et al. [37] and Gschneidner et al.[38], the AMR
materials must fulfil a series of properties and characteristics, in addition to the
large MCE values, in order to be efficiently used as cooling and regenerator
materials:

• Curie temperature close to the working temperature (i.e. room tempera-
ture);

• large temperature difference (∆Tad) in the vicinity of the working temper-
ature;

• no thermal or magnetic hysteresis to enable high operating frequency
and,consequently, large cooling power;
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• low specific heat and high thermal conductivity, thereby allowing large
changes in temperature and facilitating the processes of heat transfer and
increasing efficiency;

• high electrical resistance in order to avoid eddy currents in the processes
of rapid change in magnetic field;

• no toxicity;

• resistant to corrosion;

• good mechanical properties;

• low manufacturing costs necessary for commercial viability, and

• low environmental impact.

3.1.1 Room temperature candidates materials

The feasibility of magnetic refrigeration at room temperature was introduced
by Brow in 1976 through a magnetic refrigerator prototype working with Gd
material and a magnetic field created by superconducting magnets up to 7 Tesla
[39]. In the element Gd lanthanide metal, the ferromagnetic to paramagnetic

FIGURE 3.3: ∆T (T ) dependences of high purity polycrystalline
Gd measured directly by different techniques H = 20 kOe (2 T).

(Copyright 1998 by the American Physical Society)[32].
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phase transition takes place at 294 K. The use of Gd was studied by many au-
thors and the ∆Tad

∆H
to Tc values have been attested to be approximately 2.8 K/T

at low magnetic fields and drop to approximately 2 K/T in higher magnetic
fields [7]. In 1997, Pecharsky and Gschneidner discovered materials with a re-
markable magnetocaloric rensponse at room temperature [12] and stimulated
the research of new magnetocaloric materials. Gd5(Si1−xGex)4 has a magne-
tostructural transition leading to a giant magnetocaloric effect (GMCE) at room
temperature. The interest on the R5T4 materials, where R is a rare-earth element
and T = Si, Ge or Sn can be ascribed to a number of unusual features observed
in these compounds, such as a colossal magnetostriction and giant magnetore-
sistance. These behaviours are due to a coupled magneto structural first order
transition in which slabs of a well defined arrangement of R and T atoms shift∼
0.5 10−10 m with respect to each other along the a-axis when the material trans-
forms under the influence of temperature, magnetic field or pressure. This shift
gives rise to an ∼1% volume change at the transition. The phenomenon, which
gives rise to the GMCE, is thus the transformation of the lattice cell in different
structures either applying a magnetic field or cooling the system. The interest-
ing features of these transformations are that T-T bonds between the slabs are
absent in the Sm5Ge4-type structure, or that they are absent between alternate
slabs in the Gd5(Si2Ge2)-type structure, but that the T-T atoms are present be-
tween all the slabs in the Gd5Si4-type structure [40]. Another interesting feature
is that the first order transition temperature in the Gd5(Si1−xGex)4 is strongly
dependent on the Si:Ge ratio, especially for x ≥ 0.5 (see Fig.3.4 [41]).

FIGURE 3.4: Low temperature part of the pseudo-binary phase-
diagram Gd5Ge4–Gd5Si4 reprint from [12]. In the shaded regions

phases co-exist [41] [42].
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For materials with magneto structural transition, although the high mag-
netocaloric response is centred at the transition temperature, the magnitude of
the magnetocaloric response in each of the four steps of the cycle depends on
the thermal and magnetic history of the material which is generated by the four
steps. In fact, the first order nature of these phase transitions principally involve
the existence of thermal and magnetic hysteresis, while the magnetostructural
coupling and the changes in volume may produce thermal stress between the
existing phases. Both the magnetic hysteresis (during an alternating magnetic
field) and the thermal hysteresis (during heating and cooling), result in an en-
ergy loss and therefore, imply an increase in the input work of the thermody-
namic cycle. This can drastically reduce the MCE during the cycling operation
as well as the efficiency of the magnetocaloric device. It follows that, dynamical
investigation and experiments are required in order to avoid that the intrinsic
kinetics of first order phase transitions influences and limits the refrigerator
performance. Each of the class of candidates for MCE application may thus
deserve a proper attention to correctly characterize its features and drawbacks.

3.2 La(Fe,Si)13 based materials

Two graphs summarizing the most suitable compounds for room temperature
applications based on the ∆Sm, ∆Tad values and their Curie points are reported
in Figs.3.5(a) and (b). As it emerges from the graphs, a class of magnetic mate-

FIGURE 3.5: The isothermal entropy change as a function of the
magnetic field change (a) and the adiabatic temperature rise as a
function of the magnetic field change (b) for different materials

available in literature [38].

rials which are promising due to their enhanced magnetocaloric effect (MCE),
is the one based on La(Fe,Si)13. Since the first order nature of the transition had
become a prerequisite, due to the larger achievable MCE values, those classes of
materials characterized by very low values of thermal and magnetic hysteresis,
in spite of the irreversibility, are particularly attractive. Such feature is present
in La(FeSi)13 alloys [43], which belong to the Fe-rich rare-earth-iron compounds
such as R2Fe17, R(Fe,M)12 and R(Fe,M)13, where R = rare earth element, M
is Si, Al, etc. the main group elements. These compounds possess a large
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MCE because of the large enough spontaneous magnetization and the sharp
drop in magnetization with increasing temperature. The former arises from
the large amounts of Fe atoms and the latter is associated with ferromagnetic-
paramagnetic transitions at the Curie temperature, due to the direct magnetic
exchange interaction between Fe atoms [44]. These prerequisites have made
La(FeSi)13 based compounds strongly investigated among the class of magne-
tocaloric materials in the last 30 years. However, one of the first experimental
investigation was made in 1983 by Palstra et al. [45], who studied the La(Fe,Si)13

compounds by measuring the temperature dependences of the zero-field sus-
ceptibility and the electrical resistivity. The concluding remarks of this work
showed that the compound has strong critical behaviour in the temperature
dependence of the magnetization susceptibility and resistivity. The ferromag-
netic state had a susceptibility critical exponent corresponding to that found in
isotropic, 3-dimensional Heisenberg ferromagnet occurs, while the anomaly in
the resistivity was interpreted as a sign of a lattice structural change. In 1999

FIGURE 3.6: (a) Temperature dependence of the magnetization in
LaFe11.5Si1.5 (x = 0.885) and LaFe10.5Si2.5 (x = 0.807) measured in
a field of 3 kOe.(b) Temperature dependence of the electrical re-
sistivity ρ in LaFe11.2Si1.8 (x = 0.861) and LaFe11.1Si1.9(x = 0.854).

[45]

a paper of Fujita [16] renewed the interest in such compounds, and later, in
2001, Hu and collaborators [23] measured the entropy change at the reversible
transition (second order) in LaFe11.4Si1.6 finding a value of 19.4 J/kgK, much
larger than for other materials showing a reversible transition. Since then, a
large number of experiments ([44] [17] [18] [46]) have been devoted to the MCE
properties of the compounds at the transition and, in particular, a strong atten-
tion has been directed to the role of substitution elements and interstitial atoms.

3.2.1 Substitution and interstitial atoms

LaFe13 does not exist because of its positive formation enthalpy. To obtain
a LaFe13-based alloy, a third element has to be introduced. The first stable
LaFe13−xMx compound was obtained by Kripyakevich et al.[47] in 1968 after
partially replacing Fe with Si or Al. The compound crystallizes in the cubic
NaZn13-type structure with a space group of Fm3̄c . The incorporation of Si/Al
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causes no change in crystal structure but lattice shrinkages because of the small
atomic size of Si/Al compared with that of Fe. The measured lattice constant
of LaFe13−xSix was found to decrease with Si content increasing from ∼1.1475
nm for x=1.2 to ∼1.1450 nm for x=2.5. Although the change is not very large, it
has dramatic effects on magnetic properties. In this study, performed by Shen
et al. [48], the LaFe13−xSix is paramagnetic near the ambient temperature, and
transforms into a ferromagnet upon cooling at a temperature between 200 and
250 K, depending on Si content. The obtained Curie temperature increases lin-
early from ∼175 K for x=1.17 to ∼254 K for x=2.5, a rate much more rapid than
that expected for a simple dilution effect, indicating the change of electronic
structure due to the incorporation of Si.

In the composition range LaFe13−xSix (1.0 ≤ x ≤ 1.6), the stable 1:13 phase
undergoes a first order transition accompanied by a large volume change in the
vicinity of its Curie temperature Tc [23]. When 1.6< x≤ 2.0 a second order tran-
sition occurs and the corresponding magnetic entropy change becomes smaller.
Further increasing the Si content, a tetragonal structure is formed [22]. As in the
case of Gd based compounds, the Curie temperature can be tuned in a range
of temperature close to the ambient one by opportune substitutions, without
loosing the giant values of MCE. As an example, the transition temperature of
the first order compounds, which is around 200 K, can be tuned up to room
temperature by partial substitution of Fe with Co, which modifies the exchange
interaction between ferromagnetic atoms.

FIGURE 3.7: (a)Magnetic entropy changes of various sintered al-
loys LaFe0.915−xSixCo0.085)13 with x = 0.05, 0.058, 0.065, 0.075,
0.087, 0.099 and 0.112 (peaks from the left to the right) [49]. (b)
The Curie temperature Tc dependence on element concentration x

[50].

Increasing the Co content, however, transforms the transition into a second
order type corresponding to a lower MCE (Fig.3.7(a)). An interesting solution
is the introduction of interstitial hydrogen, which conserves the first order char-
acter and the high MCE. However, the full hydrogenation, which is needed to
avoid degradation ageing and to have a long time stability of the material [51],
shifts the transition to about 350 K (Fig.3.7(b)), making the transition tempera-
ture to high for room temperature applications.
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With respect to the Co effect, the substitution of Fe with Mn atoms, which
prefer an AFM coupling [52], lowers the transition temperature Tt and permits
a fine tuning of Tt [53]. The concomitant effects of the interstitial hydrogen and
of the Mn substitution can thus be used to obtain the desired high MCE close to
room temperature. The system with Mn is also particularly interesting because
a transition on the border between first and second order can be obtained and
it may provide the optimal magnetocaloric properties.

FIGURE 3.8: Field dependence of transition temperature dTc/dH
for four representative samples with Mn, Si and H [53].

It has to be noted that, although the promising feature offered by substitu-
tion elements, depending on the route of preparation of the samples, additional
undesirables features may affect the MCE properties of the compounds. For this
reason, a systematic study of the microstructure and the magnetocaloric effect
in LaFe11.8Si1.2 and LaFe11.4Si1.4 alloys over a large range of annealing tempera-
tures and times was carried out by Liu et al. [22]. As pointed out before, a mi-
nor additions of Si or Al are required to stabilize the cubic NaZn13-type phase.
For 1.0 ≤ x ≤ 2.0, however, it is difficult to prepare single phase La–Fe–Si bulk
materials by conventional casting and during the solidification, α-Fe dendrites
firstly grow from the liquid and then peritectically react with the surrounding
liquid forming a La-rich phase in the interdendritic region. In this case, due to
the incompleteness of the peritectic reaction, a large number of α-Fe dendrites
are usually preserved at room temperature. Homogenization treatment at high
temperatures (up to 1373 K) is thus required to obtain a maximized single phase
1:13-type material together with the high value of ∆Siso. However, for higher
values of annealing temperatures, the number of α-Fe phase starts to grow and
interestingly reduces the MCE of the compound (Figs.3.9 (a) and (b)). The ef-
fect of α-Fe inhomogeneities have thus to be considered carefully during the
characterization of the MCE properties of compounds. Another interesting ex-
ample of the effect of substitution elements can be found in the work of Krautz
[53]. For LaFe11.8−xSi1.2Mnx samples it has been shown that the amount of α-Fe
phase increases with increasing Mn content. Therefore, it was concluded that
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FIGURE 3.9: (a) and (b) Temperature dependence of ∆S for an-
nealed LaFe11.8Si1.2 bulk alloys under a magnetic field change of
(a) 0-2 T and (b) 0-5 T. The black lines are for LaFe11.4Si1.4 annealed
at 1323 K. (c) Volume fraction of constituent phases as a function of
annealing temperature (closed symbols determined by SEM, open
symbols determined by Rietveld refinement) of LaFe11.8Si1.2. [22].

the Mn atoms may inhibit the homogenization process to form the 1:13 phase.
The results are reported in Fig.(3.10), where the 1:13 phase is reduced especially
in the sample with low Si content.

FIGURE 3.10: (a) Phase constitution of non-hydrogenated
LaFe11.8−xSi1.2Mnx (closed symbols) and LaFe11.6−xSi1.4Mnx
(open symbols) obtained by Rietveld refinement of XRD patterns
and (b) solubility of Mn in 1:13 matrix phase and α-Fe as sec-

ondary phase (results obtained by EDS) [53].

3.2.2 Contributions to the hysteresis
Among the reasons of interest offered by La(FeSi)13 based compounds, there
is also the possibility to change the nature of its phase transition from first to
second order, close to room temperature. In many works, devoted to small vari-
ation of composition or changes in temperature or magnetic field, experimental
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evidences do appear of a drastic change of phenomenologies associated with
the transition.

An example is furnished in Fig.3.11, where the separated measure of irre-
versible and reversible heat at the transition was conducted by Morrison et
al.[54] by exploiting microcalorimetry methods. With respect to other types
of first order phase transition, the one of the La(FeSi)13 based compounds was
ascribed to a case in which, a coupled heat capacity and latent heat behaviour
appears.

FIGURE 3.11: (a) M(H) loops for LaFe11.44Si1.56 at increments of
2.5 K (the S-shaped curve moves to higher fields as the temper-
ature is increased). (b) The corresponding Curie–Weiss plots for
LaFe11.44Si1.56 and LaFe11.8Si1.2. (c) The change in heat capacity

and (d) latent heat measurements for LaFe11.44Si1.56 [54].

Fig.3.11 highlights three main features as a function of the external magnetic
field:

• A continuous change of the magnetic moment (Fig.3.11(a)) and of the
transition temperature;

• The variation of the inverse susceptibility from the linear behaviour ex-
pected by the Curie–Weiss law (Fig.3.11(b)), indicating two different Curie
temperatures: T0 (in the absence of a volume change) and Tc (the observed
Curie temperature);

• A large change in the heat capacity (∆C > 100 pct) accompanied by latent
heat, both of which change dramatically with the increasing transition
temperature (Figs.3.11 (c) and (d)).
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The benefits arising from this behaviour are mainly ascribed to the ease with
which the transitions can be tuned with respect to field, temperature, or com-
position in order to approach the critical point (i.e., where the phase transition
moves from first order to continuous). This feature suggests that material sys-
tems which exhibit an easily tunable critical point are desirable, not only be-
cause they enable better control of the desired properties (∆Siso,∆Tad and Tc),
but also because of the lower hysteresis (µ0∆Hhyst) associated with them.

Generally, the experimentally observed hysteresis in first order systems cor-
relates with intrinsic and extrinsic factors. Intrinsic ones usually include strain
effect, frictions from domain rearrangements, impurity and nucleation factors,
band structure, and etc. Extrinsic ones mainly refer to the heat transfer dur-
ing measurements, the field/temperature rate, the sample surface to volume
ratio, etc. Strong magneto-volume effect is a common feature for the first or-
der magnetocaloric materials and strain effect and frictions from domain re-
arrangements are unavoidable. Moore et al. studied the Gd5Ge4 [55] system
and found that, when a sample is broken into fragments, the operating field for
the transition became lower due to the reduction of internal strain. However,
they found that when the sample was further reduced into fine powder (par-
ticle size ∼ 100 µm3), the magnetic transition and the MCE nearly disappear.
They also observed this hysteresis effect in first-order La(Fe1−x−yCoxSiy)13 [56]
systems, highlighting that the magnetic hysteresis appears strongly field sweep
rate dependent. Such effect was interpreted as due to heat transfer conditions,
which differ depending on the sample dimension. This fact was also observed
in [43] by changing the contact medium between the samples and the sensor
of measure in calorimetry experiments. A detailed discussion on the sample
size dependent hysteresis, particularly for the particles smaller than 100 µm, is
still limited, however, some insights are present in the work of Hu [57]. The
size dependent hysteresis losses and the associated MCE were reported for
La0.7Ce0.3Fe11.6Si1.4C0.2 first order particles smaller than 120 µm. As the sam-
ple was ground from bulk into small particles (20 - 50 µm) the hysteresis re-
duced of about 61 % with respect the bulk. Such reduction was ascribed to the
notably increased surface area of the sample and to the partially removed inter-
nal strain and grain boundaries. For particle size above 20 µm, the hysteresis
loss get smaller while the effective entropy change remained nearly unchanged,
however, as the particles were further ground into extra-fine powder samples
(below 10 µm - average 4 µm) they lost stability and the MCE was remarkably
reduced.

Similarly, Fig.3.12 (b) reports the comparison for the adiabatic temperature
change in samples produced in the form of porous materials by compaction
of the pulverized bulk alloy, melt-spun ribbons and nanocrystalline mechani-
cally milled powders [58]. The performance of La(Fe,Si)13 based systems with
porous architecture is of a magnetic hysteresis partially improved due to partial
removal of grain boundaries that restrain volume expansion, however when
the porous architecture was prepared with nanoparticles (40 nm) the MCE was
drastically reduced. In order to maintain the excellent MC performance, micro-
crystalline alloys combined with a porous architecture, should be favoured.
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FIGURE 3.12: (a) Magnetization isotherms on field increase and
decrease and the deduced hysteresis loss for different particles
size compared to the bulk [57]. (b) Maximum adiabatic temper-
ature change in LaFe11.6Si1.4 with various microstructure in de-

pendence on the La(Fe,Si)13 phase fraction. [58].

Further and more recent studies on this topic were also conducted by other
groups. Recent results on volume and magnetization response due to the frag-
mentation of bulk samples were presented in [59] and [20]. In both works,
respectively by in-temperature tomographic volume reconstruction and a mag-
netization relaxation technique, it was shown that, depending on the fragments
size and on their arrangements with respect to each others, very different thermo
magnetic hysteresis curves can be obtained. The examined magnetic transition
of clearly separated particles (Fig.3.13), has been found to be much broader
compared to the interlocked particle ensemble. The motive of this behaviour
was attributed to the magneto static interactions, which do not require direct
contact between the particles and may thus facilitate the nucleation in neigh-
bouring particles, leading to an avalanche-like sharp transition.

Micro structure, particle arrangement, dimensions, compositions elements
and secondary phases are all shown to contribute to the MCE properties of the
La(Fe,Si)13 based compounds. Depending on these factors, the first order na-
ture of the transition can be suppressed, leading to a reduction of the magnetic
entropy change. On the other hand, without considering all these factors, the
thermo-magnetic hysteresis width may be overestimated, leading to a wrong
conclusion about the cycling frequency and magneto cooling power of the al-
loys.
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FIGURE 3.13: The magnetic transition of an interlocked particle
ensemble (open squares) with volume 0.12 mm3 is very sharp
even though most particles are separated by cracks of widths in
the range 2-6 µm. For a well separated particle ensemble of vol-
ume 0.18 mm3 (solid circles), the transition broadens significantly.
The sample images show the measured particle ensembles imaged

with computed tomography [59].

3.3 Origin of the giant magnetocaloric effect

For LaFe13−xSix compounds with Si content x < 1.6, an external field can induce
a transition from a paramagnetic to a ferromagnetic state at temperatures near
but above Tc, which is the so-called itinerant-electron metamagnetic (IEM) tran-
sition [16]. The FM state becomes more stable than the PM state under an ap-
plied field due to the field-induced change in the band structure of 3d electrons.
The IEM transition is usually indicated by the appearance of "S"-shaped M2-
H/M isotherms (Arrott plot). For the LaFe13-based compounds, the lower the
Si content is, the stronger the first-order nature of the magnetic transition will
be. The origin of the large ∆Siso in the compound LaFe11.4Si1.6 was attributed
by many papers to the rapid change of magnetization at the Tc caused by a dra-
matic lattice expansion of about 1% when transforming into the FM phase. The
temperature dependence of the lattice parameter was obtained firstly by Hu et
al. from XRD patterns (see Fig.3.14) and confirmed that the crystal structure re-
main cubic NaZn13-type upon altering the magnetic state from paramagnetism
to ferromagnetism.

3.3.1 Itinerant electron metamagnetic transition
In 1999 a paper of Fujita [16], showed a first-order transition above the Curie
temperature for ferromagnetic La(FexSi1−x)13 (x=0.86 and 0.88) compounds by
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FIGURE 3.14: (a)Temperature dependent lattice parameter of
LaFe11.4Si1.6 in comparison with that of LaFe10.4Si2.6. (b) Magnetic
entropy change of LaFe11.4Si1.6 for the magnetic field changes of
0 to 1.0 to 2, and 0 to 5 T respectively. For comparison, the ∆Sm
of LaFe10.4Si2.6 under 2 T is also presented. The inset shows the

differential curves of ∆Sm for LaFe11.4Si1.6 [23].

applying a magnetic field. The Curie temperatures of the two alloys, were de-
termined by the Arrott plots (207 K for x=0.86 and 195 K for x=0.88 Fig.3.15 (a))
and the measurements performed above the Curie points of both compounds
were characterized by the hysteresis in the magnetization curve (b) and (c).
The results were interpreted as the inset of an itinerant electron metamagnetic
transition (IEM) above the Curie temperature. Moreover, this IEM transition
was attributed to the 3d electrons of Fe, also because an enhanced effect was
observed in the compound with an higher amount of Fe (Fig.3.15 (c)). The the-
oretical discussion on the itinerant electron metamagnetic transition is closely
concerned with the double minima of the paramagnetic (M=0) state and the
ferromagnetic (M>0) state in the magnetic-free energy as a function of mag-
netization F(M). When the minimum in the ferromagnetic state is lower than
that in the paramagnetic state at 0 K, the system is ferromagnetic in the ground
state. However, at high temperature, the ferromagnetic energy minimum can
become shallower than the paramagnetic one, resulting in the paramagnetic
state of the compound. By applying the magnetic field, the ferromagnetic en-
ergy minimum again becomes lower than the paramagnetic one and the first-
order metamagnetic transition from the paramagnetic to the ferromagnetic state
can be induced. Following the work of Fujita [16] and considering the case of
the compound with x=0.88, the free energy as a function of the uniform magne-
tization M has two minima at M=0 and M > 0, which respectively correspond to
the paramagnetic and the ferromagnetic states. Under these conditions, the free
energy structure gives not only the thermal induced first-order phase transition
between the ferromagnetic and the paramagnetic states, but also the magnetic-
field induced metamagnetic transition from the PM states to the FM state above
the Curie temperature. The hysteresis in the magnetization curves above Tc
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FIGURE 3.15: (a)The Arrott plots at 220 K for x=0.86 and at 210
K for x=0.88. Magnetization curves of the La(FexSi1−x)13 com-
pound at various temperatures: (b) x = 0.86, lower amount of Fe
atoms and (c) x = 0.88, higher amount of Fe atoms. Hysteresis is
present above the Curie point. The magnetization M is smoothly
saturated and its magnitude gradually decreases with increasing

temperature below Tc.

were brought as one of the evidence for the onset of the IEM transition also be-
cause the strong similarity with the curves found in Lu(CoxGa1−x)2 compounds
due to Co substitutions, which is a compound with a ferromagnetic ground
state that exhibits an itinerant electron metamagnetic transition above Tc [60].

In the works of Fujita, Fujieda and Fukamichi, the IEM transition at finite
temperatures was discussed in terms of both the Ginzburg–Landau-type free
energy expansion and the re-normalization effect of spin fluctuations on the
expansion coefficient. The double minimum structure of free energy E(T,M)
was phenomenologically described by the Ginzburg-Landau-type expansion
in terms of the series of the magnetization as it follows:

E(T,M) = F2(T )M(T )2 + F4(T )M(T )4 + F6(T )M(T )6. (3.1)

with F2(0)>0, F4(0)<0, and F6(0)>0. For the onset of the IEM transition, the
fourth-order coefficient of the Landau expansion should be negative, giving
a negative slope of the Arrott plot. This negative slope was measured for the
x=0.88 composition together with an inflection point for the x=0.86 composi-
tion, also explainable by the negative fourth-order Landau expansion coeffi-
cient (3.15(a)). A further element used to prove the IEM transition, was the fact
that this type of transitions may be influenced not only by the electronic struc-
ture but also by the elastic energy change, because such a large increase in the
magnetic moment should be accompanied by a large volume expansion. The
La(Fe,Si)13 based compounds undergo the first-order magnetic phase transition
without any change in the crystal structure. In successive studies, performed by
the same group [24] [61], the magnetovolume effects in the ferromagnetic state
was connected with the IEM transition. The hydrostatic pressure was used to
prove the enhancement of the thermal change in the curve of free energy, and
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FIGURE 3.16: Temperature dependence of the magnetization mea-
sured in applied hydrostatic pressures for (a) x=0.86 and (b)
x=0.88. Pressure dependence of the (c) magnetization and the (d)

Curie temperature for x=0.86 and x=0.88 [24].

a significant decrease in the Curie temperature was observed by applying hy-
drostatic pressure, the results are shown in Fig.3.16.

Due to these theoretical and experimental works, the theory of IEM had be-
come popular to explain the field induced transition in La(Fe,Si)13 based com-
pounds.

3.3.2 Lattice contribution

The evidence of a volume contraction when transforming in to the high temper-
ature paramagnetic phase of such compounds, favoured the interest in mod-
elling the magneto-volume interaction taking place at the transition. The exis-
tence of both ferromagnetism due to the exchange interaction between Fe atoms
of the lattice and of the increasing distance of such magnetic atoms at low tem-
perature is in accordance with a theory developed by Bean and Rodbell in 1962
[15]. In their original work on MnAs they construct a theoretical model based
on the fact that, the exchange interaction depends on the distance between fer-
romagnetic atoms and that, an overall variation in the interatomic distance cor-
respond to a volume change of the compound. The double effect, on the vol-
ume and on the exchange interaction strength, was described by introducing a
Curie temperature dependent on the lattice reduced volume Ω = (v − v0)/v0,
where v and v0 are the deformed and equilibrium specific lattice volume, re-
spectively. The Curie temperature results in Tc = T0(1 + βΩ), with β being a
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dimensionless coefficient describing the magneto-elastic coupling and T0 the
Curie temperature at β = 0. This theory was applied more recently by Jia et
al. [62] on La(Fe,Si)13 based compounds. The authors, in accordance with the
Bean and Rodbell theory, argued that a lattice shrink should always correspond
to a decrease of the lattice entropy, thus that the lattice contribution affects the
entropy change at the transition temperature. The theoretical work of Bean and
Rodbell has also been used in a work of Piazzi [63] to describe La(Fe,Mn,Si)13

compounds with different amounts of constituent elements. The series of com-
pounds offered the possibility to change both the values of the magnetization
and of the Curie temperature as a function of the Mn substitution elements,
thus to compare experimental data with the model either in first or second or-
der phase transitions [53]. In the model proposed by Piazzi, the expression for
the free energy of the magnetic system is composed by the sum of two terms,
one which considers the non-magnetic degrees of freedom fs and one due to
the magnetic contributions fM . The last is described by the molecular field co-
efficient W (Ω), dependent on the reduced volume Ω introduced by Bean and
Rodbell. The structural part, fS , of the free energy is mainly due to atomic vi-
brations (phonons) and give also an entropic contribution which can be isolated
in the calculus for the total entropy, s. In fact, the derivative with respect the
free energy results in three terms sM(m) + sS(p, T ) + sW (m), being respectively
the magnetic, the structural and the magneto-elastic entropy. The parameters
governig this model are mainly two: η and ζ , whose expression are given below
and depend on the Boltzmann constant kB, the number of magnetic moments
per unit mass n, the isothermal compressibility kT and the thermal expansion
coefficient αp of the solid.

ζ = αpβT0, (3.2)

η =
3

2

β2kTnkB
aJv0

T0, (3.3)

The αJ parameter is a coefficient dependent on the total angular momentum
quantum number J , and is given by αJ = (J + 1)/3J .

The transition from a low temperature ferromagnetic phase to the high tem-
perature paramagnetic phase, which is observed in the La(Fe,Si)13based com-
pounds, is obtained for values of ζ < 1. In these cases, the entropy change ∆sM
is positive, while the magneto-elastic contribution, ∆sW can either be positive
(for ζ < 0) enhancing the overall entropy change, or negative (for 0 < ζ < 1),
counteracting the magnetic entropy change.

Numerical calculation showed that the value of η mainly affects the shape
of the curve -∆s, while the value of ζ changes the ratio between the height and
width of the -∆s peak. With the fixed value of nkB = 170 Jkg−1K−1 and ζ = 0.25,
different compositions were compared. The resultant experimental graphs as
a function of Mn content and the correspondent theoretical plots as a function
of η values are shown in Figs.3.17 (a) and (b). A good qualitative agreement
between experimental and modelled entropy change -∆S(H,T ) appears. The
magneto-elastic coupling is shown to be responsible for a decrease of -∆s(H,T )
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FIGURE 3.17: Magnetic field induced entropy change in hy-
drogenated La(Fe–Mn–Si)13 samples with different Mn content.
(a) experimental curves obtained by Peltier calorimetry [27].(b)
Model results derived for J= 1/2 and the same ∆H values set in

the experiments [63].

at the transition, due to a small lattice contribution to the entropy, which coun-
teracts the magnetic entropy. At the FM–PM transition, the magnetic and lattice
entropies behave differently: the first one is increasing, while the second one is
decreasing, with the balance in favour to the former. Interestingly, other exper-
iments on the phonon spectrum of LaFe13−xSix compounds below and above
the transition temperature have reached a different conclusion [25]. In these ex-
periments, the lattice entropy that appears to be slightly larger in the PM state,
is shown to act cooperatively with the magnetic contribution. These different
facts pose several interesting questions on the nature of the transition and of
the FM state of La(Fe,Mn,Si)13.

A more interesting result obtained by Piazzi, is that the magneto-elastic cou-
pling drives the phase transition of the system, changing it from second to first
order by varying the mean field theory exchange interaction coefficient, a repre-
sentative graph is reported in Fig.3.18. In this case, the model was at least able
to provide the information about the extension of the metastability region of the
system under investigation. The latter corresponding to the region in which the
equation for the free energy has two coexisting FM and PM solutions.

The La(Fe,Si)13 based compounds have a transition from a low tempera-
ture paramagnetic phase to a high temperature paramagnetic phase. Many of
the experimental works directed to the phase transition of La(Fe,Si)13 and its
substituted compounds regard the calorimetric properties as a function of the
external magnetic field or the tentative to reduce hysteresis through the change
in composition elements or shape and route of preparation. These researches
leaded to a wide characterization of the magneto structural properties of sev-
eral compositions; the main achieved results can be summarized as follows:

• the phase transition couples both a change in magnetic order and a struc-
tural expansion of the cubic cell [23].

• the transitions can be of the first or the second order and can be induced
by a magnetic field [16].
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FIGURE 3.18: Experimental(red squares)and theoretical(black
line)temperature hysteresis values ∆Thyst as a function of heating
transition temperature Th. Experimental data taken from [27] for
La(Fe,Mn,Si)13–H1.65 with different Mn content. Theoretical curve
obtained for 1 ≤ η ≤ 1.25. Inset: magnetization versus tempera-
ture behavior η =1.2 and at different magnetic fields h for heating
(red solid lines) and cooling (blue dashed lines) processes. Re-

maining parameters are ζ=0.25,J=S=1/2 [63].

• the temperature of the magneto structural phase transition can be tuned
by changing composition and with interstitial atoms (around ambient
temperature).

With respect to the role of the magnetic field a little is still known about the
way on which it interacts with the structure, modifying the energy landscape
of the transition, thus that La(FeSi)13 based compounds still deserve scientific
attention; on the one hand, due to the interesting issue of the IEM nature of the
phase transition and, on the other hand, due to the possibility to investigate the
magneto-structural coupling in systems which preserve structural symmetry.
Ch.5 will be mainly directed to this topic, concerning a series of alloys based on
hydrogenation and Mn substitutions.
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Magneto optical study of La(Fe,Si)13
based compounds

Optical image of the formation of structural variants in
the magneto structural phase transition of a sample of
Ni2FeGa. The optical contrast produced by the structure
is distorted by the presence of water drops on the surface of

the sample.

This chapter presents a study on the magnetocaloric compound
La(Fe0.9Co0.015Si0.085)13. The spatial evolution of the ferromagnetic to param-
agnetic phase transition has been observed, by means of a Magneto Optical
imaging technique with Indicator Film (MOIF). Since the phase transitions in
La(FeSi)13 are magneto-structural, the structural phase separation produces a
spatial separation of magnetic behaviours, making magnetic imaging a pow-
erful tool for this type of study. The MOIF technique is explained in the first
section of this chapter after a short classification of some of the most known
magnetic imaging techniques. Among the suitable methods for the imaging of
magnetic materials, the motivation for the use of the MOIF are explained. De-
tails of the experimental setup in use at the Politecnico of Torino are reviewed in
section 4.1.1, with a particular attention to the use of Garnet imaging films with
a strong Faraday rotation effect. The last sections of the chapter are dedicated
to the experimental results, which will be shown to be mainly of two types: a
qualitative observation of the phase fronts propagation and a quantitative eval-
uation of the magnetic phases concurring on the transformation process.

47
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4.1 Magnetic imaging techniques

Magnetic imaging methods serve to visualize and measure the change in mag-
netic order and in spin structure inside a volume or at a surface. All these
techniques were developed after 1931, when Francis Bitter [64] published the
first pictures of magnetic micropatterns obtained with the help of an improved
powder method. The evolution of the Bitter technique greatly improved the
study of magnetization in matter and, nowadays, strongly applies to the study
of magnetic domain structure [65] and of the domain walls motion. The type of
magnetic orders in solids, the shape of the samples under investigation and the
external conditions (magnetic fields, temperature, electrical currents,...) pro-
duce very different magnetic signals at different length scales. For this reason,
the choice of the imaging technique depends on the type of magnetic phenom-
ena under investigation and on the type of analysis to be performed. It must be
highlighted that, depending on the type of interaction between the probe and
the sample, the currently used imaging methods can be divided into two main
groups.

STRAY FIELD IMAGING TECHNIQUE

• Bitter decoration. In the classical method, the surface of a magnetic mate-
rial is covered by a thin layer of nano particles (size 5–20 nm) suspended
in a liquid media (water, kerosene, oil). The optical contrast arises from
the nanoparticle concentration at the places of largest field gradients. Op-
tical anisotropy may be induced in the magnetic liquid (ferrofluid) by the
local field under study; the former produces additional optical contrast
owing to the birefringence observed in polarized light allowing, in princi-
ple, a directional map of the stray field pattern to be constructed. Because
of this, Bitter layers may be considered as liquid MO films whose resolu-
tion is approximately the one of the optical microscope. If some agents are
added to the nanoparticle suspension, so that it forms a continuous film
on drying, such resolution can be improved by using the thin solid films
obtained from the ferrofluid [66].

• Magnetic Force Microscopy, MFM. This technique is based on the Atomic
Force Microscopy (AFM) method. It implies the use of a silicon micro
cantilever: a single ferromagnetic particle can either be mounted on such
cantilever or the cantilever itself can be coated with a ferromagnetic film
and rasterized across the surface of the sample. The force derivative reg-
istered by the deflection of the cantilever or the change of its mechanical
resonance frequency gives an image of the stray field gradient at the sur-
face. The resolution achievable with MFM is about 20 nm. A problem
arises when imaging soft magnetic materials, because the stray field pro-
duced by the tip may perturb the domain structure of the sample.

• Magnetic field scanners based on sensors (SQUID, magnetoresistive sen-
sors, Hall probes,...). As an example, the Scanning Hall Probe Microscopy
(SHPM) is based on the use of microprobes having a direct response to
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the projection of the magnetic flux density vector on the axis of sensitiv-
ity. Sensors sensitive to the magnetic field component perpendicular to
the plane of observation are usually employed, but three-axials sensors
are also available.

• Indirect magneto optic imaging. This technique is based on a polariza-
tion microscope and on the use of high quality transparent films, mag-
netically active, positioned on the top of a magnetized object. The stray
field distribution at the surface of the object induces a polar magnetiza-
tion component in the active layer (film) which acts as a detector. The
interaction between the magnetization and the polarized light in the indi-
cator film is due to the Faraday effect. Such technique, named Magneto
Optical imaging with Indicator Film (MOIF), will be discussed in details
in section 4.1.1 [66] [26].

MAGNETIZATION DISTRIBUTION IMAGING TECHNIQUES

• Scanning Electron Microscope. An important group of domain-observation
techniques is based on TEM (Transmission Electron Microscopy). The
electrons experience the Lorentz force e~v× ~B as they pass through a mag-
netized sample and they suffer a net deflection from domains magnetized
with an in plane magnetization component. Two methods for obtaining
magnetic contrast in Lorentz microscopy are the Fresnel scheme and the
Foucault scheme. The former images the domain walls in a defocussed
geometry as bright or dark lines. The latter images the domains them-
selves, with contrast that depends on the orientation of the aperture slit
relative to the magnetization.

• Direct magneto optic imaging. These techniques are based on the interac-
tion between light and magnetization discovered by Maxwell. They make
use of the Kerr, the Faraday or the Voight effect and they all exploit the
deviation of the light polarization plane performed by the off-diagonal
components of the dielectric tensor, ε, depending on the magnetization
direction. As an example, the Kerr microscopy is based on the rotation
of the light polarization plane upon reflection from a magnetic surface,
while the Faraday effect uses an analogous principle upon the transmis-
sion of light. With these techniques the magnetization can be observed
directly without ambiguity.

This rough classification is useful in order to understand the technique ap-
plied in this chapter, since it deals with the use of imaging indicator films to
map the stray fields above magnetized objects (superconductors, hard magnetic
materials or active integrated circuits).

4.1.1 Magneto Optical imaging with Indicator Film

The MOIF technique provides for the use of an active layer, namely the Indica-
tor Film, which is positioned on the top surface of a magnetized object whose
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FIGURE 4.2: Left side: comparison of the spatial resolution ob-
tained by different domain observation techniques [65]. Right
side: examples of images obtained by stray field methods. (a) The
first image showed by Bitter in 1931 of a pattern obtained on an
iron-silicon alloy in large fields [...a suspension is allowed to settle on
a magnetized surface, the pattern of the deposit reveals those points at
which irregularities in the magnetic flux occur...] [64]. (b) Stray field
pattern of a Mn2RhSn alloy obtained by MFM measurements at T
= 255 K (Ch.6). The bubble domains characterize an out of plane

magnetic anisotropy (INRiM).

stray field induces a polar magnetization component in the active layer itself.
In order to observe the stray field pattern, the MOIF uses the optical Faraday
effect arising from the interaction of the light with the magnetization inside the
indicator film.

The Faraday effect

The Faraday Effect was discovered by Michael Faraday in 1846 [67]. It describes
the interaction between the polarization plane of an electromagnetic wave and
the local magnetization of a transparent material. As mentioned before, the
Faraday effect, as far the other MO effects (Kerr, Voight,...), results from the off-
diagonal components of the dielectric tensor ε of materials. Such off-diagonal
components depend on the magnetization of the material which produces an
anisotropic permittivity. The speed of light in a material, vp, is affected by the
tensor ε according to the expression vp = 1√

εµ
, where µ is the magnetic perme-

ability; such dependency causes fluctuations in the phase of the polarized inci-
dent light. In the case of the Faraday effect, the result for an incident linearly
polarized light is that the refracted polarization plane is rotated by an angle αF ,
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which is given by the following equation:

αF = ν · d ·M‖. (4.1)

Where d is the length of the light path into the magneto optical (MO) me-
dia. A positive Verdet constant, ν, corresponds to a left-rotation (anticlockwise)
when the direction of propagation is parallel to the magnetization vector and
to a right-rotation (clockwise) when the propagation direction of light is anti-
parallel to the magnetization vector. Thus, if a ray of light passes through a
material and is reflected back through it, the rotation doubles (this principle s
used in MOIF experiments). It has to be noted that an external magnetic field
has no direct influence on the electromagnetic wave since the Faraday effect is
due to the interaction between light and the induced magnetization of the solid
medium parallel to propagation direction of the incident light M‖.

FIGURE 4.3: Principle of Faraday effect (1846) [67]: the polariza-
tion plane of the light refracted by the magneto-optically active
media is rotated by an angle αF proportional to the length of the
light path into the media and to the local magnetization compo-
nent along the light direction trough the Verdet constant, ν of the

Faraday active material.

The original demonstration, for the Faraday effect, has been given for para-
magnetic glass, but such effect is also observed when light traverses a diamag-
net or a transparent, spontaneously magnetized, ferromagnet or ferrimagnet
[30]. The polarization analysis of the refracted light results in the direct imaging
of the local magnetic state of a material, in the form of light intensity variations,
thus that, the refracted light, can be recorded by opportune rotation of a light
polarization analyser.

4.2 Experimental setup

The main parts of the experimental setup in use at Politcenico of Torino are
depicted in Fig.4.4 [26] [68]. The light beam, generated by a Hg lamp (1), is col-
limated by the use of a bi-convex lens (2) before passing through a polariser (3).
At this point the light is linearly polarized. After the exciting filter (not drawn),
the light hits a beam splitter (4) and is focused by the objective lens (5) onto the
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indicator surface (6). Since the aim is to perform measurements as a function of
the temperature, the magneto optical active media (indicator film) is positioned
inside a cryostat (7) furnished with a transparent window. An external magnet
(8), cooled with water, generates a uniform magnetic field in the direction per-
pendicular to the indicator plane. Because of the aforementioned Faraday effect
(Eq.(4.1)), the polarization plane of the light refracted by the imaging film is ro-
tated. Such light passes then through the lens (5), the beam splitter (4) and the
rotating analyser (9), before being focused by the camera lens (10) and captured
in the CCD matrix of the videocamera (11). A PC (12) acquires the digital signal
of the camera and elaborates it. Each part of the MO setup is crucial for the ex-

FIGURE 4.4: Scheme and photo of the experimental setup in use
at Politecnico of Torino. The linearly polarized light beam is re-
fracted by the imaging film before being focused by the camera

lens and captured in the CCD matrix of the videocamera. [26]

periment, however, in the following, only the most important factors to obtain
high quality images will be highlighted.

4.2.1 The indicator film

As expressed in Eq.(4.1), the most important parameter for the MOIF technique
is the Verdet constant of the employed imaging film ν, which is proportional to
the angle of rotation of the light polarization plane and determines the strength
of the Faraday effect.

For most materials, the Verdet constant is extremely small and wavelength
dependent. Due to their large ν, during the last two decades, ferrite garnet
single-crystalline films have become the defacto material for direct visualiza-
tion of magnetic field microdistributions. Ferrite garnets R+3

3 [Fe+2
3 ](Fe+3

3 )O12

have a cubic structure with rare earth and iron ions occupying different po-
sitions (R dodecahedral, [Fe] octahedral (antiferromagnetic or paramagnetic)
and (Fe) tetrahedral (ferromagnetic) between oxygen ions. The uniqueness of
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FIGURE 4.5: The stray field produced by a magnetized object be-
low the indicator film induces the rotation of the magnetization
vector in the indicator, producing a rotation of the polarization
plane of the incident light. The layer configuration of the MO
indicator is depicted in the scheme. The Ag mirror doubles the

Faraday rotation of the refracted light.

this type of ferrites lies in their ability to produce an endless variety of physical
properties by isomorphic substitutions of atoms in the three-sublattice garnet
structure; moreover, the properties of ferrite-garnet epitaxial films may be sub-
stantially altered by choosing different substrates and growth conditions [66].
The thickness of the film can be varied from few hundred nanometers to several
microns (best quality films can be generally grown between 0.5 and 6 µm). The
imaging films in use in our setup are produced on the basis of the orthorhombic
ferrite Y3Fe5O12 (Yttrium Iron Garnet). The challenge for MOIF consists into a
series of substitutions of iron (with Ga) and yttrium (with Bi) in order to obtain
only ferromagnetic iron sites. The Bismuth-substituted ferrite garnets (BIG)
are high-quality MO materials having specific Faraday rotation of an order of
magnitude larger than bismuth-free crystals. In particular, the Bi3(Fe, Ga)5O12

compound is characterized by a Giant Faraday Rotation (GFR) in all the visi-
ble spectrum. Reported values of the GFR-Verdet constant range in the order of
104 ◦ kOe−1 cm−1 [69]. Moreover, the Curie temperature of iron garnets is above
750 K and its ferromagnetic state is very stable down to low temperatures (T<1
K), allowing their usage at room temperature as well as in vacuum and at low
temperatures. The indicator films are coated with a mirror layer on one side,
so that the light passes through the film twice, enhancing then the sensitivity
(doubling the effect) as showed by the scheme in Fig.4.6 (c), moreover the depo-
sition of the mirror layer makes possible to visualize the magnetic field above
any planar surface. The mirror, in the imaging film structure, is covered by a
protective layer.
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4.3 Quantitative Magneto-Optics

4.3.1 Model for the indicator films
The response of BIG has been described by a complete electrodynamical model
of indicators with in-plane magnetization by Lars Egil Helseth [70]. The model
takes into account in the Hamiltonian of the system for the uniaxial anisotropy
energy (Ku), the Zeeman coupling with the external field and the demagnetisa-
tion energy. An approximation of the extended Halmiltonian results in:

Eint = Ea(1− cosφ) +BMs[1− cos(β − φ)], (4.2)

where µ0Ea = µ0M2
s-2Ku, while β is the angle between the magnetic induction

vector and the xy plane, where the spontaneous magnetization lies in absence
of external fields (see scheme on the left of Fig.4.6). With respect to the scheme,

FIGURE 4.6: (a) xyz coordinates involved in the MO indicator.
(b)(c) The saturation magnetization of the indicator lies, at first,
in the plane of the indicator (Bz = µHz = 0), then it rotates, by
an angle φ, in the z direction if external fields are provided. (d)
Scheme of the light path and a relative image obtained with MOIF

for a floppy disk track.

on the basis of this equation it is possible to obtain the relation for the angle φ
which accounts for the perturbation of the magnetic moments inside the BIG,
yielding to its equilibrium solution:

φ =
Bz

Bxy +BA

. (4.3)

where BA = Ea

Ms
, Bz = ~B · k̂ = Bsinβ and Bxy =

√
( ~B · î)2 + ( ~B · ĵ)2 = Bcosβ [26].
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The polarization plane of the incident light is rotated by the Faraday effect
and the amount of such a rotation, indicated by the angle αF , is proportional
to the magnetisation component along the light direction. In the current MOI
experiment it is assumed the simple relation:

αF = CMssinφ (4.4)

where C is the optical-coupling parameter which depends on the thickness and
chemical composition of the indicator film [26]. The whole set of the indicator
parameters must be evaluated separately for any experimental condition, since
the parameters characterising the garnet are stable just in small temperature
ranges.

4.3.2 Analysis of the Faraday rotation angle
The analyser, positioned after the reflected beam, is used to detect the Faraday
rotation angle of the Garnet, αF . The analyser is fixed at an angle θ off the po-
lariser direction (commonly 2/3◦off the crossed condition). The light intensity
I, received by the video camera, can be evaluated by using a simple form of the
Malus law, where all the Fresnel integral due to the light path trough the optical
constituents of the setup, other then the BIG, are neglected for the calculus. The
simple form for the light intensity can be expressed as:

I = I0 + Imaxcos
2(αF + θ). (4.5)

Imax is the light intensity of the incident beam and I0 is the intensity of the
not-linearly polarised light. Combining the equation (4.5) with (4.4) and (4.3),
the relation between the measured light intensity and the magnetic induction
results in:

I = I0 + Imaxcos
2

[
CMsBz√

(Ba +Bxy)2 +B2
z

+ θ + νBzd

]
. (4.6)

This equation is the final model for relating the measured light intensity to the
local magnetic field acting on the indicator [26] and will be used in 4.4.2 to
calculate the z component of the stray field produced by the MCE sample.

4.4 MOIF in La(Fe0.9Co0.015Si0.085)13

The use of the present MOIF technique, for the study of the phase transition
in magnetic materials and, in particular of MCE compounds, is motivated by
the possibility to use the setup at different temperatures and to capture real
time images of large areas of the investigated samples. This fact permits to in-
stantaneously observe the global response of a relatively large surface (several
millimetres), thus to correlate the MOIF signals with other magnetic properties
which can be measured by standard magnetization techniques (magnetization
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susceptibility, magnetic entropy,...). In the last decades, few optical visualisa-
tions of the phase transition in MCE compounds have been published. Among
those, Kawamoto used a Lorentz microscopy technique in Fresnel mode on
La(Fe0.895Si0.105)13 and La(Fe0.90Si0.10)13 compounds [71][72][73]. In these works,
the authors visualized the domain walls of the ferromagnetic phase just be-
low their Curie temperatures and they captured, close to Tc, the coexistence of
the PM/FM phases. The experiments helped to correlate the pinning of do-
main walls with grains boundaries. Another important result was the repro-
ducibility of the domain wall positions. Despite of the amount of temperature
cycles performed, the authors didn’t find any lattice defects arising from the
magneto structural transformation, however, in spite of the great spatial res-
olution used to visualised the magnetic domains, just a small fraction of the
samples surface was investigated. In 2014, MFM images of the surface of a
piece of La(Fe0.9Co0.015Si0.085)13 were published by Lollobrigida et al. [74].Vary-
ing the external magnetic field, a ferromagnetic signal was detected above the
Curie temperature: such ferromagnetic response was attributed to a secondary
α − Fe phase embedded in the matrix and imaged with MFM and it was cor-
related with X-ray Magnetic Circular Dichroic (XMCD) spectra acquired above
and below of the compound Curie temperature (∼ 200 K). The Scanning Hall
Probe Technique (SHPM) has also been applied to phase transitions in other
several magneto caloric candidates. A study, performed by Morrison et al.,
on the MCE compound CoMnSi0.92Ge0.08 [75], disclosed the differences in the
magnetic response recorded at single sites or considering a larger portion of the
sample surface (1 mm2) collected by means of the SHPM technique. On the
local scale, below the Curie temperature, both ∆H and the applied field, were
observed to be much smaller then those for the total area, Fig.4.7. The existence
of such a difference was attributed to the spatial separation of the transition
and they also observed, that local sites could posses different Curie tempera-
tures because of inhomogeneity. Since the transitions in La(Fe,Si)13 based com-
pounds are magneto structural, literature attention has been also devoted to
the observation of the spatial evolution of the front by means of volume mea-
surements. Waske and collaborators published the reconstruction of the vol-
ume expansion/contraction [59] measured with a tomography technique in a
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FIGURE 4.7: Hall probe imaging of CoMnSi0.92Ge0.08 across the
field driven magnetic transition: (a) first order transition at 230 K,
(b) second order transition at 296 K. Left: The M vs H loops con-
structed from a single pixel (dotted black line) of a series of images
are shown at these temperatures alongside bulk measurements
(continuous red lines). Right: Equivalent up-field and down-field
images are shown to highlight reversibility of this sample. Each
image is 1 mm across. Dark areas in the magnetically saturated
images indicate the presence of cracks in the sample surface or the
sample edge top left corner, which were used as location markers

[75].

LaFe11.8Si1.2 sample. They found differences in the nucleation sites of the new
FM phase, which were shown to strongly depend on the surface morphology
of their sample (valley, peaks or planar regions pf the surface). With respect to
previous works, the in-temperature indirect MOIF technique was here firstly
applied on a MCE compound. The technique allowed to simultaneously de-
tected the change in the stray fields of the main magneto caloric phase and also
of the secondary phases present in the compound La(Fe0.9Co0.015Si0.085)13, while
imaging the entire surface of the sample.

Sample details

A sample of polycrystalline Co substituted La(FexCoySi1−x−y)13 with x=0.9 and
low Co content of y = 0.015 and Tc = 200 K was prepared by powder metal-
lurgy at Vacuumschmelze GmbH and CoKG [49]. The elemental analysis was
performed by energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy in a Scanning Electron Mi-
croscope (SEM) on a polished surface of the sample. Fig.4.8 shows a representa-
tive area of the sample and the distribution of the constituent elements based on
their X-ray characteristic energies. Two secondary phases can be distinguished
from the La(Fe,Co,Si)13 matrix: α− Fe grains and a LaO rich phase with bright
contrast in backscattered electrons images which might be also conducted to the
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FIGURE 4.8: SEM backscattered electrons image of sample surface
and elemental X-ray maps of the area; the characteristic X-ray en-
ergies of selected elements (La, Fe, Si, Co, O, C) are represented
in false colors. The bottom right image shows fracture surface of
the sample where grains of the MCE phase are in grey and other
phases are highlighted with the same colors of the X-ray maps

[76].

(1:1:1) phase of the peritectic reaction: α−Fe + LaFeSi−→ La(Fe,Si)13 [77]. The
carbon enriched spots are likely associated with diamond debris and organic
matter accumulation in the pores of the sample, resulting from the sample pol-
ishing process. The α − Fe grains and the pores have typical sizes which span
from 5 µm to 30 µm. In the last frame of Fig.4.8, a fractured surface is presented,
showing the typical grain size of the (1:13) MCE phase.

Two fragments of the same sample were used for the experiments with
masses below 10 mg. The MOIF experiments were performed utilizing an
imaging film with Bismuth Iron Garnet (BIG) as MO indicator. Both samples
were mounted on the cold finger of the cryostat and covered with the indicator
film. The temperature in the cryostat was monitored with a cernox thermome-
ter mounted on the top of the cold finger and it was varied by using liquid He
flux and a heater (scheme in Fig. 4.9).

FIGURE 4.9: Scheme of the mounted sample inside the cryostat
for the optical visualization by indicator film.
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4.4.1 Spatial evolution of the magnetic front
A qualitative observation of the spatial separation of the phases during the first
order PM/FM (and vice versa) phase transition was performed on a first sam-
ple, whose optical image is reported in Fig.4.10.

FIGURE 4.10: Optical im-
age of the sample.

The thickness of the specimen was estimated of
about 400 µm. Since the transition in
La(Fe0.9Co0.015Si0.085)13 is expected at around 200 K,
the images were acquired in the temperature range
[195-215] K. In order to magnetize the sample and
then to gain in magnetic contrast, we applied a small
external magnetic field of 3 mT. The acquisition time
stamp between subsequent images was 180 ms. The
whole sample was visualized and monitored using a
10X magnification, corresponding to a spatial resolu-
tion of 3.4 µm per pixel. In all the subsequent MOIF
images, a bright area corresponds to a magnetic field
pointing toward the reader, while a dark area corre-
sponds to a magnetic field toward the paper, with re-

spect to the grey background level (0 applied magnetic field). The grey scale
can be considered as being proportional to the local stray field at the sample
surface (out-of-plane component, Bz), but for a correct evaluation of these val-
ues a calibration of the system is necessary, as it will be described in section
4.4.2. The frames showed in Fig.4.11 are selections of the heating and cooling
sequence of images across the Curie point of 200 K. The temperature was varied
at a heating rate of 69 mK/s and at a cooling rate of 123 mK/s. All the magnetic
contrast derives from the magnetized La(Fe0.90Co0.015Si0.10)13 sample. Starting
from the first frame of the top row, the sample passes from being slightly con-
trasted with respect to the surrounding space (at 202.3 K) to become bright and
clear in the last frame recorded (at 189.71 K). In this last frame, the shape of the
optical image of Fig.4.10 is clearly recognisable. The randomly sparse bright
spots of the first images (also observable in the subsequent images) are mainly
due to other phases at the surface, which can be magnetic, or to defects, which
can press the mirror of imaging film. During the in-temperature acquisition, as
soon as the Curie point was crossed, part of the sample went through the PM to
FM transition and the corresponding sample area lighted up. In fact, the bright
large areas of each image, correspond to an increased Faraday rotation angle of
the magnetization vector into the BIG, due to a larger out of plane component
of the local stray field of the sample. The frames show that the FM/PM front
moves across the sample area following a precise pattern. By comparing se-
quences of frames in the top and bottom rows of Fig.??, it is possible to observe
that the positions of the front are almost the same during heating and cooling.
The three main features which dominate the dynamics of the front motion, in
the plane of the sample surface, are: a slow growth of the new phase, the pin-
ning of the front at some reproducible sites and some fast events in which big
parts of the sample transform almost instantaneously. As an example, compar-
ing the frames 9(a) and 10(a), it appears that a large area of the bottom part
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FIGURE 4.11: Selected MOI frames at temperature rates of 69
mK/s (cooling: top rows) and of 123 mK/s (heating: bottom
rows). The first and the last images show the relatively pure PM
or FM phase (or vice-versa), while the others show phase coexis-
tence. Uniform out-of-plane induction field: 3 mT. The FM phase
(brighter parts) displays much larger magnetic flux density than

the PM phase (darker parts).

of the sample transforms faster then in the subsequent 11(a) and 12(a) frames.
The fast events are not resolved in the time between two acquired frames and
are the ones responsible for a jump wise fashion of the 2D front motion; they
are position dependent independently on temperature rates and applied fields.
As pointed out in the introduction, the spatial magnetic phase separation, here
visualized by the help of MOIF, gives strong support to the first order nature of
the observed FM/PM transition; on one hand because the concomitant obser-
vation of the two phases at the transition, on the other hand, due to the different
transition temperatures of the heating and cooling sequences (see frames 10(a)
and 7(b) for example). In order to quantify the two observed dynamics, the
speed of the 1D front was estimated by assuming a linear advancement from
one image to the next until a pinning centre was reached. The speed of the fast
events appears to be faster then 4×10−3 m/s, while the front which propagates
continuously has a speed of the order of 1 ×10−4 m/s. These results suggest an
a-thermal character of the phase transition in which the transformation process
is dominated by the pinning of phase boundaries at defects rather than by the
nucleation and growth processes.
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FIGURE 4.12: The average velocity of the smooth propagation of
the front was calculate to be 4X10−4 m/s, while the fast propaga-
tion of the front is faster then the acquired time between frames (>

1X10−3 m/s).

4.4.2 Quantitative analysis of the stray field
The previous sequences of MOIF images were not calibrated, thus they just
furnished a qualitative description of the magnetic response of the sample. In
order to extract the values of the sample stray field, Bz, responsible for the
Faraday rotation inside the BIG, a calibration procedure was performed. The
calibration is needed for each temperature of measure, in order to avoid the
possibility that any temperature driven change in the BIG physical parameters
affects the measure of Bz. For this reason, at any temperature of interest, a
sequence of images as a function of the external applied magnetic field, Ha,
was recorded and then it was mathematically treated before obtaining the Bz

field dependency.

Calibration procedure

The evaluation of Bz starts with the measured light intensity, I, converted in
digital values by the CCD camera. Such values are related to the properties of
the camera itself (pixel depth, gain, etc.) and to the number of photons collected
by the CCD sensor, they are therefore the result of a relative (to the camera pho-
ton range) measurement of the light intensity over the MOI indicator surface.
To make the calibration procedure possible, it is important to acquire, in the
same image, the whole area of the sample together with a large area of the BIG
far from the sample stray field. The recorded light intensity thus comes from
two main zones of the image: a region where the indicator film reacts only to
the external magnetic field, Ha, and a region where the indicator reacts to the
sum of the applied magnetic field and the dipolar field produced by the sample,
Hd. A scheme is reported in Fig.4.13. In both regions (grey and orange areas
of Fig.4.13), the light intensity of the indicator film is given by the Eq.(4.6) of
section 4.2.1, which was obtained combining the Faraday rotation effect of the
BIG and the Malus law for the analyser.

The hysteresis loops in the area where the BIG reacts only to the external
applied magnetic field (i.e dark grey areas) were the ones used to calibrate the
BIG response to an external magnetic field. The applied fields were generated
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FIGURE 4.13: Scheme of the image area acquired for the calibra-
tion procedure. The orange area represent the part of the indicator
film which reacts to the stray field of the sample. The mean values
of the light intensity in four different areas (typically the corners
of the images, dark grey squared areas) are used to fits with the

calibration curve.

in the range of [-750,750] Oe ([-75,75] mT). The obtained series of images, at
constant T , were subjected to the following operations:

• IMAGES ALIGNMENT. Since the experimental conditions (temperature
and magnetic field) are varying, they can produce a slight movement of
the optical components. To be able to correctly observe the response at
pixel sites, the sample has to occupy the same pixel position along the
entire sequence.

• NORMALIZATION OF THE INTENSITY VALUES. All the images of each se-
quence were normalized by their maximum and minimum values of the
acquired I (respectively the image at which the applied field is maximum
and the one in which Ha = 0 T.). This operation permits to reduce the
calibration curve of Eq.4.7 for the BIG to the following expression:

IBIG(H)− IBIG0

IBIGmax

= cos2(θ − νx− CMsx√
B2
a − x2

). (4.7)

In the last equation, suitable for the fit, x represents the external applied
magnetic field, while the in plane componentBxy of Eq.(4.6) has been neglected
for the calculus. A detailed discussion about the in plane field Bxy can be found
in [26]. An example of the calibration curve of the BIG magnetic field response
is shown in Fig.4.14 for a sequence of images recorded at 195 K; typical values
obtained from the calibration procedures at different T are listed in Tab.4.1.

The calibration curve permits to relate each I value, recorded by the CCD
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T (K) CMs IBIGmax IBIG0 Ba (Oe) ν θ
185 K 0.195 14 -0.3826 2000 Oe -1E-5 1.404 rad
195 K 0.1939 14 -0.38072 2000 Oe -1E-5 1.404 rad
215 K 0.2365 12 -0.3169 1900 Oe -1E-5 1.406 rad

TABLE 4.1: Calibration values obtained at different temperatures
for the BIG response using Eq.4.7. Each set of parameters is used

to quantitatively evaluate the sample stray field.

FIGURE 4.14: Example of calibration curve for the BIG response
performed at 195 K.

camera, to the value of magnetic field acting on the BIG. After this operation,
the light intensity values of the sequence of images at each pixel site can be
calibrated following the indicator response and the correspondent values of Bz
can be obtained by inverting Eq 4.7.

4.4.3 Magnetic phases at the surface

The sample used for the quantitative analysis is reported in the left frame of
Fig.4.15. The optical image (a) is compared to the not calibrated images taken
at temperatures above (c) and below (b) the Curie point of ∼ 200 K . The out
of plane stray field component of the sample, Bz, cannot be directly related to
the value of the magnetization of the sample. The first reason is that the ex-
ternal applied field is not sufficiently high to align all the spins of the sample
in the z-direction [78]. In fact, the value of the saturation magnetic field [74]
of the La(Fe0.9Co0.015Si0.085)13 is higher than the applied µ0Ha = 75 mT. The sec-
ond problem arises from demagnetizing factors due to magnetic anisotropy and
shape. The last could be eliminated only if the shape of the sample under inves-
tigation is controlled, but, as it is possible to see in the optical image of Fig.4.15
(a), the sample under investigation had an irregular shape and its thickness was
about 200 µm, making the geometrical demagnetizing factor hardly estimable.
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FIGURE 4.15: (a) Optical image of the entire sample. MOIF images
of the magnetic contrast in the paramagnetic (b) and ferromag-
netic phase (c).The dark spots in the FM phase of the sample (T =
185 K) mainly correspond to the holes of the optical image, while
the bright spots in the PM phase (215 K) do not have a counterpart
in the optical and FM images. In the MOIF images, the external

magnetic field (75 mT) is pointing out of the images plane.

The magnetic anisotropy depends on the magnetic properties of the sample,
and it was ignored due to the soft ferromagnetic properties of the La(Fe,Si)13

series. Consequently, considering that all magnetization components count in
the magneto static equation of the stray field, to comment the magnetic proper-
ties obtained by MOIF, the following generic formula will be used:

Bz = µ0(Ha +Hd(M(x, y, z)), (4.8)

the last term representing the dipolar field of the sample which also depends
on the z-component of the magnetization.

Fig.4.16 reports an highly contrasted image of the sample in the PM phase,
after applying the calibration, for zero external magnetic field. The line profile,
which crosses the surface of the sample, shows an almost zero value of the
background, equal to the values inside the sample. A small remanence appears
at the border of the sample due to the small magnetic response of the PM phase,
close to the Curie temperature.

Examples of the two MOIF images at the two temperatures of interest af-
ter applying the calibration procedure are shown on the top row of Fig. 4.17.
Differently from the not calibrated image of Fig.4.15(c), in the paramagnetic
phase the MOIF contrast between the sample matrix and the background is
almost null. This fact is clearly visible in the zoomed regions at the bottom of
Fig.4.17. On the contrary, when the temperature is tuned below the Tc, the mag-
netization of the FM phase lights up the sample shape (left image of Fig.4.17).
The two images of the FM/PM phases in Fig.4.17 are represented with the same
colour scale, highlighting the differences in their magnetic signals. The main
features that appear comparing the calibrated images are summarized below:

• The overallBz value of the sample at 185 K is greater then the value at 215
K;
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FIGURE 4.16: Values of the stray field produced by the sample
and by the background in zero external applied magnetic field.
The sample is in the paramagnetic phase (215 K): the sample and
the background posses the same level of magnetic contrast. The

pixel lateral size is 1.67 µm.

• Small randomly sparse regions, characterized by a higher stray field with
respect to the matrix, are present in the PM phase of the sample at 215 K.
Such regions will be named ferromagnetic grains in the rest of the discus-
sion;

• Small randomly sparse regions, characterized by a lower stray field with
respect to the matrix, are present in the FM phase of the sample at 185 K.
Such regions will be named magnetic holes in the rest of the discussion;

• the ferromagnetic grains occupy different positions with respect to the
magnetic holes across the surface, as it is highlighted by the zoomed re-
gions of Fig.4.17.

The first observation is quantitatively represented in the graph at the bottom
right of Fig.4.17, where the small fields hysteresis loops of the sample in the two
phases are compared. The values of Bz are plotted on the y-axis. These values
were calculated from Eq.4.8 and integrated over the whole surface of the sample
at each external applied magnetic field. At temperatures below 200 K, the z
component of the stray field is magnified by a factor of ∼ 2 with respect to the
PM phase. Since the positive magnetic permeability of a ferromagnet increases
the density of the magnetic field flux lines inside the specimen, it produces an
higher value of the stray field. Being able to phenomenologically distinguish
between different responses of Bz, depending on the magnetic properties of the
sample, a model for these hysteresis loops was constructed with the following
phenomenological equation:

µ0(Hmeas −Ha) = aHa − bH3
a . (4.9)

In such a way two parameters were extrapolated: the first one, a, proportional
to the external field which is conductible to the internal magnetic response of
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FIGURE 4.17: Top figures: calibrated images for 185 K and 215 K of
the entire surface of the sample. The grey scale shows the intensity
corresponding to the value of the stray field coming from the local
sites of sample. Bottom right graph: Integral of the stray field
calculated from the entire surface of the sample, with hysteresis

loops for 185 K and 215 K.

the sample and the second one, b, which is a correction factor proportional to
the cube of the external applied field.

The results of the fitting with Eq.(4.9) for the hysteresis loops at the two
temperatures are shown in Fig.4.18. The values obtained for the parameter a
are respectively 0.09 and 1.54 in the PM and the FM phase.

4.4.4 Analysis at single sites
As it was observed in the previous section, beyond the main PM/FM phases,
the sample surface is characterized by other magnetic phases: the ferromagnetic
grains visible in the PM phase and the magnetic holes visible in the FM phase.
With the purpose to analyse these features, the hysteresis loops at each pixel
position were collected performing single fits using Eq.4.9. Examples of the
collected loops are reported in Fig.4.19 for some random sites on the surface.

Figs.4.20 (c) and (d) show the maps of the values of the parameter a for each
pixel at temperatures above (T = 215 K) and below Tc (T = 185 K). These maps
and their statistical distributions (Fig. 4.20 (a) and (b)) permit to distinguish
different magnetic phases depending on the values of a. In particular, when T
> Tc, the main MCE phase of the sample behaves as a paramagnet (a = 0.09),
while the minor phase of the ferromagnetic grains possesses values of a = 0.78.
Due to this magnetic difference, the ferromagnetic grains were attributed to the
α - Fe secondary phase observed in the SEM images of Fig.4.8. It has to be noted
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FIGURE 4.18: Hysteresis loops collected for the PM and FM phase
according to Eq.4.9. The loops show different values of the linear

coefficient a for the two temperatures above and below Tc.

that, in spite that the technique wasn’t able to measure the value of the mag-
netic permeability of different phases, the distinction between a ferromagnetic
or a paramagnetic behaviour was supported by the other experimental obser-
vation such as the SEM analysis and to the existence or absence of remanence
signals after hysteresis loops. It was that considered reasonable to discriminate
between a values close to zero for paramagnetic behaviour and values of a close
to 1 for ferromagnetic behaviour. When T < Tc, the value of a of the ferromag-
netic MCE phase overlaps with the value of a measured at the α - Fe sites, the
respective mean values being 1.54 and 1.37. Moreover, at this temperature, local
minima values of the parameter a = 0.95 randomly sparse at surface represent
either magnetic holes or local sites where the transition does not occur above
185 K. Table 4.2 summarizes the values of the parameter a measured at T = 185
K and 215 K for the three different observed magnetic phases: the MCE main
phase, the α- Fe grains and the magnetic holes.

a

phases 185 K 215 K

MCE phase 1.54 0.09
α− Fe 1.37 0.78
magnetic holes 0.95 0.10

TABLE 4.2: Summary of the mean values of the linear coefficient
a calculated for different phases and defects above (215 K) and

below (185 K) the Tc.

These values have been calculated as the average of the statistical distribu-
tions of local pixels (grains) reported in Fig.4.20 (a) and (b). Both the α − Fe
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FIGURE 4.19: Example of hysteresis loops collected at pixel sites
at the two temperatures 185 K (a) and 215 K (b). The hysteresis
loops show a distribution of values of the coefficient a of Eq.4.9.

grains and the magnetic holes represent a fraction lower than 2% of the total
sample surface. As already stated, at T = 185 K, the statistical distributions of
the main MCE phase and α− Fe grains collapse to a similar value. This can be
a confirmation of what was observed in [74], where the authors found a pecu-
liar behaviour in the ferromagnetic X-ray magnetic dichroism signal of isolated
ferromagnetic grains present at the surface, which disappears below the Curie
temperature. Above Tc, the α−Fe grains are ferromagnetic and their stray field
can be clearly observed. Below Tc, also the matrix becomes ferromagnetic and
the flux of the α−Fe grains can not be observed by MOIF since it is closed into
the matrix. From the statistical distributions in Figs.4.20 (a) and (b), it is also
possible to note that the magnetic holes have a large distribution of a when T =
185 K, whether at higher temperature they behave as the rest of the PM phase.
This effect is attributed to the local stray fields of the ferromagnetic main MCE
phase, which deviate due to the shape and the magnetic irregularities produced
by the magnetic holes at their surfaces.

4.4.5 Temperature induced phase transition
After the characterization of the magnetic phases present at the surface of the
sample, their role in the dynamics of the magnetic phase transition was anal-
ysed. By changing the temperature around the Curie point, the time-temperature
sequences of images with a resolution of 200 ms/frame were collected, permit-
ting to map the discontinuous transition from the PM to the FM state (and vice
versa) of the MCE main phase. The temperature scanning rates in use were
11 mK/s and 15 mK/s respectively for the heating and for the cooling of the
sample. In these measurements, the external magnetic field was fixed at 30 mT,
perpendicular to the sample surface. To calibrate the in-temperature image se-
quences, the response to external applied magnetic fields of the imaging film
was measured at fixed T , both at the beginning and at the end of the temper-
ature acquisitions. For these two temperature sequences, the fit parameters of
Eq.(4.7) were found to be compatible with the values of Table 4.1, obtained at T
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FIGURE 4.20: (a)(b) Statistics of the values of a at α − Fe, mag-
netic holes sites and of the MCE phase below and above the Curie
temperature. (c)(d) respective local maps of the magnetic linear
response across the sample. The numbers of the counts have been
normalized to allow a comparison with the minor percentage of

other phases ( < 2% of the total surface) [76].

= 195 K. In this way, it was possible to obtain the variation of the stray field gen-
erated by the whole sample during the in-temperature transition and to com-
pare differences during the heating and the cooling processes. The magnetic
flux across the open top surface of the sample (at the distance of the garnet)
was obtained by calculating the integral of the scalar product of the measured
stray field z-component with the orthogonal surface of the sample.

Φ( ~B) =

∮
~B · ~ndS. (4.10)

This equation provides a physical quantity which can be compared to the mag-
netic properties of the sample. Similarly to the result of section 4.4.1 either
during heating or during cooling, the growing of the new phase is observed to
proceed with some fast transformations of volumes separated by a slow motion
of the front. These two dynamics correspond respectively to jumps and almost
linear and continuous changes in the calculated total magnetic flux, as reported
in the left graph of Fig.4.21. The frames corresponding to a particular path are
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FIGURE 4.21: Left graph: magnetic flux integrated across the
surface of the sample during heating (11 mK/s) and cooling (15
mK/s) transitions. The MOIF images on the right show the differ-
ence in the path followed by the surface ferromagnetic domains
growth for the two temperature directions of the transition. In
particular, h2 and c3 show that the energy barriers of bottom and
top edges are very close to each other, thus the one which dis-
appear first is determinates by a random disordered process. An
external biasing field of 30 mT is pointing out of the surface [76].

reported on the right side of the figure and highlight two big steps which are
related to two big parts of the sample transforming. Looking at the pictures, the
right side of the sample transforms at a lower T, while the left part is charac-
terized by a transition temperature almost 0.5 K higher. The thermal hysteresis
represented in the graph has been obtained by correlating the measured data to
the frame rate and by removing an arbitrary offset. This operation allowed to
compare differences in the PM/FM and FM/PM fronts progress. The dissimi-
larities in the thermal hysteresis of the two sides of the sample could be due to
slight differences in composition (i.e. Curie temperatures) as it was observed
in [75], or to differences in the thermal contact between the sample surface and
the cold finger. However, thanks to the possibility to correlate the images of the
whole surface with the total change of the magnetic flux, it can be observed that
the two sides of the sample are not completely separated in temperature and
some grains on the left start to transform at the same time (temperature) of the
big part on the right. This feature is highlighted in some representative frames
on the right of Fig.4.21(h2 and c3) and it may refer to the first order intrinsic
dynamics of the sample rather than to thermal contact effects. By performing
(several) heating and cooling cycles (from un-calibrated sequences here not re-
ported), it was also found that, both during heating and cooling, the nucleation
of the new phase mainly starts from the edges of the sample and moves toward
the centre. The big pinning events which stop the phase front are almost the
same in heating and cooling and seem to be related to mechanical stresses or
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cracks produced by the sample lattice expansion: at the end of the experiment,
the sample was in fact divided in many pieces. Due to the fact that the tempera-
ture at single local sites is not known, it is not possible to quantitatively estimate
the effective local hysteresis and correlate it to the bulk one [43]. However, it is
possible to qualitatively observe that, in spite of the slightly faster temperature
sweep rate, the linear increase of the magnetic flux is slower during the cooling
than during the heating process. On the other hand, in the heating process, a re-
entrance of the total magnetic flux is observed just after the strong de-pinning
of the left grains. To explain the slower cooling transition, it was individuated,
from MOIF frames, a particular behaviour of the FM front with respect to some
α−Fe grains, around which the FM transformation seemed to be inhibited. An
example is visible in 4.21 (frame h2), where an α−Fe grain lying in the middle
of the sample is surrounded by the FM front. As pointed out in the previous
section, when the transition is completed and the magnetic flux is constant, the
α − Fe grains do disappear leaving, nevertheless, magnetic holes nearby. Re-
vising the previous results, some of the magnetic holes, which were showed
to posses a lower linear response with respect to the FM main phase (a values
of Fig.4.20 at T = 185 K), can be regarded as regions of the main phase with
slightly different compositions, with a lower Curie temperature and a lower to-
tal magnetic moment. In this experiment, the magneto static field of the slow
magnetic phase front (FM) seems to interact with them and with the α − Fe
grains; beside the random nucleation process, the FM front advance seems to
experience some magnetic friction.

4.5 Defects, fast and slow dynamics

In this chapter, the MOIF technique was applied to the polycrystalline MCE
compound La(Fe0.9Co0.015Si0.085)13 to visualise its magnetic phase transition. The
magnetic properties of the main MCE phase and of minor phases have been
characterized and compared, quantifying the local z-component of their stray
fields by observing the phase transition with temperature. Two characteris-
tic dynamics appeared: a faster one, which propagates with a velocity greater
than 4x10−3 m/s, and a slower one (1x10−4 m/s). Different sources of hystere-
sis were evaluated as, for example, the presence of cracks across the volume.
Such extrinsic factors introduce disorder in the compound, indicating that the
size and the shape of the sample are crucial for dynamical observations (struc-
tural defects or micro-cracks can generate big jumps of the fast transition front
motion). The low thermal hysteresis of this class of compounds [43] can be af-
fected in different ways by the type of defects, either structural or magnetic,
which alter the energy landscape of the PM/FM front. As an example, in sec-
tion 4.4.5, the slow cooling process has been shown to be slowed down by the
presence of magnetic impurities, which introduce random magnetic energy bar-
riers and contribute to the hysteresis. The results obtained by the observation of
the phase front spatial evolution along the PM/FM transitions, were compared
to calorimetry measurements. The graph of Fig.4.22 reports two heat flux mea-
surements, performed at a low rate of 0.01 K/min on a third sample of the
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LaFe11.7Co0.195Si1.105 compound, by using a differential scanning calorimeter in
zero applied magnetic field.

FIGURE 4.22: Two different scans of heat flux of a
LaFe11.7Co0.195Si1.105 fragment at temperature rates of 0.01
K/min (∼ 0.17 mK/s) around the transition temperature mea-
sured by commercial Perkin Elmer DSC in zero applied magnetic

field [79].

The scans depicted in Fig.4.22 show many separated heat flux peaks repeat-
ing almost identically along temperature cycles. Although the discussion about
calorimetry measurements is postponed to Ch.5, the connection between the
front spatial evolution observed by the MOIF technique and the existence of a
separation of volumes deducible by the DSC scans is here presented. Further-
more, the term avalanches referred to the heat flux peaks of calorimetry mea-
surements are introduced and in [79] they were related to the fast reproducible
propagation of the front in MOIF images. In fact, these observations were sup-
ported by the fact that, the avalanches appearing at constant temperature were
fast and not resolved with such temperature rate, as it was found for the fast
motion of the phase fronts. In chapter 5, the differential scanning calorimetry
technique will be introduced and the measurements of heat flux avalanches will
be discussed for a series of samples similar to the one investigated by MOIF.
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Calorimetry study of the transition
in LaFexMnySiz-H1.65

The scope of this chapter is to provide an introduction to the differential scan-
ning calorimetry methods (5.1) exploited in this thesis. Because of their unique
properties like the large MCE values [17] [18] [19], the tunable Tc [80] [81] and,
more importantly, the small thermal and magnetic hysteresis [43], a series of
La(FexMnySiz)13-H1.65 compounds, has been the main object of investigation.
The measurements were performed with a differential scanning calorimeter
with Peltier cells, build at INRiM [82] and described in 5.2. The MCE proper-
ties of the series are reported in section 5.3. In section 5.4, a low rate calorimetry
method is applied to these samples in order to characterize the passage from a
first to a second order transition with the purpose of understanding the origin
of the hysteresis. The measurements of the exchanged heat flux, obtained with
the calorimetry experiments, are collected while varying the composition, the
external magnetic field and the mass under investigation.

At the end of the chapter it will be shown that the PM/FM (and vice-versa)
phase transformation in the series is accompanied by hysteresis and by heat
flux avalanches when the transition is of the first order. The evolution of the
avalanche signals with the magnetic field and the composition gives a possible
explanation to the fast dynamics observed in the MOIF experiments of Ch.4
[79] [76] .

5.1 Differential scanning calorimetry

Calorimeters are used in many research fields (chemistry, cell biology, material
science, ...) to measure the thermodynamic properties of molecules and materi-
als. Among all the existing types of calorimeters, the ones based on differential
scanning calorimetry (DSC) are the most popular (and commonly used). The
DSC is a thermal analysis that can be used to determine the temperature and the
heat flow associated with the material transitions as a function of time and tem-
perature. During a temperature change, DSC measures a heat quantity, which
is released or absorbed by the sample on the basis of a temperature difference
between the sample itself and a reference material.

DSC techniques can be divided into two categories: the heat flux DSCs and
the power compensated DSCs. Both the methods require two equal cells, one
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FIGURE 5.1: Scheme of the two methods for DSC analysis. (a)
The Heat flux method uses the measure of the ∆T between the
sample and the reference to calculate the heat flux furnished to the
sample. (b) The power compensated method uses two different
source of heat to maintain the sample and the reference at the same

T .

used to hold the sample (sample cell) and one used as a reference (empty cell).
The heat flux methods use a common heater for both the sample and the ref-
erence cell, while their temperatures are monitored by two separated sensors
(Pt100, thermocouples, Peltier cells,...). After a correct calibration of the refer-
ence response, any difference of the two temperatures, ∆T , can be related to
the heat flux exchanged by the sample and to its thermal properties. The other
class of DSC methods are based on temperature measurements of the sample
and the reference. In the presence of a ∆T , additional heat can be provided
to compensate this difference by using two separated heaters for the sample
and the reference cells. The extra heat furnished to the sample represents then
the heat flux it exchanges with the surroundings. A scheme which highlights
the principal differences in the two DSC configurations is depicted in Fig. 5.1.
Both techniques require a well defined thermal system and the definition of its
surroundings. The sample and the reference cells are usually embedded in an
adiabatic holder in order to maximize the heat exchange between the heaters
and the cells themselves and minimize the losses with the surrounding envi-
ronment. Under such conditions, during the experiments, it is possible to de-
termine some fundamentals thermodynamics properties of the samples: the
internal energy, the specific heat and, if a phase change is observed, the total
heat transferred during such transition.

The choice of calorimetry is then appropriate for the study of phase tran-
sitions; in particular, for what concerns the magnetocaloric effect, DSC experi-
ments permit to fully characterize the quantities of interest for applications in
MCE as it was explained in Ch. 3.

5.2 Peltier DSC setup

The experimental setup here described is based on the direct measurements of
the sample heat flux. The system is a home made heat flux DSC [82] which
makes use of two miniaturized Peltier cells as heat flux sensors. The two cells
are positioned inside a brass cylinder which serves as a thermal reservoir. The
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external heat flux, used to change the temperature of the thermal bath, Tb, is
provided by two power Peltier cells. This block is surrounded by a water circu-
lating circuit to avoid over heating of the components due to the power Peltier
cells. The temperature of the thermal bath is monitored by a resistance ther-
mometer (Pt 100) positioned between the two Peltier flux sensors, which are
connected differentially in order to subtract the common heat flux baseline. The
sample can be easily positioned on the top of the cell of measure.

FIGURE 5.2: Scheme of the main components of the Peltier DSC at
INRiM. In the photography is reported the brass cylinder (thermal
reservoir ) with the miniaturized Peltier cells connected differen-

tially.

A vacuum chamber hosts the calorimetric cell. Such chamber can be evac-
uated or filled with inert gas like argon, in order to avoid the presence of spu-
rious signals at about 273 K due to the humidity freezing and to improve the
insulation from the external environment. The temperature can be regulated in
a range of about ± 50 ◦C around the temperature of the copper passive block,
which is kept constant by an external chiller. The operational range results to
be from -50 ◦C to +100 ◦C. As it is depicted in the scheme of Fig.5.3, the vacuum
chamber containing the calorimeter cell can be exposed to magnetic fields by
means of an electromagnet producing an external magnetic field parallel to the
top plate of the miniaturized Peltier cells which can be controlled in a range up
to ± 2 T.

5.2.1 Heat flux equation
The heat absorbed/released by the sample can be obtained by solving a ther-
mal equivalent circuit for the heat flux, q = dQ

dt
[W], which flows trough the

components of the calorimeter [82]. Thanks to the analogy between the thermal
domain (Fourier’s law) and the electrical domain (Ohm’s law), each thermal el-
ement of our setup can be represented by a thermal resistance and a thermal
capacitance. For a bad heat conductor, the heat flux q will experience a large
thermal resistance, otherwise the material will be described just by its thermal
capacitance. Finally, the electrical potential difference is represented, in thermal
circuits, by temperature difference, ∆T .
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FIGURE 5.3: The calorimetric cell and the power Peltier cells (not
shown) are attached to the top of the inner cylinder, which ends
with a copper block (red) whose temperature is kept constant by
a circulating fluid. At the bottom, the larger part of the chamber
contains the electrical feed-through and gas/vacuum flanges. An
electromagnet is used to generate static magnetic field in the plane

of the calorimeter cells.

It follows that each part of the calorimeter, either the reference cell and the
sample cell, can be described by their equivalent thermal circuits, as depicted in
Fig.5.4. In such picture, Tb, T0 and T1 represent the temperatures of the thermal
bath, of the reference cell top plate and of the one of the sample respectively,
while Ts is the sample temperature, which depends on the proprieties of the
sample itself and on its thermal contact with the Peltier cell. In the scheme (b)
the sample is described by its thermal capacity, Cs, which is directly related to
the intrinsic specific heat, while the realised contact is represented by a resis-
tance Rc. The two miniaturized Peltier cells of the reference and of the sample

FIGURE 5.4: Equivalent thermal circuits for the Peltier cell of the
reference (a) and of the Peltier cell of measure (b).

circuits are depicted in the same way with a capacitance Cp and a resistance
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Rp, which connects the top plates with the thermal bath. Such resistance arises
from the thermal conductivity of the thermoelectric pillars:

Rp =
dp

2NApkp
(5.1)

where N is the number of couples, dp the height of the pillars, Ap and kp their
cross section and thermal conductivity, respectively. Typical values of Rp are in
the range of 10 KW−1 and 100 KW−1.

When the temperature of the thermal bath is changed at a constant rate, dTb
dt

,
the equations for the two temperatures at the top plates of the miniaturized
Peltier cells are respectively for the reference and for the sample:

T0 = Tb − τp(
dTb
dt

). (5.2)

and
T1 = Tb − τp(

dTb
dt

)−Rpqs. (5.3)

The Peltier cells, from the theory of thermoelectric effects [14], generate a volt-
age proportional to the temperature difference between their junctions v1 =
ε(T1 − Tb) and v0 = ε(T0 − Tb) where ε is the Seebeck coefficient of the cells.
Therefore, if the Peltier cells sensors are connected differentially, the resulting
voltage become vp = v1 − v0, is then proportional to the temperature difference
of the two cells:

vp = ε(T1 − T0) (5.4)

The final equation for the transferred heat flux of the sample becomes:

qs = − 1

Sp

(
vp + τp

dvp
dt

)
− qA (5.5)

where qA represents a baseline background. The time constant τp depends on
the Peltier cell thermal capacitanceCp, which mainly arises from the top plate of
the cell (generally made of allumina or silicon). The sensitivity of the calorime-
ter, Sp, together with τp and qA have to be calibrated before the measurements.

The temperature rate can be controlled within ± 0.005 K and the heat flux
noise floor of the setup is around 0.2 µW. The sampling time of the measured
signals could be set by the VEE software employed to control the instruments.
The described setup was optimized for a sample contact surface equal to the
one of the Peltier top plate (5X5 mm2) and for sample masses larger than 50 mg
[82]. In the next section, the employment of the current setup for the character-
ization of MCE properties of compounds will be analysed.

5.2.2 Detection of phase transitions by DSC

In order to describe a phase transition, the measurements of the heat flow to-
ward/from the sample as a function of the temperature (time), qs vs T (t), can
be exploited. In the absence of any physical transformation of the sample, the
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heat flow provided by the sample characterizes is specific heat and entropy at
the equilibrium. Otherwise, if the sample undergoes a physical transformation,
the different temperatures reached by the measurement and the reference cell
will give rise to a peak in the measurements of the heat flow. An exothermic
processes (such as crystallization) results in a negative peak of the heat flux pro-
file, while in an endothermic process the peak will point toward positive values
of the heat flux. From our setup, starting from the measure of qs of Eq.(5.5) of
a sample of mass ms, some characteristic thermodynamics quantities can be
calculated. In particular, it is possible to obtain the specific heat and the total
entropy change by using equations:

cp =
1

ms

qs
dTs
dT

, (5.6)

and

s− s0 =
1

ms

t∫
0

qs
Ts
dt, (5.7)

s0 represents a reference value. The value of cPM is usually staken at the tem-
perature T+ = Tc + 20K, well above the transition temperature, where cp can be
considered magnetic field independent.

In heat flux calorimetry the presence of the thermometer on the sample
would introduce an uncontrolled thermal link, thus the temperature of the sam-
ple can be determined by an indirect method. By using the circuit of Fig.5.4 (b),
Ts can be calculated as:

Ts = T1 −Rcqs. (5.8)

The thermal contact resistance, Rc, slightly changes depending on how the
sample is attached to the cell of measure, thus it has to be determined each
time the configuration changes. In order to do that, the rate dependence of
the curves s(Tb, dTbdt ) can be exploited. The value of the contact resistance can
be set as the one for which all these curves rescale onto the same one when
they are plotted as a function of Ts of Eq.(5.12). The rescaling procedure is
also used to determine the thermal hysteresis of a phase transition, since it is
applied to the heating and cooling curve sequences separately. In the case that
the obtained rescaled curve is the same both for the heating and the cooling
no thermal hysteresis is inferred. Otherwise, the procedure provides a good
estimate of the thermal hysteresis of the phase transition.

Within this method, the measured quantity qs is intergrated over all the
physical processes which contribute to the change in the system internal energy.
This direct measurement of the heat flux is thus appropriate for the characteri-
zation of materials with magneto structural transitions of the first order, charac-
terized by the interplay between magnetic, lattice and/or electronic terms (see
Ch. 3), hysteresis effects and irreversibility. On the other hand, due to the pos-
sibility to change the external magnetic field, the measurements of cp and s− s0

can be representative of the MCE properties of a compound (see Ch. 3) when it
undegoes a reversible phase transition. In fact, the quantity cp of Eq.(5.6) refers
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to equilibrium conditions while, as it was explained in Ch.2, a first order tran-
sition deals with out equilibrium processes thus also a latent heat term has to
be take in to account. In the next sections this fact will be commented together
with the experiments.

5.3 MCE properties of the La(Fe,Mn,Si)13-H

A series of samples of La(FexMnySiz)13-H1.65, in the form of granules, was pro-
duced by Vacuumschmelze GmbH & Co. La(Fe-Mn-Si)13 alloys with variable
Mn content were prepared by powder metallurgy technique and hydrogenated
as described in [51]. Master alloys were prepared by vacuum induction melt-
ing followed by mechanical milling steps to produce fine powders. The com-
position of each alloy was adjusted by blending master alloys with elemental
powders. Compaction of the powder blends was performed by cold isostatic
pressing. The green bodies were vacuum sintered at around 1100◦C followed
by an annealing treatment at 1050◦C [49]. Hydrogenation was performed on a
granulate material with a particle size less than 1 mm [53]. These compounds
can have a first or a second order phase transition depending on several fac-
tors and are produced for MCE applications near room temperature. In fact the
transition from a low T ferromagnetic phase to an high T paramagnetic phase
can be tuned nicely by varying the amount of Mn from y = 0.06 to 0.46 as it is
reported in the table of Fig.5.5. The characterization of their MCE properties
was performed by using a commercial Power compensated DSC (Perkin Elmer
series) and the home made Peltier DSC explained above based on the heat flux
method. An equal amount of granules (50 mg) was inserted in an allumina pan
of diameter ( mm) and closed with an allumina disk. An equal empty pan was
positioned on the top of the reference Peltier cell.

FIGURE 5.5: Table of the amount of the composition elements
across the series La(FexMnySiz)13-H1.65 (x + y + z = 13). The sam-
ple masses refer to the measurements performed to characterize

their MCE properties.

POWER COMPENSATED DSC
With this setup, a commercial power compensated differential calorimeter

of Perkin Elmer, the measurements consisted in the acquisition of the heat flux
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qs as a function of Tb under three scanning rates (25, 50 and 100 mKs −1). The
method of rescaling explianed in section 5.2.2 [82] was applied to each sample,
and permitted to determine the relative thermal resistanceRc−PE

1 and the ther-
mal hysteresis ∆Thys (values are reported in table 5.1). The reference value of

Sample ∆Thys (K) Rc−PE (K W−1) cPM (J kg−1K−1)
32 0.0 150 450
33 0.2 125 450
34 0.4 160 460
35 0.5 120 460
36 0.7 130 470
37 0.9 100 480
38 1.2 115 490
39 1.5 100 500

TABLE 5.1: Values obtained in zero field by using DSC calorimeter
based on power compensation (Perkin Elmer). cPM is the baseline
specific heat, defined as the value of cPM=cp(T+) at the tempera-

ture T+ = Tc + 20 K.

cPM is magnetic field independent and represents the specific heat of the para-
magnetic phase at the equilibrium which can be obtained by measuring the cPM
baseline specific heat. The obtained cPM were used as references for the series
(Table 5.1).

PELTIER DSC
Within the Peltier DSC the measurements consist in the acquisition of the

heat flux, qs, as a function of thermal bath temperature, Tb, according to Eq.(5.5).
The characteristic quantity for the Peltier cells were measured once, for all

different magnetic fields and samples, as the thermal configuration is always
the same. In particular Sp and τp were determined with an empty allumina pan
on the cell of measure. With this procedure the intrinsic time constant of the
Peltier cells was found to be τp = RpCp = 3.7 s and the sensitivity:

Sp = 0.76 · (1 + 4.1× 10−3T − 1× 10−7T 3). (5.9)

For each composition the following graphs reports:

• Top left: the total specific heat, cp measured at different fields following
Eq.(5.6);

• Top right: the magnetic field induced entropy change -∆s(H ,T )=-(s(H ,T )-
s(0,T )). Lines: computed from the cp data. Points: direct isothermal mea-
surements.

• Bottom left: the total entropy variation s(H ,T )-s0 with respect a reference
value s0.

1I used the label PE which stands for Pelkin Elmer in order to differentiate this value from
the thermal contact resistance which will be used in the Peltier DSC
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• Bottom right: the ferromagnetic contribution to the entropy calculated as
s(H ,T )- sPM (T ) where the value s0 is set in order to have s(H ,T )-sPM (T )
= 0 at T =T+ and cPM , is the baseline specific heat in the paramagnetic
state.

On the right side of each graph the legend shows the applied magnetic field
µ0H in Tesla (00 = 0.0 T, 05 = 0.5 T, 10 = 1.0 T and 15 = 1.5 T), where h stands for
the heating process and c for the cooling process.
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The full set of data permitted to extract some of the relevant parameters
characterizing the series of compounds as a function of the Mn content; the
obtained values are reported in table 5.2 and are:

• Th is the transition temperature on heating;

• ∆Thys = Th - Tc, is the thermal hysteresis, where Tc is the transition tem-
perature on cooling. The transition temperatures are taken at H = 0 as the
temperatures values at which sFM(H,T ) is equal to ∆s0/2;

• (1/µ0) dT/dH is the shift of the transition temperatures with the field and
it was computed on heating from the differences in Tc at H = 0 and µ0H =
1 T;

• ∆smax (1 T), the maximum of the magnetic field induced entropy change
∆s(T ) = s(H,T )− s(0, T ). The value reported is for µ0H = 1 T;

• ∆s0, the approximate entropy change associated with the transition at H
= 0. From the measured entropy s(H,T ), the ferromagnetic contribution
is calculated as s(H,T )− sPM(T ) where

sPM = s0 + cPM ln(
Ts
T+

). (5.10)

The value s0 is set in order to have s(H,T ) − sPM(T ) = 0 at T =T+. We
approximate the entropy s(H,T )−sPM(T ) before the transition as−∆s0 +
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(cf − dfTh)·ln(T/Th) + df (T − Th), with cf = 170 Jkg−1K−1 and df= 4.5
Jkg−1K−2. ∆s0 is taken on the curve at H = 0.

• Rp + Rc is the sum of the values of the thermal resistances for the Peltier
cell of measure and the contact realized between the cell and the sample.

Sample y(Mn) ∆Thys (K) Th (K) dT
dH

(K/T) ∆smax (J kg−1K−1) ∆s0 (J kg−1K−1) Rp + Rc (K W−1)

32 0.46 0.0 269.7 4.9 8.6 12 75
33 0.37 0.2 285.4 4.6 11.0 14.5 75
34 0.30 0.4 296.6 4.2 11.5 16.0 135
35 0.25 0.5 303.9 3.9 14.5 18.0 125
36 0.22 0.7 313.5 3.9 14.0 18.5 85
37 0.18 0.9 320.6 3.7 15.0 19.0 85
38 0.14 1.2 327.5 3.6 16.0 20.5 85
39 0.06 1.5 339.0 3.3 17.0 21.5 95

TABLE 5.2: MCE values obtained by using the DSC Peltier
calorimeter in applied magnetic fields [Basso2015]. The peak of

∆siso and ∆Tad were calculated for a field change of 1.5 T.

From the values reported in Table 5.2, the introduction of Mn is found to de-
crease the transition temperature (from a reference value of 350 K of the Mn =
0.06) at a linear rate of 175 K/yMn. Mn substitution is also found to decrease the
hysteresis at a rate of 4.6 yMn, which means that the transition is transformed
from first to second order. The available isothermal entropy change and adi-

FIGURE 5.14: Sketch of the entropy versus temperature for the
case of an equation of state with hysteresis. The isothermal en-
tropy change ∆siso and the adiabatic temperature change ∆Tad
obtained in a cooling thermodynamic cycle are indicated. Dashed
lines shows the fitting functions for the entropy in the PM and FM

states sPM (T) and sFM (T).

abatic temperature change were computed for all the samples by considering
the heating curve in zero magnetic field and the cooling curve in magnetic field
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(cyclic processes with hysteresis). The transition temperatures upon heating
and cooling, Th and Tc, were derived from the measured s(H,T ) curves. In
presence of first order transitions with hysteresis, their values are defined as
the midpoint between the PM phase and the FM phase upon heating and cool-
ing, respectively Fig.5.14.

In order to effectively characterize the MCE properties of the series, the re-
sulting graph for ∆Siso and ∆Tad are reported in Figs.5.15 (a) and (b).

FIGURE 5.15: (a) Isothermal entropy change, (b) adiabatic temper-
ature change of hydrogenated La(Fe-Mn-Si)13 with different Mn

content.

The other relevant results, due to the effect of the Mn, can be see in Fig.5.16.
The Mn content across the series produces a decrease of the height of the peak
of the specific heat capacity and the disappearance of the difference between
heating and cooling curves Fig.5.16 (a). At low Mn, the effect of the magnetic
field is mainly to shift the peak of cp to the right, while, at high Mn, the mag-
netic field also reduces the amplitude of the peaks. This observation suggests
that the transition is close to a second order critical point. Information on how
close the system is to the critical point can be gained by looking at the transition
temperatures as a function of the magnetic field. Fig. 5.16 (b) shows the mag-
netic phase diagram built by taking the transition temperatures upon heating
and cooling.

The graph also shows the lines corresponding to the linear fit of the heat-
ing and cooling points. The region enclosed between the two lines represents
the metastability region in which both ferromagnetic and paramagnetic phase
coexist. The critical point is at the intersection of the two lines. The critical
magnetic field and temperature (Hcrit, Tcrit) are reduced as far as the Mn con-
tent is increased and it is observed that the transition is purely of the second
order around the composition y(Mn) = 0.46. These observations show that Mn
plays a dual role: decreasing the strength of the FM coupling and decreasing
the magnetoelastic coupling. The identification of the exact position of the crit-
ical points in the phase diagram deserves a detailed experimental investigation
by special methods which will be given in the next section.
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FIGURE 5.16: (a) Specific heat capacity and (b) (H,T ) magnetic
phase diagram of hydrogenated La(Fe-Mn-Si)13 with different Mn

content.

5.4 Avalanches of heat flux in La(Fe,Mn,Si)13-H

In Ch.4, a graph with two DSC measurements of the first order transition in the
La(Fe0.9Co0.015Si0.085)13 alloy was presented. Positive separated heat flux ava-
lanches (peaks) were observed at the transition during heating, at low temper-
ature scanning rates. The heat flux avalanches were qualitatively associated
with the fast transformation of volumes observed by MOIF. In order to inves-
tigate the avalanches behaviour, the extensive dataset of the previous section
is here used to evaluate the series of La(Fe-Mn-Si)-H alloys during the passage
from first to second order transitions. By selecting samples, whose transitions
in zero field have different thermal hysteresis, it is possible to explore different
zones of the magnetic phase diagram of the compound. Heat flux measure-
ments, at low temperature scanning rates, were performed by using both the
power compensation method (Perkin Elmer calorimeter) and the Peltier differ-
ential scanning calorimeter, while sweeping the temperature across the Curie
point of the compounds. The samples used for this study are single fragments
with typical mass between 2 mg and 5 mg of three compositions, as it is re-
ported in table 5.3. The choice of the three compositions has been thus based

x(Fe) y(Mn) z(Si) ms(mg) PE ms(mg) Peltier Tc(oC)
11.60 0.18 1.22 3.81 4.79 49
11.41 0.30 1.29 3.44 4.53 20
11.22 0.46 1.32 1.70 2.19 -4

TABLE 5.3: Compositions and masses of the three fragments of
LaFexMnySiz-H1.65 investigated by low rate calorimetry.

on the magnetic phase diagrams reported in Fig.5.16 (b) [27]:

• y = 0.46. The thermal hysteresis in zero applied magnetic field is null;
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• y = 0.30. This composition possesses a low thermal hysteresis in zero
applied magnetic field and its critical point is in the range 0-2 T;

• y = 0.18. The samples have a large thermal hysteresis in zero applied
magnetic field and the critical point is above 2 T.

5.4.1 Effect of the thermal contact
A first set of samples was employed to study the effect of the thermal con-
tact. These measurements were performed exploiting the power compensated
method. The samples were positioned just in the middle of the allumina mea-
surement pan and then covered with an allumina disk. In a second step, the
samples were attached to the middle of the same pan by using Ag paste. For all
the measurements, the temperature was increased across the Curie point using
different scanning rates (1 K/min or 0.05 K/min). In Fig.5.17, the heat flux is
reported as a function of time. The thermal resistance is defined as:

Rth =
dc

kthAc
. (5.11)

In our case, Ac is the contact area between the sample and the allumina pan
and dc is the thickness of the Ag paste layer. If single bulk fragments with ir-
regular shape are used, it is not possible to quantitatively estimate the thermal
contact resistance realised when using Ag paste. However, from the relation
of Eq.(5.11), it is important to notice that, by substituting kth of the air (kAirth =
0.0257 WK−1m−1 at T= 20 ◦C) with the one of the Ag paste (nominal values
kAgth = 5-25 WK−1m−1), the thermal contact resistance can be improved. As it is

FIGURE 5.17: Effect of the thermal contact on the heat flux for
three compositions (37, 34, 32) with different amount of Mn (y =
0.18, 0.30 and 0.46). The Ag paste improves the thermal contact

(red curves).
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shown in Fig.5.17, using the Ag paste, the endothermic FM to PM transforma-
tion of all the three compositions has a more detailed peaks structure. A weaker
dependence from the thermal contact was observed in the y (Mn = 0.46) com-
position which, differently from the other compositions, could not be measured
at rate lower than 1 K/min. This fact was attributed to the smaller mass of the
sample (1.70 mg).

5.4.2 Low rate calorimetry and avalanches
The new set of fragments for the in field DSC measurements in the Peltier
calorimeter is reported in table 5.3. By combining Eqs. (5.3) and (5.8) from the
thermal equivalent circuit of Fig.5.4, the temperature difference between the
sample and the thermal bath, during a temperature scan experiment, is given
by:

Ts − Tb = −τp(
dTb
dt

)−Rpqs −Rcqs. (5.12)

Since the value of the contact thermal resistance, Rc, can be reduced by improv-
ing the thermal contact as explained above, the samples were glued with silver
paint to the measuring Peltier cell. Furthermore, in order to reduce the lag be-
tween the temperatures of the sample and the thermal bath, it is also possible
to explore the effect of the scanning rate of the experiments, dTb

dt
. By using a

sufficiently low rate we may expect to improve the resolution of the heat flux
peaks.

In Fig.5.18 it is shown the comparison of different velocities, during heat-
ing (FM to PM phase transition), for the three sampless under investigation. In
spite of the small masses and the low applied scanning rate (1 mK/s) of our
experiments, the S/N (signal-to-noise ratio) was high enough to allow accurate
measurements for all the selected samples. From these scans the total specific
heat, cp, was calculated by using Eq.(5.6) over the whole temperature range of
the measurements. The quantity dTs

dt
was assumed to be the same as the one

relative to the thermal bath temperature controlled by the VEE program. As it
is possible to see in Fig.5.18, by applying different rates, strong differences in
the calculated cp for the three samples appeared. The zero field phase transi-
tion of the sample with the lower Mn content ( Mn(y) = 0.18 - Fig.5.18 (a)) is
dominated by a high single isothermal peak (a unique avalanche); the number
of the avalanches increases in the Mn(y) = 0.30 sample (Fig.5.18 (b)), while their
maxima drop of about one order of magnitude with respect the Mn(y) = 0.18
case. For these two compositions, the avalanches behaviour appears when ap-
proaching the 1 mK/s scans (black continuous line). In this cases the total qs
at the transition has a strong irreversible component and, as a result, the cal-
culated cp appears as being scan rate dependent. On the contrary in the high
Mn content sample (Mn(y) = 0.46 - Fig.5.18 (c)) avalanches were not detected
down to 1 mK/s. In this sample the total cp of the transition does not include
any irreversible component and does not depend on the scanning rate.

When the avalanches are present, (Fig.5.18 (a)(b)), they are separated in tem-
perature and it is possible to identify the events which are related to avalanches
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FIGURE 5.18: Specific heat at the transitions in zero magnetic field
for the three composition of Mn (y = 0.18 (a), y = 0.30 (b) and y
= 0.46 (c)) calculated from different temperature scanning rates
from Eq.(5.6). The low rate set (black continuous lines) highlights
the presence of heat flux avalanches in first order phase transitions

(a)(b).
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and the signal of a smooth background. It has to be considered that, at first
order transitions, the total entropy variation is the sum of either a latent heat
and a reversible contribution [83].

In our experiments, these two terms are well described by:

s− sPM = ∆scp + ∆sL =

∫ Tf

Ti

cp(T )

T
dT +

∑
i

mi∆UL
Ti

. (5.13)

Fig.5.19 reports a representative example of a heating transition in zero field
when the two terms were considered. The first term in Eq.(5.13) has been calcu-
lated for a system in thermodynamic equilibrium and it counts for the specific
heat (cp) due to the background. The cp term was extrapolated by a Gaussian fit
(Fig.5.19 (b)) of the measured voltage difference, vP (a), which was converted
in qs values following Eq.(5.5). The second term, on the right hand side of the
equation has been calculated by integrating the single heat flux avalanches (af-
ter subtracting the cp term) and represents the enthalpy of the latent heat peaks
∆UL = qi

mi
. In the case of a multiple step transition, the index i refers to the sam-

ple fraction of mass mi, which transforms at the temperature Ti and generates a
single peak. If the transition is of the second order, no dissipative processes take
place and the latter term is exactly zero, as it is observed for the y(Mn) = 0.46
composition. Fig.5.19 (d) shows the calculated entropy change from different
temperature scan rates. In the graph it is presented the entropy calculated both
from the total heat flux and from the sum of the different contributions of the
specific heat and the latent heat. The specific heat of the paramagnetic phase is
fixed at 460 Jkg−1K−1 (5.1). The inset shows that the entropy generated by the
avalanches is responsible for the isothermal steps of the total entropy change
(blue curve) while, the one to the reversible processes is reflected in the specific
heat (red curve). Analysing the avalanches behaviour, it is possible to observe
that the number of avalanches decreases both adding or removing Mn atoms
from the compounds. This fact is not expected to be caused by the presence of
different defects densities since the three compositions have substantially sim-
ilar micro structures. The increased quantity of Mn combined with the hydro-
gen should at least introduce higher amounts of impurities (i.e. α-Fe secondary
phase) [53] [84], but the avalanches are visible only in the presence of lower
Mn. The increasing number of peaks may have another physical explanation.
Starting from a low temperature FM metastable state, the rising temperature
favours the new PM metastable state. However, in the presence of a first order
phase transition, the sample needs to overcome the energy barrier between the
phases to effectively transform. A decrease of such barrier can be produced by
defects, whose contributions overlap locally on the intrinsic double well energy
landscape. In the low Mn composition of Fig.5.18 (a), the barrier is large and
the sample transforms entirely due to a unique nucleation event, which is suf-
ficient to remove a strong instability. As the Mn content increases, the barrier
is lowered because the transition evolves toward the equilibrium and a grad-
ual redistribution of the nucleation energies appears with respect the energy
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FIGURE 5.19: The voltage difference (a) has been divided in two
terms with a Gaussian fit of the backgroun (b).The resultant qs is
calculated separately for the avalanches and the background (c).
(d) Comparison of calculated entropy change, at H = 0, for the
Mn(y) = 0.30 sample at two different rates 50 mK/s and 1 mK/s.
Inset: example of the separated contributions of Eq.(5.6). for the

corresponding shaded region of the main frame.

barrier between phases. A larger number of defects can then sufficiently re-
duce the effective energy barrier and make the transition to advance. As far,
the transition become spatially separated [79] [76] and, from heat flux measure-
ments, peaks at different temperatures and with different integral values are
observed. Each heat flux avalanche well correlates with a different part of the
transforming compounds, i.e. a single volume. The latent heat of the phase
transformation vanishes when the energy barrier between phases approaches
zero, y(Mn) = 0.46, meanwhile the energies over barriers produced by defects
stop to be important for the whole process and the sample can transform con-
tinuously.

5.4.3 Avalanches in applied magnetic field
In the following, the heat flux avalanches are explored in the (H , T ) magnetic
phase diagram of the Mn(y) = 0.30 and Mn(y)=0.18 compositions. Their zero
field transitions are of the first order and their critical fields are expected to be
around 1.3 T and 2.4 T respectively (Fig.5.16).
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Mn = 0.30: By increasing H , the separated avalanches of Fig.5.18(b) start to
merge together, lower their heat flux values and some of them disappear. For
H > 1.1 T all the peaks contributions are suppressed (left graph of Fig. 5.20).
On the contrary, the continuous background grows and finally dominates the
entire dynamics of the transition (red curve). As it was observed before for
the role of the increasing content of Mn, the higher magnetic fields change the
dynamics of the phase transformation, which passes from being dominated by
a large number of latent heat events (activated volumes) to be fully reversible.

The results of the temperature dependence of the electrical resistivity, ρ(T ),
of the composition Mn(y)= 0.30 are compared to the heat flux data and are plot-
ted in the right graph of Fig. 5.20.

FIGURE 5.20: Left graph: Effect of the applied magnetic field on
the heat flux signals at 1 mK/s sweeping rate for the sample y(Mn)
= 0.30 of mass 4.53 mg: avalanches diminish in number and mag-
nitude and then disappear above 1.1 T. Right graph: resistivity of
a sample of Mn(y) = 0.30 of mass 5.26 mg as a function of temper-

ature for different applied magnetic fields.

At zero field, a sharp negative jump in ρ(T ) occurs when the sample switches
to the paramagnetic phase giving rise to a variation of the resistivity of about
-3.7%. Although, the magnetic field slightly influences the magnitude of this
jump a change of the slope of ρ(T ) at the phase transitions is found with in-
creasing H . The samples used for ρ and qs measurements were different, thus
it was not possible to perform a one-by-one correlation between isofield sets of
data of heat flux and resistivity, however similarities appear. At fields below
0.8 T, fast transformations of volumes give rise to sharp jumps of ρ(T ) and to
multiple avalanches in the heat flux measurements. In both cases the number
of jumps/avalanches changes with field and, as far the transition approaches
the critical point, they disappear. The conduction electrons highlight the pas-
sage from a first to a second order transition produced by the magnetic field but
the overall behaviour of electrical transport in La(FeSi)13 based alloys requires
further attention and a deeper discussion is postponed to the next chapter.

The magnetic phase diagram from the 50 mK/s and 1 mK/s sets of DSC
measurements for the Mn(y) = 0.30 is reconstructed in Fig.5.21 (left graph). The
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increasing magnetic field reduces gradually the irreversible content of the tran-
sition, thus the critical point (first to second order transition) can be determined
on the basis of the disappearance of thermal hysteresis for the first data set and
by the disappearance of avalanches for the second data set. In particular, the
temperatures of transition in the low rate scans were determined looking at the
main isothermal peaks. The scheme on the right side of Fig.5.21 reports a sim-
plified version of the avalanches transitions during FM to PM and PM to FM
transitions. The heating and cooling peaks show a temperature region of inter-
section (yellow region of the graph) depending on the temperature hysteresis
of the compound. This region is supposed to give rise to the metastability of
the first order phase transitions, because the absorption/release of small quan-
tity of heat due to the avalanches can be sufficient to transform other volumes
fractions.

FIGURE 5.21: (a) Magnetic-phase diagram for the y(Mn) = 0.30
composition: the dots represent the temperatures of the peaks
measured in the 1 mK/s scans (full dots main peaks, empty dots
minor peaks). (b) Scheme of the temperatures of the avalanches in
heating and cooling. The yellow region represents an intersection
between the heating and cooling processes which can give rise to

metastability.

From the low rate measurements we obtained lower values of critical mag-
netic field and temperature; this suggests a possible over estimation of the ther-
mal hysteresis when it is computed from faster rate measurements, where the
uncertainty of T is ± 0.2 K. (Fig.5.21 left graph).

Mn = 0.18: In Fig.5.23 it is shown that the single heat flux avalanche, de-
tected at H = 0, lowers and sub divides gradually in many peaks. Far from
the critical point, differently from the previous case, a single nucleation event
seems to be sufficient to transform the entire volume of the sample whilst a
strong energy barrier separates the two phases. As the external magnetic field
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is increased, the sample resumes a behaviour similar to that of the y(Mn) = 0.30
sample at zero field. This fact confirms that, although the Mn content mod-
ifies the position of the critical point, different compositions of the series can
be described by very similar magnetic phase diagrams. Again, both the de-
crease of the peaks amplitude and the increase of the peak number suggest a re
normalization of the nucleation energies involved in the transition with respect
the energy barrier between the FM/PM phases. A noteworthy fact comes from
the observation that the relaxation time of each avalanche changes in different
applied magnetic fields. Due to the established experimental conditions, the
low applied scanning rate, the small sample masses, the low thermal contact
resistance and the irreversible processes at the transitions, the composed sys-
tem, sample plus Peltier cell, has to be reconsidered. A new representation of
the thermal equivalent circuit of the measurement Peltier cell and the sample is
proposed with the aim to take in to account both the second and the first order
phase transition behaviour. In the scheme of Fig.5.22, the sample is represented
by its heat capacity and a heat flux generator. The latter represents those irre-
versible processes which are characteristic of a first order phase transition and
are an intrinsic source of irreversibility. The specific heat term is embedded in

FIGURE 5.22: Equivalent thermal circuits for the measurement
Peltier cell when considering reversible (a) and irreversible (b)

processes at the transition.

the heat capacity, Cs, and it takes in to account for the reversible contribution
due to a second order phase transition. The time constant related to the sam-
ple heat capacity is added to Eq.(5.5): τp → τ = τp + τs. In the following it is
explained how this is linked to the value of the reversible specific heat of the
samples. After subtracting the value of τp = 2.6 s (calibrated for the thermal re-
sponse of the setup), the time constant due to the sample becomes τs = Rth

s ·Cth
s .

By modifying the τs values with fields a better resolution of each avalanche
can be obtained, even in multiple step transitions. A variation of the thermal
contact resistance, Rs may be excluded due to the fact that the measurements
were performed sequentially without changing the configuration: Rs mostly
depends on the size of the sample and on the medium which separates it from
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the Peltier measurement cell. It follows that Cs varies with field. A change of
the specific heat of the sample can be inferred from the definition of thermal
capacitance and its value is proportional to the filed dependent variations of τs.

∆Cth
s (H) = ms∆cp(H) =

1

Rth
s

·∆τs(H) (5.14)

In order to relate the obtained values of τs with cp, the whole mass of the sam-
ple was considered to be contributing to each avalanche (even in multiple step
transitions), however, τs was calculated from the greatest or the last avalanche
of each transition, because in this condition, the main part of the sample is sup-
posed to be already transformed in the paramagnetic phase.

FIGURE 5.23: Effect of H on the evolution from single to a many
peaked transitions (on heating) for the y(Mn) = 0.18 composition.
Dashed lines represent the heat fluxes calculated without the cor-
rection of 2.6 s for the time constant of the Peltier cell (Eq.(5.5));
the continuous lines disclose the multiple peaks structures when
the time constant of the sample is considered. Inset: τ dependence

on the applied magnetic field, where τp was set at 2.6 s.

The same analysis was applied to both the y(Mn) = 0.18 and the 0.30 compo-
sitions obtaining a master curve for the reversible specific heat of transition as a
function of the distance from the critical point, Fig.5.24. The value of cp from the
two data set increases of about 150% and subsequently, when avalanches stop,
it tends to the value of the specific heat peak of the Mn(y)=0.46 composition
(Fig.?? (c)), whose zero field transition is of the second order. The thermal con-
tact resistances for each sample was estimated to calculate the value of cp. In the
case of first order phase transitions with avalanches, the rescaling procedure
failed, thus the thermal resistance for the y(Mn) = 0.18 composition was ob-
tained using the value of cPM in table 5.1. Since the zero field transition is fully
of the first order, no specific heat of the transition is expected and the param-
agnetic value can be taken as a reference. Differently, the thermal resistance for
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FIGURE 5.24: Master curve of the specific heat as a function of the
distance from the critical field The values were extrapolated from
the measurements of τs for the two composition y(Mn) = 0.18 and

y(Mn) = 0.30.

the y(Mn) = 0.30 composition was chosen in order to match the points obtained
from the y(Mn) = 0.18 and y(Mn) = 0.46 compositions. The resulting values for
the thermal contact of the samples y(Mn) = 0.18 and y(Mn) = 0.30 are respec-
tively 806 KW−1 and 560 KW−1, these numbers can be reasonably considered
as being compliant to Eq.5.11. Such cp dependence was already pointed out
in several works by Morrison et al., by the use of microcalorimetry methods.
Noteworthy, in this work, the cp of the transition was obtained by considering
that the shape of the avalanches depends on the reversible specific heat of the
compound.

The scanning calorimetry technique revealed the strong interplay between
specific heat and latent heat terms at the PM/FM transition of La(FeSi)13 based
compounds. The reversible cp, which is an intrinsic thermodynamic property of
the compound, is also a parameter which governs the avalanches kinetics of the
phase transitions. For what concerns the application of these class of materials,
in magnetic refrigeration cycles, some important results can be considered. The
time required to exchange the heat (τs) with the surrounding (the Peltier cell of
measure here) is found to be significantly shorter in first order phase transitions,
due to the smaller contribution of the heat capacity found by looking at the
shape of avalanches. On the other hand, since the hysteresis is an even stronger
limit for the application, and it governs the time scale for adiabatic cycles, due
to the existing close relation between thermal hysteresis and heat avalanches,
we may expect that the time for an avalanche to start and to end may critically
depends on the hysteresis.



6

Other experimental methods
applied to magnetic phase
transitions

In this chapter, phase transitions in magnetic solids are investigated exploiting
different experimental techniques. The electrical properties of the La(Fe,Si)13

based compounds, presented in previous chapter, were measured at different
magnetic fields and temperatures. These experiments may provide some addi-
tional information on the nature of their magneto structural phase transition.
The last part of the chapter is dedicated to a very different system. A vector
network analyser ferromagnetic resonance method (VNA-FMR) has been de-
veloped for in-temperature measurements of the magnetization dynamics in a
Mn2RhSn Heusler thin film [85]. The interest devoted to such material derives
from its spin reorientation transition, taking place around 77 K, which may be
favour the inset of a skyrmion topological state. The choice of the setup is as-
cribed to the possibility to change the direction of the applied magnetic field
either perpendicular or parallel to the plane of samples, making possible to in-
vestigate the directions of magnetic subsystems in the compound.

All the in-field measurements, presented in this chapter, were performed by
using cryostats opportunely designed to fit in the room temperature bore of a 6
T Cryomagnetics cryo-free magnet in use at the Politecnico of Torino.

6.1 Electrical transport

Electron transport properties can be investigated by measuring the response of
conduction electrons to a temperature gradient or to external fields such as an
electric field, a magnetic field, or a combination of both, applied to a specimen.
By means of a standard four points techniques it is possible to measure the
basic transport properties of alloys subjected to external constrains, including
magnetoresistance and electron thermal conductivity. The La(Fe,Si)13 based al-
loys, previously investigated by the MOIF (Ch. 4) and DSC measurements (Ch.
5), were thus selected to observe the electrical response at the first or second
order magneto-structural phase transition in the presence of different applied
magnetic fields, perpendicular to the sample surfaces.

99
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6.1.1 Experimental setup
The electric transport characterization was performed in a Leybold cryogen free
cryostat where the sample temperature can be varied from 10 K up to room
temperature. The temperature was set and controlled by means of an Oxford
ITC503 temperature controller. The measurements were performed under con-
tinuous current condition. A Keithley current sources was generating bias cur-
rents ranging from from 1 mA to 3. The data acquisition system is provided by
a 2182A Keithley nanovoltmeter coupled to an 8-channel Keithley 7001 scan-
ner, which was used to simultaneously monitor different voltages along the
sample. By a standard four points probe technique, with contacts made with
silver paint, it was possible to analyse the temperature dependence of the elec-
trical resistivity, ρ, and the magneto-resistance, MR, for different compounds.
The samples were inserted into a vacuum chamber and positioned on the cold
finger of the cryostat.

6.1.2 Electrical resistivity of La(Fe,Si)13 based compounds

In Ch.5, it was shown that the conduction electrons highlight the passage from a
first to a second order transition produced by the magnetic fields. In particular,
this variation was shown for the sample LaFe11.41Mn0.30Si1.29-H1.65 by apply-
ing a magnetic field of ∼ 1.3 T. The electrical resistivity of the compound was
measured vaying the temperature across the Curie point at different external
magnetic field (6.1 left graph).

FIGURE 6.1: Left graph: electrical resistivity dependence on T of
the sample with Mn(y) = 0.30. Right graph: calculated electronic
thermal conductivity contribution from the Wiedemann–Franz

law.

With regard to the electronic transport transition, it is known that when a
system is magnetically ordered, no spin disordered scattering is expected [86]
[87] and the FM phase should have a lower resistivity with respect to the PM
phase. Differently, for La(FeSi)13 based compounds, ρ experiences higher val-
ues in the FM state. It should be pointed out that this effect could be of non
magnetic origin. Many works already observed a connection between ρ and
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the lattice contraction taking place at the phase transition [88] [89]. A first ex-
planation for the La(FeSi)13 based compounds was given by Palstra [90] on the
basis of the work on Fe3Pt alloys [91] by Viard and Gavoille, who described the
phonon resistivity dependence on the specific volume. The structural transition
in La(FeSi)13 produces a reduction of the lattice parameter, thus a correspond-
ing decrease of the scattering due to phonons is expected [92]. In the work pub-
lished by Piazzi [63], the coupling between magnetic and structural degrees of
freedom was modelled to reproduce the magneto-structural transition of this
and others similar compounds. The nice agreement reached between theory
and experiments demonstrated that the entropy depends on terms of magneto-
volume coupling. A possible explanation of the anomalous behaviour of ρ(T )
can be ascribed to the volume contraction which lowers the electron-phonon re-
sistivity contribution in the PM phase (i.e. the lattice entropy), according with
the theoretical calculation which predicts a lower entropy contribution of the
PM lattice.

The observed jumps in the electrical resistivity for the sample of
LaFe11.41Mn0.30Si1.29-H1.65 also imply a change in the electronic thermal conduc-
tivity between the PM and the FM phases. The entity of such variation (right
graph of Fig.6.1 ) has been calculated for several applied magnetic fields, on the
basis of the Wiedemann–Franz law, from the resistivity data:

kthel =
LT

ρ
(6.1)

In the formula, L is a constant having a value of 2.45 10−8 WK−2. The kthel is
found to be of 6.22 WK−1m−1 in the PM phase, while the FM value is decreased
of about 3.7-5 %. This is a small contribution to the overall thermal conductivity
of the sample [10], but may be not negligible when looking at the details of the
dynamics of first order phase transition. In fact, this behaviour corresponds
to a lower capacity of the ferromagnetic phase to conduct heat, which may be
considered also in refrigeration cycles in this and others materials.

Further information on the electronic response at the phase transition can
be found looking at the magnetoresistance, MR, behaviour. The MR values,
displaced in Fig.6.2 were obtained by subtracting a reference value of ρ in zero
applied magnetic fieldMR = (ρ(H)−ρ(0T ))/ρ(0). As it is shown in the graphs,
the ferromagnetic phase (at 280 K) has a MR of 1.3 %, while in the PM phase
(310 K) the measured MR is almost zero. The right graph of Fig.6.2 confirms
that the magnitudes of theMR jumps as a function of T are almost insensitive to
the external applied magnetic field at the transition. Nevertheless, the thermal
hysteresis disappears, in accordance to a second order transition.

The difference in the absolute values of ρ of the two phases, together with
the different magnetic orders, which are reflected in the MR response, makes
these transition observable by electrical measurements, and, the ordinary resis-
tivity seems to reflect the transformation of different volumes inside the sample,
as it was pointed out in the calorimetry experiments of Ch.5.

A further example is furnished by the measured resistance of the
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FIGURE 6.2: Magneto resistance measurements of the y(Mn) =
0.30 composition at several temperatures above, below and across
the curie point. Right graph: The MR as a function of the temper-
ature. The slope was calculated subtracting the slope of ρ vs T ,

measured at H = 0.

La(Fe0.9Co0.015Si0.085)13 alloy. This composition was observed by MOIF experiem-
nts in Ch.4. The R(T ) curves of Fig.6.3 show that, each time the compound

FIGURE 6.3: Induced irreversibility in resistance measurements of
the La(Fe0.9Co0.015Si0.085)13 investigated by MOIF, Ch.4.

crosses the Tc, the resistance changes toward higher values, indicating that
cracks are formed during the transition, causing an overall increase of the re-
sistivity. This behaviour is attributed to the lattice expansion due to the PM to
FM transition. In this case, the sample was a sintered material, thus the lattice
stress at the transition may easily produced such irreversible modifications of
the current path. The electrical resistivity furnished also informations about the
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mechanical properties of different compositions and/or preparation route, due
to the high sensitivity of the conduction electrons on cracks.

6.2 Ferromagnetic resonance

The magnetization vector of a spin ordered system, ~M , can be considered to
precess uniformly around its equilibrium direction due to the torque exercised
by an external magnetic field ~H , as depicted in the scheme of Fig.6.4(a). The
phenomenological equation describing this motion is the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert
(LLG) equation, which also considers a dissipation mechanisms that pushes the
magnetization in the direction of an effective field (Fig.6.4(b)).

FIGURE 6.4: Undamped (a) and damped (b) gyromagnetic preces-
sion.

From this theory, the frequency with which the magnetization preceeds around
the applied field is the ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) frequency νres = 2πω0

and it is the eigen frequency that is found in the solutions of the (LLG) equa-
tion:

∂M
∂t

= γµ0M×Heff +
α

Ms

M× ∂M
∂t

(6.2)

where ~Heff is the effective magnetic field acting on the magnetization vector, α
> 0 is the Gilbert damping constant, which depends on the material and shows
typical values ranging from 0.001 to 0.1, and Ms is the saturation magnetization
of the sample. This equation is of fundamental importance to understand the
role of structure and external constrains on the magnetization dynamics in fer-
romagnets, since the effective field acting on ~M , depends on a variety of factors,
comprising any magnetic anisotropy, geometrical constrains, ... A solution for
the Eq(6.2) was proposed by Kittel in 1948, providing the generalized form for
the field dependence of the ferromagnetic resonance frequency of a uniformly
magnetized and isotropic material, taking into account the demagnetizing field
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due to the sample geometry (Nx, Ny, Nz):

ω0 = γ
√

[H + (Nx −Nz)Ms][H + (Ny −Nz)Ms]. (6.3)

The magnetization dynamics theory can be used to perform broadband in-
vestigation of thin samples, in a wide frequency range up to several tens of
GHz, in order to look at the relation among physical constrains contributing to
the material spins structure, i.e. anisotropy field and saturation. On the other
hand, this theory is also important for technology. Very different requirements
on the FMR frequency and the Gilbert damping parameter have to be met in
different devices, for example microwave absorbers based on ferromagnetic
nanoparticles require large damping (α ' 1), whereas in general all applica-
tions related to memory storage require a very low Gilbert damping α '< 0.01.

6.2.1 VNA-FMR experimental setup
In ferromagnetic resonance experiments, forced precession oscillations of the
magnetization are excited by means of a high-frequency magnetic field. In a
conventional setup, the sample is placed in a magnetic field, which creates the
Zeeman splitting of energy levels. Simultaneously, a second alternating field of
a fixed frequency is irradiating the sample exciting the magnetic dipole transi-
tions between the split Zeeman levels. When the precession frequency of local
magnetic moments reaches the value of the applied microwave frequency, the
resonance condition is fulfilled and the microwave power is absorbed by the
sample. The high frequency (hf) field can be provided by a vector network
analyzer (VNA), which is an instrument that measures the amplitude and the
phase of the scattering parameters (S-parameters) of a generic two port de-
vice. This instrument has a built-in frequency signal source and can perform
frequency sweeps up to several GHz, measuring the complex reflection and
transmission coefficients of two-port and one-port networks. Given a sample
with planar geometry, it can be tested with the VNA by means of a coplanar
waveguide (CPW) excitation structure. A coplanar line is a structure in which
all the conductors supporting wave propagation are located on the same plane.
Conventional CPW consist of a single conducting track printed onto a dielec-
tric substrate, together with a pair of return conductors, one to either side of
the track. The return conductors are separated from the central track by a small
gap, which has an unvarying width along the length of the line. The sample,
in this case, is placed on top of the center conductor, as shown in Fig.6.5(a),
thus that the perturbation on the hf signal produced by the interaction of the
electromagnetic wave with the sample is directly registered by the CPW-VNA
transmission (and reflection) line. Depending on the measurement, a static bias
field can be applied either in the film plane (IP), or out of plane (OOP), but,
in both cases, it has to lie perpendicularly to the microwave field provided by
the VNA. With this setup is possible to obtain the frequency dependence of the
S-parameters at a fixed field, also referred to as frequency sweep FMR. Assum-
ing that the dominant CPW mode is the transmission mode, reflections can be
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neglected in the experiments, thus that only the S21-parameter of the measure-
ment and the correspondent reference measurement are needed. According to
the Barry model [93] [94] [95], it is possible to obtain an uncalibrated effective
microwave permeability parameter u(f), which is related to the magnetic per-
meability µr of the sample:

u(f) = ±j
ln

S21,H(f)

S21,ref (f)

lnS21,ref (f)
(6.4)

where the sign is chosen so to make Im[u(f)] negative in the vicinity of the FMR
peak. S21,H(f) denotes the set of S21 parameters measured at the given static
bias field H , and S21,ref (f) is the set of S21 parameters measured for the field
chosen as reference. Both the S21,H(f) data and the S21,ref (f) reference data are
needed, in order to compensate for the response properties of the excitation
structure, feed cables, etc., that do not relate to the sample response. Usually,
the reference measurement is made in a saturation condition of the sample. It
is emphasized in [94] that u(f) is related, but does not strictly correspond to the
loss and dispersion profiles which are expected. One example of u(f) measured
for a 50 nm thick NiFe nm is shown in Fig.6.5(b). The quantity -Im[u(f)] is
related to the loss profile, while Re[u(f)] shows its dispersion profile.

FIGURE 6.5: (a) Schematic diagram of the vector network analyzer
ferromagneic resonance spectrometer. The sample is placed on the
CPW structure. The mutually perpendicular static applied field
Hext and the microwave field hrf lie in the plane of the film. (b)
Representative VNA-FMR data showing the normalized perme-
ability parameter U(f) of a 50 nm thick NiFe nm (Eq.(6.4))[95] [94]

.

The VNA-FMR setup was used to detect the behaviour of the resonance
frequency peak of thin film samples when the temperature was varied from 4 K
up to room temperature. The VNA can provide for hf signals up to to 40 GHz,
by using low temperature cables inserted in a cryostat working in liquid helium
flux. The temperature control was made by using a heater positioned close to
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the CPW line, which was optimized to fit in the cryostat in order to apply the
external magnetic field either perpendicular or parallel to the CPW plane.

FIGURE 6.6: Picture of the VNA-FMR setup for low temperature
in use at Politecnico of Torino.

6.3 Spin reorientation transition in Mn2RhSn

The complex non collinear magnetic behaviour of Mn2RhSn indicate the realis-
tic possibility of engineering the skyrmion states in this and in similar Heusler
systems. A detailed micromagnetic analysis which suggests this collinear re-
gime to provide perfect conditions for the Skyrmion formation, in agreement
with the earlier theoretical studies is reported in [96]. A correct combination
of energy terms arising from spin and lattice interactions, shape and magnetic
anisotropy needs to be choice to permit an experimental investigation of these
topological states. To understand the origin of magnetic skyrmions, impor-
tant steps were made in 1960 and 1961 respectively by Dzyaloshinskii [97] and
Morya [98], who theorized and understood the existence and the role of a new
exchange interaction energy term, the Dzyaloshinskii-Morya interaction, DM.
On the basis of the Landau-Ginzurg theory of phase transitions, they consid-
ered the broken inversion symmetry contribution of spin-spin interactions in
magnetic crystals arising from the spin orbit coupling term. Dzialoshinsky
showed that, for a certain energy configuration, a canted state of magnetic sub-
lattices is favoured better than an antiferromagnetic alignement. Because of
the D.M. interaction, adjacent magnetic spins can thus prefer to have a fixed
angle between each other and energetically stabilizes magnetic skyrmions. In
this theory and its evolution, these stable states can persist in a wide range of
external conditions, such magnetic fields or temperature, but it is also possible
to perturb the system so to destroy, restore or slightly modify the equilibrium.
The technological interest is thus motivated by the possibility to control a phase
transitions and combine it with the storage potentials of magnetic media, thus
that skyrmions may represent a new type of nanoscale data carriers [99].

The crystal and magnetic structures of Mn2YZ Heusler compounds is show-
ed in Fig.6.7(a) [96]. Due to the magneto-crystalline anisotropy induced by the
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tetragonal distortion, the Mn-I magnetic moments are oriented along the c-axis;
the moments on Mn-II are canted in an alternating manner with respect to the
c-axis. A schematic picture of the leading magnetic exchange interactions be-
tween different atomic layers in Mn2YZ (atomic planes containing Z and Y el-
ements are shown in blue and red, respectively) is also reported in Fig.6.7 (b).
The arrows show the orientation of the spin moments on Mn and the springs
show the exchange interactions between different planes. Considering only the
nearest antiparallel interactions J (between Mn-I-Z and Mn-II-Y planes) leaves
the magnetic structure collinear; introducing the next-nearest antiparallel cou-
pling j (between Mn-II-Y planes) leads to the alternating canting of Mn-II mo-
ments by θ and 2π-θ. Three main temperature regions can be distinguished and
are highlighted in Fig.6.7(c): Canted (red), collinear ferrimagnetic (yellow) and
disordered (blue) magnetic states of Mn2RhSn. The increase of the canting an-
gle occurs because of the simultaneous re-alignment of the Mn-II moment and
an increase in its absolute value. This, in turn, suppresses the Mn-I moment
from 4.5 to 3.5 µB.

FIGURE 6.7: (a)Crystal and magnetic structures of Mn2YZ Heusler
compounds.(b) Schematic picture of the leading magnetic ex-
change interactions between different atomic layers in Mn2YZ
(atomic planes containing Z and Y elements are shown in blue and
red, respectively).(c) Zero-field-cooled (ZFC), field-cooled (FC)
and field-heated (FH) magnetization as a function of the tempera-

ture measured at induction fields of 0.1, 0.5, and 5 T.

The Heusler compound Mn2RhSn is thus predicted to have a spin reorien-
tation transition from an out of plane to an in plane orientation [96] of spin
sublattices. In this region of the phase diagram (' 77 K), whit a correct balanc-
ing of terms in the energy equation of the spin structure, it should be possible to
stabilize the canted spin state and manipulate it under a small applied field. An
imposed anisotropy was reached by film depositions [100], and motivated the
in temperature experiments with different experimental technique on the com-
pound. In particular, a correlation between the magnetization dynamics and
the static magnetic properties of a 50 nm Heusler thin film of Mn2RhSn grown
on MgO(001) substrate by magnetron co-sputtering of the constituents [85], has
been initiated in this Ph.D.
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6.3.1 MFM measurements
A Magnetic Force Microscope (INRiM laboratory) has been equipped with a
temperature module in order to vary the temperature of the sample. The mod-
ule uses a Peltier cell to obtain temperatures between -35 C and 100 ◦C. The
sample holder and the magnetic tip were isolated from the external environ-
ment by a silicon tube, inside which it was possible to flow Ar gas in order
to work in a controlled atmosphere. A water pump was used to cool the bot-
tom side of the Peltier cell. A picture of the experimental setup is presented in
Fig.6.8 (e). The images at the surface of the Heusler thin film of Mn2RhSn were
acquired using a hard magnetic tip without applying any external magnetic
field. All the magnetic images were compared with the topology recorded in
pass one. At 22.3◦C no magnetic signal was detected (image not shown), after
that the sample was cooled down. The first magnetic signal was detected after
that the temperature reached the value of -19.8◦C. At the stable temperature of
-19◦C, an image was recorded in a 768 X 768 px window of 30 µm lateral size.
In Fig.6.8 (a) and (b), the magnetic contrast is compared to the topology (left
and right frames respectively). The magnetic pattern, of Fig.6.8 (a), discloses

FIGURE 6.8: (a) and (b) magnetic and correspondent topology
MFM images of the Mn2RhSn film below the Curie tempera-
ture. (c) Magnetic images at the first order phase transition while
heating the sample. The Curie temperature is predicted around
0 Celsius.(d) zoomed bubble-stripe domain structure. (e) MFM

equipped with temperature module.

a bubble-stripe behaviour of ferromagnetic domains, which is compatible with
an out-of-plane anisotropy in the absence of external magnetic fields [65]. An
image, recorded in a smaller window (10 X 10 µm), is also reported in Fig.6.8
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(d). The system was then slowly heated up to room temperature. An image,
recoded at -5◦C during the heating process, shows that the stable bubble-stripe
domain pattern persists but gradually lowers its magnetic intensity with re-
spect to the -19.8◦C image Fig.6.8 (c). Moreover, the pattern disappeared dur-
ing the acquisition (white dotted line). This behaviour was attributed to the
inset of the disordered high temperature paramagnetic phase. The abrupt dis-
appearance of the domain pattern at -5◦C, together with the fact that the cooling
and heating temperature of the transitions (-19.8◦C and -5◦C respectively) were
different, suggested that the transformation is accompanied by instability and
hysteresis, being of the first order. These data are in good agreement with the
magnetic phase diagram of the compound, which predicts the inset of the ferri-
magnetic order at temperature below 300 K with an increasing value of the out
of plane component of the Mn-I atoms Fig.6.7(c).

6.3.2 VSM measurements
The magnetic hysteresis loops were measured with a vibrating sample magne-
tometer (VSM) in the temperature interval [20,300] K. Several hysteresis loops,
at different temperatures, were recorded applying the external magnetic field
either parallel and perpendicular to the film plane (IP and OOP directions).

FIGURE 6.9: Hysteresis loops measured with VSM with the mag-
netic field applied perpendicular (OOP) and parallel (IP) to the
sample surface. The geometrical demagnetizing factor is not con-

sidered due to the trivial spin structure.

From the static magnetic measurements, it was found that the OOP com-
ponent did not change in the whole temperature range of measure [20-150] K,
while a significant variation in the saturation magnetization of the IP compo-
nent was observed. The graphs in Fig.6.9 summarize this behaviour. The coer-
cive fields are small (∼ 0.04 T) and comparable for both the directions. Due to
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the difficulty to estimate a demagnetizing factor of such a complex spin struc-
ture, no geometrical correction were made for the two configurations. How-
ever, for thin film geometry, the geometrical demagnetizing factor is usually
very close to Nz = 1 [30] in the orthogonal direction. The OOP direction can
thus be considered the easy axis for the system, which keeps nearly unchanged
in the whole temperature range of measure. On the other hand, the IP sub-
system magnetism decreased below 75 K, which may confirm the alignment
of the two subsystems, but it may also counts for a certain staggered compo-
nent of the magnetization, which resides in the film plane. The temperature
dependence of the saturation magnetization for the OOP and IP spins compo-
nents is reported in the last graph of Fig.6.9. The IP and OOP magnetization
behaviour are in accordance with the predicted change of spin directions of the
Mn-II atoms Fig.6.7(b).

6.3.3 FMR measurements
To probe the coupling between the magnetization vector and the crystal direc-
tions, temperature and angle dependent ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) spec-
troscopy [101] can be used. Thin ferromagnetic layers are perfect sample form,
due to their defined orientation of crystallographic axes and the small amount
of a metallic material that is exposed to microwave radiation. One more con-
dition is that, for the homogeneous excitation, the film thickness should be
smaller than the microwave skin depth. The measurements were conducted
by applying external magnetic fields, produced by the superconducting mag-
net, in both the OOP and IP direction of the film plane. The geometry of the
setup is sketched in Fig.6.10.

FIGURE 6.10: Scheme of the geometrical configuration for FMR
experiments. A cryostat is inserted in the bore of a superconduct-
ing solenoid magnet. RF cables are cryogenic and can reach 40

GHz.
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In both cases, the measurements of the thin film were analysed varying the
temperature of the chamber. A frequency sweep spectra taken at T = 300 K
was used as a reference. The external magnetic field was kept constant at the
values of 200 mT and 100 mT for the IP and OOP directions respectively. Some
representative results are shown in Fig.6.11.

FIGURE 6.11: (a) In plane FMR spectra between 8 K and 75 K, with
an applied magnetic field of 200 mT, (b) Out of plane FMR spectra
between 140 K and 75 K with an applied magnetic field of 100
mT. (c) Double peak structure in the in plane component persists
between 75 K to 140 K with an applied magnetic field of 200 mT.

The collected spectra are visibly disturbed, moreover, the signal arising from
the ferromagnetic film is very low. In spite of the difficulty of such measure-
ments, some observation can be done and the evolution of the resonance fre-
quency values either of the IP and OOP components can be established in the
temperature range between 20 K and 150 K. From the graph of Fig.6.12, a critical
temperature region appear around [70,80] K.

FIGURE 6.12: Temperature dependence of the resonance fre-
quency for the two orientations, in plane (red dots) and out of
plane (blue dots). A double peak structure appears in the IP com-

ponent, as highlighted in figure 6.11 (C).
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A phase transition arount 75-80 K may be inferred from the minimum of the
OOP-FMR frequency value and from the behaviour of the IP component, which
suddenly grows. The aforementioned phenomenology may be connected to the
spin reorientation transition, predicted for this alloy [100]. The spin reorienta-
tion process can be accompanied by a stable canted state. The observation of
a double peak structure of the IP-FMR component in the temperature interval
above 70 K has been highlighted in the graphs, due to the similar behaviours
observed in the metallic, semiconducting and insulating chiral magnets MnSi,
Fe1−xCoxSi and Cu2OSeO3 performed by Schwarze et al. [102]. However, in
order to compare this behaviour, a theoretical calculation of the expected reso-
nance frequency should be carried out also on the Mn2RhSn compound.

The Kittel equation, for the out of plane geometry, can be used to relate
the resonance frequency values to the magnetic properties of the sample under
investigation. In this case, by combining the values of the saturation magneti-
zations obtained by the VSM experiments, it has been possible to reconstruct
the evolution of the value of the anisotropy field Ha with temperature in the
OOP direction. The resonance frequency results [103]:

ν0 =
γ

2π
(H⊥ +Ha −NzMs). (6.5)

where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio ( 176 GHz/T). The demagnetizing factor for
the thin film geometry was considered as Nz = 1, however it has to be noted
that it may be smaller.

FIGURE 6.13: Calculated anisotropy field for the out of plane com-
ponent from the Kittel formula of Eq.(6.5).

In Fig.6.13, the results for the OOP anisotropy fieldHa reveals a high anisotropy
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which persists in the whole temperature range. In a small temperature win-
dow [50,100] K, the anisotropy field is lowered. This may arise from the inset
of the canted state of the spin structure, which slightly lowers the strong out of
plane anisotropy of the thin film, observed by the MFM images and the VSM
magnetization curves. Due to the complex spin structure, the present com-
pounds should deserve a deeper theoretical and experimental investigation.
However, the experimental VNA-FMR setup here developed has been able to
capture some of the feature concerning the spin reorientation transition in the
Mn2RhSn thin film. The existence of a canted state (canted angle) between the
two Mn subsystems may be related to the presence of the double peak structure
of the IP-FMR spectra. The concomitant deviation from a continuous behaviour
either of the OOP and IP resonance frequencies is probably the most promising
feature to be exploited in future investigation in this and in similar alloys char-
acterized by an out of plane anisotropy and a reorientation of subsystems of
spins.
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Conclusions and future perspectives

This Ph.D. thesis has been devoted to the experimental study of phase tran-
sitions in magnetic solids. The main interest has been directed to La(Fe,Si)13

based compounds, whose transition from a low temperature ferromagnetic pha-
se to a high temperature paramagnetic phase is magneto-structural. This class
of alloys is important for magneto refrigeration applications because of their
unique magnetocaloric properties: low thermal and magnetic hysteresis, tun-
able Tc, near ambient temperature, and large MCE values, which are maxima
in compositions with a first order phase transition. With the aim to achieve a
proper understanding of the origin of their functional properties, the difference
between a second and a first order transition have been exploited with dedi-
cated experimental techniques and methods, producing a variety of results and
seeding the possibility of further research in the field.

SPATIAL PROPAGATION OF THE TRANSITION FRONT

A magneto optical setup based on the use of indicator films (MOIF) was
successfully applied to a magnetocaloric compound in Ch.4. The technique al-
lowed to observe the magnetic response across the entire surface of
La(Fe0.9Co0.015Si0.085)13 samples with typical lateral size of millimetres. In the
experiments, a very low content of Co was utilized thus to preserve a first or-
der transition around 200 K, allowing to investigate either the effect of substi-
tuted compound and the first order nature of the transition. The stray field
produced by the samples was recorded in real time by varying the temperature
of the cryostat chamber and by applying magnetic fields up to ± 75 mT. The
experiments succeeded to obtain a different light contrast of the two phases of
the compound: the paramagnetic phase was much darker with respect the fer-
romagnetic one. The difference in light (magnetic) contrast of the two phases
clearly demarcated a phase front and, due to the magneto-structural nature of
the transition, the motion of the front was observed to move across the entire
sample surface at temperatures close to the Curie point. It has been thus pos-
sible to follow the advancement of the PM/FM (and vice-versa) transition, to
measure its average velocity and to correlate it with the shape and the defects
present at the surface of the sample. The main result obtained from this study is
the evidence of two dynamics competing in the transformation process: a slow
2D growth of the new phase which advances at the velocity of 10−4 m/s, inter-
rupted by fast (the time between two acquired frame of 180 ms) transformation
of large area of the sample (up to 0.5 µm2). This behaviour repeat either while
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cooling (PM to FM transition) and while heating the sample (FM to PM transi-
tion). The fast advance of the front (average velocity > 4 x 10−3 m/s) stops at re-
producible pinning sites. The analysis of the images suggested that this sites are
mainly cracks which propagate in the whole volume of the sample, although
some phase boundaries were also not correlated with fracture. The analysis
at single pixel positions across the surface (1.67 x 1.67 µm) revealed the pres-
ence of ferromagnetic grains (α-Fe secondary phases) and micro-sized holes or
non magnetic phases (La-rich phases) which influenced the slow front advance-
ment. In this case, the magneto-static interaction among defects and magnetic
phases seemed to produce a magnetic friction for the slow front. The MOIF
technique showed that in La(Fe,Si)13 based compounds two extrinsic sources
of hysteresis exists: on the one side the magnetic inhomogeneities which de-
celerates the slow (and reversible) ferromagnetic front, on the other side the
structural defects which can pin (and stop) the nucleation and growth of the
fast front.

Calorimetric measurements at very low temperature scanning rate, has been
compared with the MOIF results. The heat flux signals, while crossing the tran-
sition, were dominated by separated heat flux spikes, almost completely repro-
ducible when repeating the scans. During calorimetry experiments the entire
volume of the sample contributed to the measured signal, it wasn’t thus possi-
ble to distinguish among local behaviours. Considering both the local (MOIF)
and volume (DSC) observations, the avalanches nature of the transition may be
explained by the presence of different volumes inside the sample which trans-
form in sequence.

LOW RATE CALORIMETRY AND AVALANCHES

Further calorimetry experiments, performed to investigate the avalanches
behaviour in La(Fe,Si)13 based compounds, have been presented in Ch.5. A
new series of alloys based on different amount of substitution elements in
LaFexMnySiz-H1.65 compounds was exploited with a heat flux DSC Peltier ca-
lorimeter at INRiM. The magnetic phase diagram of the series was draw, either
as a function of the composition (Mn atoms) and of the applied magnetic fields.
The setup was use to characterize the MCE properties of the series showing
that large values of the product ∆Siso∆Tad are reached by a compromise be-
tween sufficiently first order character of the transition with high ∆Siso and
low hysteresis ∆Thys. The increasing content of manganese atoms tunes the
transition from a first to a second order behaviour, thus it has been possible
to investigate the different kinetics with low temperature scanning rate exper-
iments (1 mK/s) on sample masses smaller than 5 mg. It has been found that
these two conditions are sufficient to disclose the avalanche behaviour in two
alloys with different amount of Mn atoms: x = 0.30 and x = 0.18. A third alloy
with x = 0.46, whose hysteresis is zero with no external applied magnetic field,
was measured in the same conditions and no avalanches of heat flux were de-
tected. The presence of avalanches was thus attributed to the first order nature
of the transitions, thus to the presence of thermal hysteresis in the magnetic
phase diagram of the compound. With the systematic study of the avalanches
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behaviour in the three compositions, the interplay between a reversible and
an irreversible contributions at the FM/PM transition of La(FeSi)13 based com-
pounds was observed clearly when the transition was close to the critical point,
thus when the character of the transition is passing from a first to a second or-
der behaviour. It has been possible to separate two sources of heat flux, both
contributing to the total entropy change at the transition. One term is due to the
growth of the specific heat at the Curie point of a magnetic system and is fully
reversible, the second term is a latent heat contribution and characterizes the
first order nature of the transition (irreversible). The avalanches of heat flux are
responsible for the irreversible term and their shape depends on the transform-
ing fraction of volume of the sample. The specific heat term of the composition
x = 0.30 increase from 750 J/kg K at zero external magnetic field to 1100 J/kg
K for a magnetic field of 1.3 T. This value is close to the 1450 J/kg K of the
reversible x = 0.46 composition. A general trend close to the critical point of
the compound shows that the specific heat is much more smaller in first order
phase transition, therefore the time constant governing the heat exchange equa-
tions is faster. Considering an AMR thermodynamic cycle, the time required to
exchange the heat with the surrounding (the Peltier cell of measure in the ex-
periment) is significantly shorter in first order phase transitions (1.8 s for x=0.18
composition in zero external magnetic field) with respect a second order tran-
sitions (2.6 s for the x = 0.46 composition in zero external magnetic field). The
reversible cp term is an intrinsic thermodynamic property of the compound and
is also a parameter which governs the avalanches kinetics of the phase transi-
tions.

Future work
The application of dedicated experimental techniques has been shown to be

powerful to characterize the physical behaviour and properties at the magneto-
structural phase transitions of La(Fe,Si)13 based compounds. In summary, it
has been pointed out either by the MOIF experiments and by the low rate
calorimetry technique that the transition in La(Fe,Si)13 based compounds can
be difficulty separated in a full first or second order character in the vicinity
of the critical point. The thermo-magnetic hysteresis can survives even with
a concomitant continuous and reversible change of portion the sample, which
suggests a separation of volumes inside the sample. This fact may be due to
the disorder which dominates the compounds. Magnetic and structural de-
fects, together with composition inhomogeneities of the alloys may complicate
the experimental observations. However, the study of the magnetic field role,
in this thesis, had produced some general guide lines on the way on which it
interacts with the structure, modifying the energy landscape of the transition.

In order to continue this work, the slow dynamics (reversible cp) may be
studied in alloys with a second order phase transition by changing the defects
concentration, the shape and the external conditions (magnetic fields, pres-
sure,...). On the other hand, the fast dynamics (avalanches of heat flux) still
pones several questions. The size of the volumes, whose phase abruptly trans-
forms, may be related to some intrinsic physical parameters which experience
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discontinuities at the first order transition. By MOIF experiments, it was possi-
ble to observe only the behaviour of the sample at its surface, thus conclusion
on volumes cannot be made, however other experimental technique may be ap-
plied to investigate this feature, i.e. in-temperature tomography reconstruction
with controlled shape of the samples. By looking at the details of the heat flux
avalanches shape, due to their existing close relation with thermal hysteresis, it
may be expected that the time for an avalanche to start and to end critically de-
pends on the temperature hysteresis. Further investigations need to be directed
to this topic, in order to find a thermodynamic model for such shapes.

In this Ph.D. project other experimental techniques have been also tested
and employed to explore magnetic phase transitions. The in-temperature mea-
surements of physical quantities such electrical resistivity or the geometry de-
pendency of the magnetization dynamics had furnish additional informations
on the interplay among different spin structures in regions of magnetic phase
diagrams where the thermal equilibrium is not satisfied. The example pre-
sented in Ch.6 of the thesis, regarded the ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) mea-
surements in Mn2RhSn thin film. This experiment was conducted to investigate
the spin reorientation transition at 77 K of the compound, in order to individ-
uate the interaction type between subsystems of spins which may favour the
formation of skyrmion topological structures. Al thought the deviation from
the main thesis subject, the described FMR setup, which has been developed
during the Ph.D., may be used to exploit the ferromagnetic interaction in other
classes of magnetic materials. For example, due to the rising possibility to
achieve thin film of La(Fe,Si)13 based compounds, FMR could furnish informa-
tion on the magnetic anisotropy field and on the damping parameter of these
compound at the transition, which still lack of literature attention.
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bell. We find a good qualitative agreement between experimental and modeled en-
tropy change -∆s(H,T). The main result is that the magnetoelastic coupling drives
the phase transition of the system, changing it from second to first order by varying
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a model parameter η. It is also responsible for a decrease of -∆s at the transition,
due to a small lattice contribution to the entropy counteracting the effect of the mag-
netic one. The role of Mn is reflected exclusively in a decrease of the strength of the
exchange interaction, while the value of the coefficient β, responsible for the cou-
pling between volume and exchange energy, is independent on the Mn content and
it appears to be an intrinsic property of the La(Fe–Si)13 structure.

[4] V. Basso, M. Kuepferling, C. Curcio, C. Bennati, A. Barzca, M. Katter, M.
Bratko, E. Lovell, J. Turcaud, L.F. Cohen, Specific heat and entropy change
at the first order phase transition of La(Fe-Mn-Si)13-H compounds, Journal
of Applied Physics, 118.5 (2015) 053907.

In this paper, we present the results of an experimental investigation on the magne-
tocaloric properties of hydrogenated La(Fe-Mn-Si)13-H with Mn substituting Fe to
finely tune the transition temperature. We measured the specific heat under magnetic
field cp(H, T) and the magnetic field induced isothermal entropy change ∆s(H, T)
of a series of compounds by direct Peltier calorimetry. Results show that increasing
Mn from 0.06 to 0.46 reduces the transition temperature from 339 K to 270 K whilst
the total entropy change due to a 1.5 T field is depressed from 18.7 J kg-1K-1 to 10.2
Jkg-1K-1 and the thermal hysteresis similarly is reduced from 1.5 K to zero. In the
paper, we interpret the results in terms of a magnetic phase transition changing from
the first to the second order with increasing Mn content, and we discuss the value of
the results for magnetic cooling applications.

[5] C. Bennati, G. Ghigo, L. Gozzelino, M. Kuepferling and V. Basso, Hysteresis
and avalanches in the magnetocaloric compounds LaFexMnySiz-H1.65 near
the critical point, submitted paper (2015).

The effect of substitution elements and of applied magnetic fields on the nature
and on the dynamics of the phase transition in La(Fe,Si)13 based compounds is
investigated through a low rates differential scanning calorimetric technique and
electrical resistivity measurements in the series of the magnetocaloric candidates
LaFexMnySiz-H1.65. The transition from a low temperature ferromagnetic phase to
a high temperature paramagnetic phase can be tuned both by the magnetic field and
by the amount of manganese atoms from the first to the second order. In the calori-
metric measurements we show that, when the transition is of first order, the growth
of the new phase is accompanied by heat flux avalanches which reflect the absorp-
tion/release of latent heat at the transitions. As the transition approaches the critical
point, the avalanche peaks modify and gradually disappear, moreover their shape re-
veals the growth of the specific heat, up to 150% at the critical field, which counts
for the reversible exchange of heat of second order phase transitions. On the basis
of that, a competition between irreversible/reversible processes is established depend-
ing on the energy barrier between the ferromagnetic/paramagnetic phases. As the
two phases possess different electrical properties, the change from step-like to smooth
transition is reflected also in the electrical resistance dependence on the temperature
and on the magnetic field, the latter is responsible of the increase from 3.7% to 5% of
the magnetoresistance at the transition.
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